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Calloway High To Have
Commencement May 28

Rev. Heyward Roberts will
show slides of his trip to the Holy
Land on Friday, May 21, at seven
p.m. at the Sugar Creek Baptist
Church, located east of Faxon One hundred and thirty-sex valedictory address, and 71m Republic" by Steele. Mrs. Josh*
"Phil Shelton Night" will be
The Murray State University
Elementary School.
iepiors at Calloway County High Fannin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Darnall will be the direCtor.
observed at Murray High School
Choir and Chorus will present a
to
to
is
The
attend
7:30
invited
public
from
will receive their Talmadge Fannin, will give the
28
May
ichool
Miss Janey Kelso will play. tbe
Friday,
on
concert Sunday afternoon at 3:00
to see these pictures taken by liplomas at the Commencement salutatory address.
processional and the recesdonaL
9:30 p.m. according to an anp.m. in the recital hall of the
Rev. Roberts, pastor of the West Exercises to be held on Friday, The Mixed Chorus, directed by
Serving as ushers for both the
nouncement made today by the
Price Doyle Fine Arta building.
Band
Fork
Baptist Church on the trip to May 28, at eight p.m. in Jeffrey Mrs. Josiah Darnall, will sing commencement
School
High
and
bacMurray
The Choir will perform, "Ah
the Holy Land with his wife gymnasium.
"This Is My Country-Let There calaureate will be members of
Boosters Club.
My Dearest Jesus Child" by
during the Christmas season a The program will opened with Be Music" by Jacobs. The in- the junior class at Calloway
An open house will be held at
&umbel Scheidt, "Misericordias
two
few
years ago.
these
the processional by the Calloway vocation and benediction will be County High School.
during
school
the
Domhii" by Durante, "But I am
County High School Band with given by Paul Rushing, senior
hours.
TEN CTTED
Afflicted" for double chorus by
This is the eleventh graduating
and the
"All former band members,
Brahma,and "Fe Detun" by Flee
Ten persons were cited for David Berry as the director. The class vice-president,
senior
class of Calloway County
be by Pete Roney,
band boosters and interested
Peeters.
weeding early this morning by band will play "Symphonic welcome will
High School. The first class
Miss Marilyn Simons
band
president.
present
by
class
Carter
during
all
the
senior
Overture"
and
citizens
The -*University Chorus will
the Murray Police Department.
graduated in May of 1961 after
Miss Debbie Erwin, class
members and boosters are urged
Program.
perform "Rejoice in the Lamb"
Don
high school had opened that
the
Burchfield
Miss
Barbara
Brittain, historian, will give "Moments of
to come out and show their apby Benjamin Britten with
year following the corsolidatiore
outthe
of
for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reflection".
daughter
Phil
to
preciation
Elizabeth Newnam, Sharon
the six county high schools.
Raymond Brittain, will give the Presentation of Awards and
standing performances of the
Petty, Mike O'Neal and Carl
daughter
Simons,
years,"
Supt.
Diplomas will be by
Miss Marilyn
band during the past nine
Rogers as soloisti. Mrs. Maxine
Charles Simons, a spokesman said.
William B. Miller, Principal
Clark will be at the console of Mr-and Mrs.
Howard R. Crittenden, Chairman
was named "Miss Murray High" "An effort will be made to have
organ.
sophomore,junior, recordings of some of these
of the Board Billy Joe Stub'Professor Robert Bear will by vote of the
recently at the performances alienable for your
classes
senior
blefield, and Vice-Chairman of
and
is
conduct the concert which tree
the
pleasure,"
the Board Calvin Key.
school.
listening
and open to the public.
Death claimed Mrs. Mar
the B
Senior Class President David spokesman for
Compton of Murray Route F
Baccalaureate
Alexander presented Miss Boosters added.
on Wednesday at ten p.m. at
The Baccalaureate services for
Simons with a bouquet of yellow
Murray-Calloway Count the senior class will be held
mums in assembly at the school
Hospital where she had been Sunday, May 23, at two p.m. at Stanley Dick was found "not
on Tuesday. Marilyn has been
active in school activities
Jeffrey gymnasium with Rev. guilty" of arson by a Circuit
Don Burchfield of- 3/03 Widllife Federation's Con. patient since Saturday.
Mrs. Campton, age 84, w Heyward Roberts,minister of the Court jury in the case beard in
and was majorette of the band
Belmonte Drive, Murray, was- servation Youth Achievemen1
preceded in death by he West Fork Baptist Church, giving the court on Wednesday, acthree years, serving as co-head
esented the Silver Beaver Award.-.
majorette this year.
award,the highest honor that can Burchfielti is a recreation husband, Watkins Compton o the sermon.
cording to the office of Circuit
Rev. Roger Joseph, minister of Court Clerk James Blalock.
Tht other finalists in the
-be bestowed upon a voltinteer planner for the Tennessee Valley August 15, 1938. She was
be
election were Sheila Latimer. "Entertainment Train" will
leader, at the annual recognition Authority-Land Between the member of the Turkey Creek the Temple Hill and Russell's
The verdict of the jury was
Methodist read by the jury foreman to the
United
Titsworth and Amy Wilson. the theme of the program to be dinner of the Four Rivers Scout Lakes and holds a Direct:lee Baptist Church in the Land Chapel
The Mid-Cepntinent Baptist Ruth
presented by the dancing Council held Saturday, May 15,at Degree in Park Administratior Bktween the Lakes. Mrs. Corn Churches, will give the in- Circuit Court at about eight p.m.
Herald of Mayfield had a couple
Cochran
students of the Lyndia
on Thursday.
the Cabana Club, Paducah.
and Recreation from Indiana ton,'bern February 7, 1887, in vocation and recessional.
of intriguing articles, one of
Dance Studio on Saturday, May The presentation was made by University. He is a member of the Trigg County, was the daughter The Mixed Chorus will sing "0 bick had been indicted by the
time
which we published some
Murray
the
in
p.m.
and
Compton
late
7:45
George
the
of
at
22,
Sacred Head" by Bach-Hassler February 1971 Calloway Grand
William Canfield, executive National Wildlife Federation, the
ago from another source.
State University auditorium.
and the Combined Choruses will Jury on a charge of arson of a
board member of the Council. American Camping Association, Sarah Rushing Compton.
said special
The local woman is survived by sin "Battle Hymn of the dwelling house on the Paris Road
Mrs. Cochran
This is the highest honor that can the Appalachian Trail ConThe annual homecoming will
routines have been planned by be bestowed upon a volunteer ference, the Masora, and the three daughters, Mrs. Sanford
which occurred on January 9,
be held Sunday, May 23, at the
Here's one of them:
seventy-five students in the leader for distinguished service w
(Velma) Colson of Calvert City,
'the
1971.
nodne. Conservancy.
tiatur
"The knot was tied, the pair were Chapel Hill Baptist Church.
recital. Special costumes, at the to boyhood and youth programs. Past recipients of the Silver Mrs. Troy (Lois) Dixon of
Ed Overbey and Don Overbey
James Hardison will be the
wed.
expense of about one thousand Burchfield was nominated by Beaver award from Murray are Southgate, Mich., and Mrs.
were the lawyers for Dick.
song
of
and
ceremonies
master
And then the smiling bridegroom
for
acquired
been
have
Tri
of
dollars,
Commonwealth Attorney Boyce
the Four Rivers Council, and a Carmon Graham, Harry Sledd, Harold (Mildred) Shultz
leader. Featured singers will be
said
the dancing pupils to use in the final review and selection was Leonard Vaughn, Cleo Sykes, Dr. City; three sons, Vernon CompClayton and County attorney Sid
Unto the preacher, 'Shall I pay "The Scott Trio" from Sedalia show.
of James C. Hart, and Dr. Ralph ton of Pineville, Robert Compton
Court
National
the
by
were the lawyers for the
made
Easley
from
Oaks"
"Melody
nd
To you the usual fee today?
The public is invited to attend Honor and the chief scout
of Los Angeles, California, and
case for the Commonwealth of
Or, would you have me wait a urray.
charge.
admission
and there is no
Calvin Compton of Murray Route
executive, Alden Barber. He is
Kentucky.
year
Four.
of this
recipient
civil case of Ward
youngest
the
of
Page,
pastor
Grover
W.
Rev.
hundred
a
then
you
And.pay
"Men Of Today the
Alpha
Mu
Phi
The
five
are
surviving
sisters,
Alao
church, Invites the public to
vs. Amen and Paschall Truck
honor in the Four Rivers Counci..,
-—
clear,
present
will
Band
Stage
Note"
Mrs. Minnie Atkins of Murray
Lines, regarding an accident, is
Burchfield's qualifications for
If I should find the marriage state ttend.
Route Four, Mrs. Elvis (Floy concert on Wednesday, May 26, being heard in the Calloway
this award include fifteen yeax s
As happy as I estimate?'
the
on
held
be
will
It
at 6:30 p.m.
of work with the Boy Scouts, Girl Vandalism to two tractors Hicks and Mrs. H. B.(Gertrude) West steps of the University Circuit Court with Judge James
The preacher took no time for Lutheran Kindergarten
both of Canton, Mrs. B.
instructor
Futrell,
Clubs;
4-H
M. Lassiter presiding.
and
Scouts,
thought,
parked at the Stokes Tractor and
Library. In the event of rain, the
The Mutray Recreation softThe next case on the court
ratings in water safety. Implement Company on In- 0. (Ella) Boyer of Lanesville,
To his reply no study brought. Art Show Is Saturday
Auditorium
School
University
ball league will have a meeting marksmanship, and First Aid;
Va., and Mrs. Esther Garcia of
is Vance vs. Davis,
docket
There were no wrinkles on his
the
to
reported
concert.
Road
was
dustrial
Monday, May 24, at 7 p.m. at the
San Francisco, California; two will be the site of the
for Monday, May 24.
scheduled
The atudents of the Lutheran City Hall. The meeting will be Eagle Scout and Vigil member of Murray Police Department on
brow,
The concert will include both
brothers, Henry Compton of
Said he, 'I'll take three dollars Kindergarten will present their primarily for scheduling and for the Order of the Arrow; Wednesday at 8:40 a.m.
an
with
numbers,
rock
and
Jazz
leadership chairman of the The report said three lights Royal Oak, Mich., and Euen
Annual Art Show from 9 a.m. to drafting rules for the league.
emphasis on using the big band ti
American Camping Association; were broken out of a Model 135 Compton of Evansville, Ind.;
—copied 11 a.m., Saturday, May 72, on the
today's sounds. Many of the
The following teams are enplay
Episcopa;
nineteen grandchildren; twelve
school lawn at 1503 Main Street. tered in the league at this time Warden of St. John's
tractor owned
Massey
Ferguson
are the ones user
arrangements
ol
great grandchildren.
The eighteen children will according to Barry Polston, city Church; Flotilla Commander
by Johnny Parker, parked in the
by such big "name bands" au
are
arrangements
Coast
Funeral
States
United
exhibit samples of art work recreation director: (Men's) the Murray
rear, and one light was broken on
Buddy Rich, ant
incomplete, but friends may call Stan Kenton,
Buel McCallon, formerly of
Here's the other:
completed during the year. Mrs. Bynums, Dexter, Jerry Prickett, Guard Auxiliary.
Model 135 tractor owned
Also, several of
another
Herman.
Woody
at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
For those who insist that Leiser Horan is the teacher and Tom Carico, Beales Hardware, While Burchfield was scout. by Will Ed Stokes.
been arranger Calloway County, died suddenly
have
numbers
the
Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. at the
Communism is not Involved in Mrs. Dorothy Williams is Moose Lodge, Jack's Shell, J. master of Troop 45 of the First Mike Field of 4th and Olive Home.
for the concert by members of the
Methodist Church, the troop Streets, Murray, reported the
Hospital. He was a
Mayfield
the choas presently upsetting our assistant to the teacher.
band and alumni.
C's, Bakers Faculty, Keg Heads, received national recognition by
resident of 316 Wright Street,
nation, we repsectfully request
of
pistol
from
32
a
theft
caliber
Watson.
Larry
Hendon's,
Joseph
Some of the songs to be Mayfield.
being given the Hornaday Award his truck while it was parked at
that they consider some of the The public is cordially invited
Women's teams entered so far
achievement in
view the exhibit.
outstanding
are: "Hey Jude"
The deceased was 55 years of
featured
for
(Continued on P e Eleven
are: Dexter, Ta Fa Lambe, conservation and the Nations 13th and Main Streets, to the
"Sunny", "Mercy, Mercy age and was,an Army veteran of
Police at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Gamma Gamma Sogma Fi
Mercy", "Norweigan Wood" World War It.
Jerry Dunton's, Tom Carico's
McCallon is survived by his
Mrs. Pearl Canter of Lynnville MacArthur Park", Make Me
and Shirley Wilford.
passed away this morning at 7:50 Smile", "Lucretia MacEvil" wife, Mrs. Fairra Edwards
Any other teams interested in
McCallon, one daughter, Miss
at the Murray-Calloway County and many more.
playing should contact Polston at
Linda Sue McCallon, one son,
Hospital. She was 82 years of age
the City Park no later than
The band is sponsored by the William E. (Bill) McCallon, and
and her death followed an ex
. A thirteen year old youth, Dorothy Rowland Futrell of Saturday,May 22.
Gamma Delta Chapter of Phi Mi. two grandchildren, Jeffrey and
Five Murray High School
tended illness.
Rodney J. Futrell, drowned in a Worth, Ill.; grandparents, Jay
students were named to Quill and
• 0.04....mumei....0
The deceased was the wife of Alpha Sinfonia, Murray State Shari McCallon, all of Mayfield;
canal at Worth, Ill., on Wed- Futrell and his wife, Fay, of
Scroll, international honorary
Thad Canter who died in 1962. She University. There are 18 mern. his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
EDITOR,
LETTERS•ei.
nesday afternoon. He is the son of Hazel Route Two and Claude
society for high school Jour- Highway Commissioner B. E. was a member of the Lynnville hers of the band,coming from as McCallon of Murray Route One;
Mr. and Mrs. Cottlan Futrell of Rowland of Murray Route Eight Dear Editor;
King today announced a road Church of Christ. Mrs. Canter far away as Syracuse, N. Y., ane four brothers, Hays McCallon of
nalists.
He is also survived by foin Our environment is getting
&
Black
The
Worth, Ill., formerly of Murray
project for various was born in Graves County on Sheffield, Alabama, and as close Mayfield, Ralph McCallon of St.
improvement
from
are
They
sisters, Mrs. Margaret Fa) owded with dead things such as Gold newspaper staff. Editor-in- roads in Calloway, Carlisle, August 14, 1888, and was the as Benton and Possum Trot.
and Calloway County.
Louis, Mo., James McCallon-of
Authorities at Worth, Ill., said Parks, Mrs. Geraldine Davis ns, trash, etc. Would you chief Gail Lyons, Sports Editor Crittenden, Graves and Lyons daughter of the late James Director of the band is Gerald durray Route Seven, and Hoyt
in
lease
put
a
few
more articles Ronald Shemwell, and Business Counties.
the young boy was playing on a Mrs. Brenda Beatty, and Mrs
Wilson and Elizabeth Dickl W. McGuire, senior music major McCallon of Murray Route Two;
from Paris, Tennessee. The several nieces and nephews.
railroad trestle over a canal with Patricia Chastain, and one bout air pollution or ecology? Manager Gail Russell who is also An erosion control special Wilson.
Benny Pittman
some more children when he fell brother, Charles Futrell, all of
program consisting of seeing and
editor-in-chief for next year
Survivors are three daughters, faculty advisor is Roger E. Funeral services will be held
New Concord, Ky.
into the water. His body was the Chicago, ni., area.
The Tiger yearbook staff protection is planned for 1.8 miles Mrs. Enoch Wilson of Mayfield,, Reichmuth, Marching Band Friday at three p.m.at the chapel
recovered about two hours later,, The body will be returned to the
named its two co-editors. Mary of Cisco Channel Road, 1.5 miles Mrs. Morris Thacker of Director.
of the Byrn Funeral Home,
authorities said, and the death Max Churchill Funeral Home
Winter and Mark Ethertor to of Potter Brumfield Road and 1.7 Sutherlin. Oregon, and Mrs., "Since the concert is outdoors, Mayfield, with Bro. Terry Clapp
Murray, where friends may cal
was ruled due to accidental
miles of Glendale Road in Crit- Hubert Goode of Fisherville, Ky.; lawn chairs are in order if you and Bro. John Hoover officiating.
this outstanding honor
drowning. Worth is a suburb of after six p.m. on Saturday. The
Gail Lyons and Herald tenden County; 1.4 miles of one son, Otis Canter of Fulton; want to be comfortable", a
Pallbearers will be Ersel
the south Chicago area in Cook funeral arrangements are in SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. — Shemwell also received er- Blackwell Road, 1.1 miles of three sisters, Mrs. Virgie Bruce, spokesman said. There is no Jones, Brice Mason, Perry Anof
\
Univers:1
complete.
County and is located on Illinois
Squire Irving Road and 1.5 miles Mrs. Clarence West, and Mrs. admission charge, so come out drews, Ben Burgess, Mose Reid,
Ai-my Private Ronald D. Hale, tificates from the
Tollway 294.
ion of Mr. and Mrs. Arvol C. Kentucky which are gF an- of Elm Grove Road in Calloway Allen Robertson, all of Lynnville; and hear good music performed and Ed Ballard.
The young boy is survived by
County; 2.3 miles of Ida Ireland two brothers, Joe Wilson and by "The Men Of Note."
Interment will be in the
-isle, La Place, ni., recently was nually.
his parents, Cottlan Futrell and
Mary Winter and Mark Road and 2.5 miles of Hud- Mark Wilson, both of Lynnville;
Park Cemetery.
Highland
issigned to the 170th Military
Mayfield. Friends may call at the
?Ghee Company at the Presidio Etherton received certlficates dleston Store Road in Carlisle thirteen grandchildren; sixteen
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield
A San Francisco, Calif., for on- from the University for their County; 0.6 mile ogRale Road, 3 great grandchildren.
miles of High Hill Road and 1.4
Funeral arrangements are
the-job training as a military work on the yearbook
miles of Owens-Chappel Road en incomplete, but friends may call
Policeman.
OLDEST MAN
New officers for the Murray
Graves County; 1.6 miles of Ross at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Hale entered the Army in
Pvt.
MOSCOW (UPI)—Becoming
High School Parent-Teacher
Perry Loop Road. 0.3 mile of Home after six p.m. today
January 1971.
The Austin School will have its the oldest man in the world is
Association are Mrs. Kenneth C.
of
mile
Barnett Road and 1
,
(Thursda,)
The 24-year-old private is a 1965 gprTZ'llgi
annual music program on largely a matter of hard work
--21M
Adams, president; Mrs. Ken
Cannon Road in Lyon County, for
graduate of Cerro Gordo (Ill.)
Friday, May 21, at 7:30 p.m. in and lemonade, according to the
Mrs.
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky.—Army Adams, vice-president;
the total distance of 21.7 miles. 12 DIE
High School and received a B. S.
the Murray High School man who claims that record.
and
secretary;
Bramley,
day
James
cooler
date
completion
and
Partly cloudy
Private Kim .1. Sloan, 19, son of
The expected
Murray State
Shirali Mislimov celebrated
SANTANDER, Spain ( UPI1—
Brandon, Degree from
highs 67 to 72. Fair aid ioU of the project is this summer, A bus carrying 40 Italian auditorium.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude M. Sloan, Mr. and Mrs. Max
his 166th birthday in Bazavu,
University in 1970.
a Commissioner King said.
Puryear, Tenn., recently com- treasurers.
His wife,Deborah,lives at 1103 tonight, lows 43 to 47. Sun-,
veterans of the Spanish Civil
"The Reasons For Seasons" is Azerbaijan, Wednesday by
Mrs. A. A. Doherty, Murray
wanner Friday with hiih ii the
pleted eight weeks of basic
Murray.
Poplar,
War went off a mountain pass the title of the play with Mrs. doingn day's work and toasting
installed
supervisor,
Schools
City
mid 70s
training at the U.S. Army
and fell 90 feet Wednesday William Porter, music teactIgr, his health in lemonade, the
HAIR-Y THANKS
at the
CAR FIRE
Training Center, Ft. Campbell, the officers for 1971-72
a night, police said today.
)—In
UPI
lass
PITTSBURGH
as the director. The lead parts Soviet news agency
potluck supper recently which The Murray Fire Department
EXTENDED OUTi.e le I),
Ky.
gesture of thanks to the city for Police said 12 persons died, are played by Bobby Smith, Greg reported.
the
of
meeting
final
the
The
Saturoutlook,
to
used
extended
was
the
CO2
extinguish
flames
He received instruction in drill
its warm reception at a at least eight others were Fox, Denise Ray, -and Gene HOOD SIdNS
year.
on the carburetor of the 1966 day through Monday -hows
and ceremonies, weapons, map organization for this
previous engagement here, the injured seriously and another 15 Steely.
PHILADELPHIA (UP!
—
A large crowd of 150 interested Pontiac, owned by Patsy Massey, increasing cloudiness from the
reading, combat tactics, military
company of the folk were hurt superficially.
touring
the final on Wednesday at 12:35 p.m. The west Saturday and a char, e
Richard Hood, fifth-round draft
courtesy, tRilitary justice, first parents attended
on a The accident occurred 40
put
attend.
"Hair"
to
invited
is
rock
musical
Thespublic
Willis fire occurred just as she was rain Sunday and Monda, Mild`
choice of the Philadelphia
aid, and army history and meeting,according to A. L.
performance for miles south of Santander as the A fifty cents admission charge
year. The passing the fire Station at 5th and days and cool night, are free concert
this
76ers, Wednesday signed a
presideat
who
was
.
.
traditions.
State coach was rounding a mountain will be made for Mutts with no
Murray Poplar Streets. No damage was predicted with lows most1, in bre 10,000 persons at Point
contract with the National
Pvt Sloan's wife. Martha. lives group' toured the. Der
Miguel de Luna: ch_tr
Sn
1Vednesday
near
curve
Park
children,__,
for
ge
.
*High Scnoot-futiowmg,,- tbe-supper.
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Marilyn Simons Is
Named To Honor
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Around
Murray -

Dance Students To
Present Program

Burchfield Is
Presented The
Silver Beaver

Dick Found
'Not Guilty
By Court

Death Claims
Mrs. Compton

Saturday,Evening

Chapel Hill Church
Plans Homecoming

Jazz Concert
Is Planned
For Wednesday

Vandalism To Two
Tractors Reported

Softball League
To Meet Monday

Buel McCallon
Dies Suddenly

Mrs. Canter
Dies Today
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Five Named To Road Project
Quill & Scroll For Calloway
Is Announced

Ronald D. Hale
In MP Training

Private Kim Sloan
Completes His Basic
Training, Campbell

PTA Officers For
Murray High Are
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Music Program Is
At Austin Friday

The Weather
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LEDGER a MEER FILE
Bids were let on $165,000in school bonds for the new elementary
school on the west side of the city at the City Council meeting.
Rev. Henry McKenzie will be the speaker at the Baccalaureate
service at Calloway County High School on May Vt. He is the
minister of the College Presbyterian Church.
N.0.Story of the State Police Department will show a film on
bicycle safety at the Murray City Schools.
Miss Leah Dell Hopkins and Harold Glen Weeres were married
April gat the chapel at Andrews Air Force Base, Washington, D.
C. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hopkins of Murray.

K‘4k
7

20 Years Ago Today

•

LEDGER a TINES FILE

Isn't It The Truth!

o

-}zWaufft
'you FOPZOT TO INCLUDE JAIL4, DUMDUM!

BERKELEY AND TH-E-R-ADICALS

Elections leave city
with a split personality

by Carl Riblet Jr.
There are no women in hell because in hell the
inmates know exactly what mistakes in living
caused them to be sent down to everlasting fire and
damnation, and the only mistake a woman will
admit to is that she selected the wrong man for a
husband.
'"Tis pity such a pretty maid
as I should go to hell."
—Abraham Chear, 1670

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Lift net up your horn on high: speak not with a stiff neck.Psalm 73:5.
True greatness walks softly and is willing to stoop low to help
another

Reforming The Colleges

.yr

As another college year draws to a close, many parents are
attempting to assess the worth of the year of instruction for their
youngsters. Many people in this country today fear that the
enormously expensive American system of higher education isn't
working satisfactorily and needs a major overhaul.
The traditional system of residential colleges and universities
certainly is in need of re-examination. The wisdom of building
more and more college dormitories-indeed the very system of
educational enclaves-shook] be scrutinized anew.
An educator who shares this view is Dr. SI. Hayakawa, the
courageous president of San Francisco Sb
-U- College-an institution that has been under heavy attack by militants. He is
skeptical of the value of full-time student residence. Instead, he
recommends a correspondence college system, use of closedcircuit television for lectures, and limited periods of campus
residence for examination and research purposes.
This system already is in use in some parts of the world. The
correspondence method is utilized by members of the U.S. armed
services who are seeking advanced degrees while on active duty.
Many thousands of Americans are enrolled in evening courses at
urban colleges and obtain degrees that way. Their education
doesn't require any outlay for dormitories, dining halls or student
activity buildings.
Residential colleges were necessary in the horse and buggy era
when commuting was impossible. Today, almost everyone has
the use of an automobile. Dispensing with dormitories would
enormously reduce the cost of operating public and private
colleges. Elimination of the room and board costs also would ease
the burden on parents.
Reduction in college Costs is imperative. Scores of colleges face
serious financial difficulties. Even the most heavily endowed Ivy
League colleges complain that they don't have enough money to
meet their future needs. Many small, independent colleges are
about to close their doors because of lack of funds.
A shift to a noes-resident college system would require adjustments, but not as many as one might suppose. Old-style,
-elaxed campus life is increasingly rare Many state universities
lave become large, impersonal communities. The teaching job is
lone by an army of graduate students only a year or so out of the
andergaduate mill. With the mushrooming of university communities has come an influx of "street people" and other hangersxi, growth of the drug culture and proliferation of New Left
groups. The breakup of residential college systems would return
students to the mainstream of community life and halt the use of
campuses as privileged sanctuaries for radical protesters.
A step in the right direction is the work-study plan used by
Georgia Tech. Under this plan, an engineering student devotes six
months to classwork and then works six months in a plant to
which he is assigned. The pay he receives is a help with his college
expenses.
This type of approach could be utilized in many fields of
education. Students would become acustomed thereby to the work
of business and-or the professions. The gap between the world of
college and the world of everyday work would be narrowed.
Student involvement in the business or professional world also ,
would help the student feel a part of the wider community and not
a member of a privileged caste This, of itself, is an urgent social
g,%11

Advancing the mental health
of children is a national priority of the National Institute
of Mental Health and invigorated new efforts are beginning
to close gaps and proviaquate health services in this
vastly neglected field.
Fortunately, there are program, and services which serve
as examples and.. illustrate at
least some of the kinds of aciivitiea we need to help children
in our communities. Here are
two eiamplcs of how our children's mental health can be
helped.
"Jackie is a lonely boy, 1
think be needs a friend." a wel- •
fare worker tells the staff of the
Winooski Family Consultation
Sets ice in Montpelier, Vermont.
Or. a teacher may report: -Sue
is an under-achiever. She's the
youngest of a large family, who
all constantly tear *her down.
If one of your student volunteers could help her to feel
better about herself. I'm sure
her school work would be better.
- In this volunteer work in
Vermont, students from nearby
colleges give troubled children,
at home, an experience in friendship by serving as a big brother
OT sister. A staff member from
the Family Service discusses the
student's assignment with him.
then goes along to introduce
him to the family. The young
volunteer, who responds spon-tanecnisty to the children. usually becomes a very welcome
family friend.
In this rural area, the volunteers who give troubled children a therapeutic experience
in friendship perform a valuable service and one that has
proved especially helpful for
young children.
In a handicapped Children's
Program. run by the Citizen
Participation Branch of the
Eastern Montana Regional
Mental Health Cemer, volunteers in several sniall towns provide actisities for emotionally disturbed and retarded
children.
Every mother of a child who
is brain-damaged, mentally retarded, 01 emotionally disturbed, loom, the anguish in
having no place for him to go
for activities with other children. Until tece-ntly. in sparsely
settled Lastern Montana, there
was no resource for most of
these youngsters.
Now, thanks to volunteers,
the area's handicapped children
are getting helpful attention:
Group activities are orginaifed
and held in church buildings
and in a civic center, hy haying
normal experiences of normal
youngsters in such activities.
the children .. ..an feel less imprisoned by the dark and lonely
world of their own difficulties...
To find out about helping
children in your own community. contact your local mental
health ,issociation. health department. neighborhood center,
settlement house. mental health
center. social service agency. or
volunteer
vice bureau.

so the Council now is lett with
-This city is dead," the blunt,
the job of picking a with man bitter businessman said.
to fill this vacancy. Radical
-I guess you would say I have
Rick Brown was a close fifth in radical ideas, but not in the
the election, and is a strong violent sense," Widenetl said in
possibility for 'that ninth spot. an interview in the den of his
which would give the radicals home.
•
"I am talking about chaages
the 5-4 majority.
Can what happened in in government, working within
Berkeley happen again in the system to accomplish
Madison,'Wis:, Ann Arbor., things." he said.
'Mich., Cambridge. Mass., or, a. Conceding he might have
.
By PAUL CORCORAN
any other predominantly other political ambitions after
Copley News Service
his four-year term expires, the
university city?
33-year-ol
d Widener wants to
that
unlikely
is
it
First,
BERKELEY,Calif. - There
was a time, says Faith Berkeley will turn overnight see Berkeley have a strong
Atkinson, when Berkeley with into a city of anarchy. with the mayor-Council government;
its wide boulevards, handsome radicals on the Council-three adopt a 10 per cent municipal
University of California ofsthero blacks - turning the income tax to cut back on one of
campus, and panoramic view city over to the roving street the highest property taxes in
peoiialse, or the student anar- California almost-Ug
of San Francisco Bay "was a c
lier $100
nice place to visit on a Sunday chists,
assessed valuation t: and make
Berkeley
homes.
afternoon."
sweeping changes in the police
But in 1971. it Is a city with a although predominantly older department, including creation
San
other
Francisco
split personality - America's than in
of a police commission.
symbol to the world, of Bay Area communities, are
-Many policemen are afraid
well-kept
one
and
two-story
radicalism and the threat of'
of what is going to happen, and
dwellingssingle
averaging
anarchism .creeping into
they're looking for jobs outside
organized government. Yet it about $23.000 In modest sec- Berkeley," said a local auto
tions
of
the
town;
they
run.up to
also exemplifies the ideal of
dealer who says there is more
liberal thinking that people can homes worth hundreds of crline here than people would
reason with one another to thousanCe` of dollars on "The like to admit. -Cars have been
Hill" above the stately old
solve their problems.
stolen right from. our
To Faith Atkinson, who runs Claremont Hotel. ,
showroom,': .he said.
Its
streets
excluding
a shoe store with her husband
If Widener in appearance and
Road
on Shattuck Ave. - the town's chaotic . Telegraph
.conversation sounds more
Republicans,52.000 to 13,000),'
main street - there is nothing leading to Sproul Hall and the 'liberal than radical, neither he
Hanley said."And a lot of these
reasonable about Berkeley front gate of the University of nor any of the three -4ril
people, being liberal, thought
with its dirty, long-haired California campus- are broad Coalition who won election they could reason with the
street people and foul-mouthed and laced in the downtown area UArmy 'Bailey and Ira Simradicals on a lot of issues. They •
kids of all ages who alternately with malls and grassy traffic mons, both Negroes, and Mrs.
didn't realize the others were
stroll and sit along the islands.
Ilona Hancock - ever rejected
paying no attention.
Berkeley is a city of 116,716.
sidewalks or in parks at all
the radical label, said City
"But the liberals and
with 65.000 eligible voters and Manager William
times of the day.
Hanley,
moderates
helped
beat
-I wouldn't have my kids go having a tradition of liberal whose $35,000-a-year job is on
themselves- by failing to reach
to school here.•• she said. The politics since World War II. The the line.
agreement on a number of
Atlunsons live in suburban ratio of blacks to* whites inAnd radicals who joined to
candidates that the voters
creased substantially from 1960
Lafayette.
form the April Coalition last
could identify," he dantinued.
-SOIL what is tearing the city to 1970 and the present black December definitely influenced
'Thirty-five per cent of the
population
of
27.421
represents the election by a vigorous
apart this year is the fact that
electorate
outvoted
the
three of four members of a more than 25 per cent of the campaign to register_ the street
majority because there were so
professed radical "April total. The, percentage figure in people and university students.
malty names on the ballot and
Coalition" won election to 1960 was 19.6.
Hanley said. Some have
such division in the camAs for individuals involved in
Berkeley's nine-member City
-complete contempt" for the
paigns.
Council. Not only that, but the current governmental system. and Want to tear it
crisis
and
it is a serious clown rather than improve
Negro Councilman Warren
it, he
On April 15 it became ilWidener,a liberal with what he crisis disturbing the sleep of said.
legal in the United States to
calls radical ideas about more than one high official -Ibis town is predominantly
manufacture carpets larger
change in government, beat the Widener is the personification liberal the.community shows
than 24 square feet-that are
Establishment's candidate. of the liberal, successful at- Democrats
outnumbering
not flame resistant.
black
attorney
Wilmont torney. A four-year Air Force
veteran,
married and the ,,,••at*la
iweeney, for mayor.
A massive registration father of four, he drives to work
-•
•
•****** 41•* 41 *** 41 **•
•
•
•
•
•
•
camvaign, in part described by- in a Porsche and lives an ar. 4,
ADULTS ALL SHOWS
SEATS
•
City Clerk.Edythe Cathbell as attractive but relatively
•
outright misrepresentation, modest two-story home.
No One Under 18
•
"I've got to admit I respect 0
helped draw 10,000 University
Widener more than Sweeney
of California students and
street people to the polls. This because you always know 41
4- was an increase of more than 25 where he stands." said unper cent over the previbus successful niayoralty can it
election and definitely con- didate John Del:toms, the most •
tributed to the downfall of the conservative member of th. •
mves0cal
Council. whose term was ex a
Establishment as represented
piing when he ran for mayor
by Sweeney and outgoing
But DeBonis. subject t,
Mayor Maurice Johnson
almost incredible harassment 0
There were four Council
by the street people for has 0
seats terms are staggered to
Establishment views and
be filled. The fourth was won by
sponsorship of a 'little-einforced •
the biggest vote getter. Edward
law to require leashes for
Kallgren, stio calls himself an
Adults Only
tkvi.tital IISIKKOMll
thousands of Berkeley dogs
Independent liberal but is
7:30 and 8:45 1000
dorsal
like
where
Widener
expected to side with the
anr'
the other radicals stand at, •
Sys eeney faction
belies
es Berkeley is do4,m,
Widener did not have to
tiecati.i• If a comtlnation
resii:n his Council seat to run.
••at *•••••• at •• +If *••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••
black puaer and leftists
Editor's Note: Berkeley is
the first major city in the
nation where a radical power
structure has overpowered the
moderate-liberal city government in an election and may in
fact gain control of that
government'in 1973 if not this
year. This is an analysis of why
and how it happened.
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The'Ford Foundation spon
sored project is under way Ili
Philadelphia, New Orleans and
San Francisco. Public and
Catholic school officials in thithree cities will form joint
planning councils to explore
methods of cooperation which
will best serve to solve local
problems and improve local
educational programs.

Public-Catholic
School Project
WASHINGTON (UPI) Joint planning between public
and Catholic school systems to
improve educational quality
and achieve operational efficiency ha, been launched in
three cities, the National
Catholic Educational Association reports.

Helping Children

Ten Years Ago Today

Mrs. Mollie Webster,age 82, died at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Jones on May 18.
Buist Scott, manager of the Scott Drug Compauy, has anlounced that a Walgreen Agency franchise has been granted to
the store.
New officers of the Business and Professional Women's Club
are Mrs. Garnett Jones. Mrs. Ruth Blackwood, Mrs. Ruth
Lassiter, Mrs. Laurine Doran,and Mrs. Kirk Pool.
Mrs. T. B. Culpepper, president of the Advisory Council of the
Calloway County Homemakers Club. presided at the meeting in
which plans for the new year were made.
Mr and Mrs. Garnett Morris announeeethe engagement of their
daughter, Iosetta, to Will Frank Steely son of Mr. and Mrs.
Munsey Steely of Hazel.
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"JOE'IS A TRIUMPH!

The cast is nothing short of perfect.
The story is a rip-snorter.
'Joe'is a 'this-minute' film: a movie
truly of our times and demanding
to be seen this minute."
—Judith Crust. New York
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Atlanta Stadium Makes
Slugger Out Of Everyone
By FRED McMANE
UPI Sports Writer
Atlanta Stadium seems to
make a slugger
out of
everybody.
With its pleasing background,
moderate distances and light
air density, the stadium that
houses the Atlanta Braves isf
fast becoming a modern day
Ebbets Field and a torture
chamber for pitchers.
For the third successive
game Wednesday night there
were six home runs hit at
Atlanta Stadium, bringing the
total for the year to 58 In 20
games. That's a better ratio
than last year when 211 homers
were hit there in 81 games, a
major league leading total.
Clete Boyer and Mike Lam
each hit two for the Braves
Wednesday night as they led
their team to a 10-4 victory
over the Montreal Expos. Boyer
The Murray State University mile relay team (from left: Fredllinierby,Ashman Samuels,Leeiley
and Lam certainly do not fa McGinnis, and Tommie Turner). The
Racer relay was clocked at 2:17.1 in whining at the blartb
into the category as home run lather King Games in Philadelphia last weekend.Turner,the
relay's anchor man, was edged by Lee
hitters, yet Boyer has hit four Evans in the open 449-yard dash at the games.
at Atlanta in the last three
One of the fastest mile relay teams in the nation with a best time of 3:01.3, the Racers will compete
games and other non-power In the Arkansas State Meet of
Champions May 29, the Central Collegiate Championships June 4-5, the
hitters such as Ralph Garr of United States Track and Field Fedenition
Championships Jane 11-12, and the NCAA Championships
the Braves and Bob Aspro- Jane 17-19.
monte of the Mets each hit two
;
in one game this week..
The Expos got homers from
Rusty Staub and pinch-hitter
Mashore, Wednesday
Clyde
night but couldn't offset the
heroics of Boyer and Lum.
In other NL games, Chicago
Miss Nancy Myers, aboard Palmy Conner swept a class 01 41 Bobby Nix Crawford driving '"Ilie Square" were winners In the
walloped San Francisco, 9-5;
good eotries to win first_ *re and the siker trophy la the roadster pony class at the same show. Debbie Johnson and Bad
Pittsburgh took over first place
midst division at the Memphis Cettest Casaba} Horse Show maiming weld to Marion KY-, with their hones and were placed
in the East Division by
this past week ead. Jack Blackwell drivieg "Little Bits" and high In that show last Saturday.
defeating Cincinnati, 6-1, Philadelphia beat the New York
how well is tame is clicking.
Mets, 4-1; Los Angeles edged
Same Class
St. Louis, 6-5; and San Diego
Blancas, on the surface, isn't
downed Houston, 6-5, in 10
moving in that same class since
innings.
he ranks 36th with $26,103
In the American League it
pocketed.
was gaftimore 4-Washington 1,
But, the past two weeks
By MIKE RABUN
Gene Littler for the 825,000 first Blancas has been right in
Boston 7 New York 2, Detroit 12
UPI Sports Writer
prize a year ago with Blancas contention going into the final
Cleveland 1, Kansas City 2
FORT WORTH, Tex.(UPI)- taking the title by a stroke with rounds at the
Byron Nelson LOS ANGELES l'UPI)-In a Chicago 0, Oakland 3 Milwaukee
The way Homero Blapcas and a three-upder-par tour of the
trade
involving land Minnesota 12 and California
Classic in Dallas and the blockbuster
Lee Trevino have been playing 7,142-yard, par 35-35-70 Colothree teams and seven players. California 6.
Houston Champions.
lately, the Colonial National nial Country Club layout.
His putter, which had been the Los Angeles Rams landed
Invitation Golf Tournament Trevino and Littler shot 69
the key club In his winning Lance Rentzel from Dallas Next toAtlanta Stadium the
opening today might again live and 67, respectively, and tied
drive here a year ago and Wednesday and the San Diego park the hitters favor most is
The Murray State University golf team, champion of the Ohio Valley Conference, are, from left:
up to the "Mexican Open" for .,second at 74.
Lance Wrigley Field in Chicago, and
up
which had put him in contention Chargers gave
Bob Filbert'', Johnny Quertermous, Paul Celano, Coach Buddy Hewitt, Vernon Marcoullier, Chris
nickname tagged to it by doing into tills year's 28th at
'proved
it
Cowboys.
Giants
and
Cubs
Alworth
to
the
the
Dallas and Houston, seemed
Pigott and bUke Reitz.
Treeizie bee rem
Trevino ranks sinth to desert him on the final 18 To get Rentzel, the Rams by smacking six homes in their
Pigott was individual champion of the tournament with a bar-eider par 112 for the 54 boles.
The two Latin Americans among
the
tour's
money each of the last two Sundays. rent tight end Bill Truax and wide contest. The Cubs' Billy WilMarconllier placed fifth with 219, Reitz sixth at 221, and Filberth eighth at 222.
waged a final day duel with winners with 78,835 to indicate
liams
led
the
way
with
a
pair
Wendell
Tucker
to
the
weiver
"I took three 6's in Dallas,.
The Racers had a team score of 1,101.
of homers and a triple as he
including a bogey on a par-5 L'owboys.
hole that I had birdied, and For Alworth, Dallas shipped helped Ferguson Jenkins gain
that killed me," Blancas said. three playes to the Chargers- his eighth victory of the year.
He shot a closing 73, his only defensive tackle Ron East, tight J.C. Martin also homered for
over-par round, and wound up end Pettis Norman and offensive the Cubs while Hal Lanker,
Bobby Bonds and Di& Dietz
seven shots off the pace and tackle, Tony Lisbon.
and Alworth, two of the homered for the Giants.
FOR THE CAP AND GOWN SET/
picked up but $2,482.
League's Roberto Clemente -collected
Football
Then, at Houston, he was National
knocking up among the leaders premier wide receivers, was no four hits, including a triple and
an inside-the-park homer, to
surprise.
going into the final round.
Rentzel, 28, was charged with drive in three runs in the
First Nine
"I three-putted three times indescent exposure before a 10- Pirates' victory. The triumph
on the first nine holes," he year-old girl last season and moved the Pirates one full
game ahead of the Mets, who
said. "If I could have two-utted pleaded guilty to the charge.
Alworth, a nine-year pro suffered their fourth straight
those holes, I would have been
four-under instead of one-under veteran who has had financial loss.
problems, sued the Chargers
for the 72 holes."
Chris Short scattered seven
He didn't say so,_ but a four- last December for $5.6 million, hits in going the distance to
under would have tied him with alleging breach of contract, and defeat the Mets. Terry Har"ef•
Houston winner Hubert Green followed that up with an mon's bases-loaded double in
and Don January, whom Green antitrust suit against the NFI, the seventh drove in three runs
beat in a sudden death playoff. and all of its 26 teams.
the and tagged Jerry Koosman with
and
Alworth
Later
He wound up tied for seventh
BY Hanes
his second loss against three
BY Cannon
difficultheir
settled
Chargers
and won $3,800.
Ryan had a
Mike
victories.
Arkansas
former
ties and the
Good Selection of
Philadelphia.
star was given a contract homer for
D•=••=/•=.0.=4>=.=••=-==•CZ-0.4
*
Valentine's
Bobby
Rookie
through 1974 for dropping his
run-scoring single in the eighth
by Ph ilmaid and Evette
legal actions.
inning earned the Dodgers a
it,"
"When you think about
come-from-behind victory. The
Rentzel said, "I think this is
American League
Dodgers tied the game at 5c1:
the best thing for all parties.
East 0
with two runs in the seventh
be
to
sorry
"Certainly, I'm
W.-L.
-Pct. GB
with Willie Davis driving in the
leaving the team and the
Boston
23 11 .676 ...
with a single.
organization which stood behind tying run
Baltimore - 21 14 .600 -2/
1
2
Brown's ,two-out single
011ie
like
loyalty
get
me: When you
White Satin-Bordered
Dots
Detroit
17 19, .472 7
baseman
off second
that, you want to repay it
New York
16 18' .471 7
Nate
scored
glove
Menke's
Rentzel was given a probated
Washington
15 22 .405 91
/
2
with the winning run in
sentence. His probationary sta- Colbert
14 21 .400 9/
Cleveland
1
2
triumph. Colbert
Padres'
the
understanding
tus included the
West
two out and
receive regular doubled with
he
would
W. L. Pet.
Brown's smash
psychiatric care. scored when
medical
and
27 14 .659 ...
Oakland
Menke's glove into
"We're not worried about his skipped off
Good Selection of
20 18 .526 51
Minnesota
/
2
field.
right
short
future conduct," Ram executive
Kansas City
19 19 .500 61
/
2
Jack Teele said.
by Hanes
19 21 .475 71
California
/
2
18 20 .474 94
"We know, we're giving up Houston .
Our riding mowers are built for lasting. So you'll
Milwaukee
14 20 .412 9/
1
2
14 23 .361 13
one of the top Rankers tn the Cincinnati
s'pend more time taking them for granted. And less
79e-$1.00
13 21 .382 101
Chicago
/
2
Good Selection of
11 26 .297 16
league in Rentzel," said Dallas San Diego •
time taking them for repairs. Because they aren't
Wednesday's Results
Wednesday's Results
coach Tom Landry. ''But I
loaded with plastic gadgets and fancy frills to
Boston 7 New York 2, night
better off Chicago 9 San Francisco 5
*
thought
he
be
would
go on the fritz later on.
Baltimore 4 Washington 1, night
in another city where he ha Atlanta 10 Montreal 4, night
They're a long term investment, so when other
Kansas City 2 Chicago 0, night
Pittsburgh 6 Cinc. 1 night
people are changing mowers, you'll probably be
Dakland 3 Milwaukee 0, night the same opportunity to play
regularly."
L.A. 6 St. Louis 5, night
changing blades. That's the way we build them.
Minnesota 12 California 6, night
S.D.
2 Houston I, 10 inn, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
Material and workmanship, yes. Gadgets, no.
4 N.Y. I. night
Phila.
Major League Standing,
Milwaukee ( Krausse 1-4) at
The AMF Orange Rider. You buy it
Today's Probable Pitchers
International
By
United
Press
Dakland
(Fingers
1-4),
night.
once and forget it.
Montreal (Renko 4-2) at
National League
- ALL
Minnesota (Hamm 1-0) at
( Niekro 3-3), Night.
Atlanta
The AMF Orange Rider available in both
East
Good Selection of
California (Wright 3-3), night.
Los Angeles (Singer 2-7) at
manual and electric start.
W. L. Prt GE
Detroit (Coleman 4-0) at
Night.
6-2),
(Carlton
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
23 14 ti39
Cleveland (Foster 3-2), night.
ARA
3Pittsburgh (Blass 3-1) at
Baltimore I McNally, 6-2) at New York
21 14 606 1
ati iGrimsley 0 - 1),
Good Sglection of
21 16 561 2 Cincinnati
Washington ( Janeski 1-2), night. St. Louis
RIDING MOWERS
Night.
19 18 514 4
New York Bahnsen 1-5) at Cpicago
6-21
(Marichal
San Francisco
Montreal
SW
13 16 44 6
Boston (Lee 3-1), night.
.
--......
at Chicago (Hands 4-4)
Philadelphia
12 23 Al 10
Friday's Games
(Kirby 1-3) at
Diego
San
West
Minnesota at Oakland, night
(Blasingame 2 - 4)
W. 1. -IPct GB Houston
Chicago at California, night
Night.
;Is
..
28 11
Milwakee atKansas City, night San Francisco
Free Gift Wrapping
New York ,(Gentry 3-3) a
306 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
20 18 52i 7k4
New York at Cleveland, night Atlanta
Philadelphia wise 2-2, Night".
9
IL
Los
20
Angeles
19
Boston at Baltimore, night
•
-

Rentzel,
Alworth Are
Both Traded

Colonial Invitational
Could Be 'Mexican Open

When your neighbor
is on his
third lawnmower,
you may still be on
your AMF Orange!

(1q

10% Off All Gifts for The
Graduate
Friday and Saturday - May 21 & 22
Suggestions for
Suggestions for
The Boys
The Girls

* Hose
Slips

Standings

'3.99-'4.99
* Pajamas
'3.99-'4.99
* Gowns
'3.99-'4.99

V Underwear

v Belts
$150.$250.$300

v Pajamas
'3.99-'5.99

v Handkerchiefs
10P1.00
v Socks

* Costume Jewelry
Swim Wear
* Knit Tops
$399.$499.$599
SPORTSWEAR &
SUITS
REDUCED

AMF Dis tr.ibuted by E. Blankenship
& Co.

Knit Shirts
'399-'499-'599-'699-'799
v Shirts
3.99-5.00
Ties

im Wear

SETTLE-WORKMAN CO.

BOB PARK'S STANDARD
Benton, Kentucky

•••
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Robinson-Hancock Engagement

,

Mrs. J. B. Burke's!'

wit
Thersday.Ma MI

She's 'bewildered'.

June Wedding Planned

Plume 7/41-1911 et 733-41147
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Moreh
Clarence G.
Owensboro, who
recognized as "Ke
of property,"
missioned by
Association of

Miss Gail Russell
Named President
urray High FHA

The Murray Chapter National
Murray High School
Secretaries Association will meet The
Future
the
of
Chapter
the
of
Room
Council
in the
held its
America
of
Homemakers
p.m.
Murray City Hall at seven
last meeting of the current school
This is an important meeting and
year on Thursday, May 13, at sixall members are urged to attend.
thirty o'clock in the evening at
By Abigail Van Buren
the school.
The Business and Professional Officers for the year 1971-72
DEAR ABBY: I am engaged to a veteran who may be
Women's Club will hold its dinner were installed. They are as
confined to a wheelchair for the rest of his life. lam in love
meeting and installation of of- follows:
with John (I think) but I have so many doubts. I have always
ficers at the Women's Club House Miss Gail Russell, president;
areamed,pf a lovely wedding, and I love children, and have
Miss Karen Alexander, viceat 6:30 p.m.
always pictured family outings with aiy children romping
president; Miss Patsy Mathis,
about with their mother and father. I have always loved
The Home Department of the second vice-president; Miss
skiing, swimming, tennis. How does a wife enjoy these sports
Murray Woman's Club will have Patsy Fitts, secretary; Miss
with a husband in a wheelchair?
a luncheon at the Colonial House Paula Lyons, treasurer; Miss
If I go thru with my plans to marry John. bow does a
Smorgasbord at 12:30 p.m. Plates Beverly Parker historian; Miss
bride walk down the aisle to be met by her groom who is
will be $2.00 each. Hostesses are Selwyn Schultz, parliamenseated in a wheelchair, waiting for her? Even the matter of
Mesdames Dwight Crisp, E. W. tarian; Miss Ann Erwin,
wedding pictures will be a problem. I realize these sound like
Riley, G. C. Ashcraft, K. T. reporter; Miss Connie Lawson,
little things which should probably never bother me, but they
Crawford, and R. D. Langston. recreational leader; Miss Becky
do. Will my children feel cheated because their father won't
Hogancamp, song leader; Miss
be able to do things with them that their friends' fathers will
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Nancy Herndon, devotional
1% doing?
Order of the Eastern Star will leader.
Miss Reta Lou Robinson
I am 20 years old, Abby, and should know my own mind,
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 Degree
were
symbols
but I am frankly bewildered. Can you, or any of your
Miss Jerilyn Ann Mustard
presented to members who have
announce the p.m
Murray
of
Robinson
D.
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
MISERABLE IN MAINE
experienced readers, help me?
completed requirements for their
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Rota
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mustard of Route One, Hardin, announce
Junior Recital of Wanda junior and chapter degrees.
DEAR MISERABLE: You have too many doubts, my Lou,to William Fred Hancock,son of Mr. and Mrs. T. N. Hancock
Haley, Miss Marilyn Parks, finance the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Janice
and
Majors,
of Powderly, Ky.
dear. U. you really loved John, you wouldn't be asking for
Leitchfield, clarinet, thainnan, made suggestions for Jerilyn Ann,to Geary Colson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Colson,
Miss Robinson is a freshman at Murray State University. The Owensboro
someone to "sell" you on marrying him. You would be
will be at the me of the funds and appointed a Route Five, Benton.
Horn,
French
University.
State
determined to marry him—Go ma/ter what, and you'd be so groom-elect is a graduate of Murray
Miss Mustard is a 1968 graduate of South Marshall High School.
Arts Building, %airman to the project. Miss
Fine
Hall,
Recital
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, July 2, at sevensold that no one could talk you out of it.
is presently employed with Ashby Corporation in Benton.
She
charge.
No
p.m.
eight
at
MSU,
you
thank
a
read
note
Patsy Fitts
thirty o'clock in the evening at the University Church of Christ,
Mr. Colson is a 1967 graduate of South Marshall High School. He
retiring
the
iorn
Miss
president,
The
Hazel
Parent-Teacher Club
DEAR ABBY: I have a sticky problem. I share an Murray.
attended Murray State University before entering the service of
No formal invitations will be sent and all friends and relatives will meet at the school at seven ‘lancy Mathis.
apartment with a young man from a foreign country. He is
the Marine Corps.
were
meeting
the
for
Present
be held following the p.m. with Dr. Frank Kodman as
here for graduate study. I told him 1 was going out of town are invited to attend. A reception will
The wedding is planned for Saturday, June 26, at seven o'clock
speaker. The executive board the advisors, Mrs. Glenda Tun, in the evening at the Maple Spring United Methodist Church. Rev.
for the weekend and he asked me if he could have a friand ceremony.
the
and
Lilly,
T.
G.
Mrs.
and
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
stay with him in our apartment. I thought it was another
student teacher, Mrs. Sandra Cave Thomas will officiate.
No invitations will be sent but all relatives and friends are infellow, since be is a married man and speaks so lovingly of
The
Sub
District
Methodist Turnbow.
vited to attend the wedding and the reception which will follow in
his wife and child.
Youth Fellowship will meet at the
the church fellowship hall.
Whesa I returned, he told me that his guest was a lady
Coldwater United Methodist
friend. I do not approve of adultery and was shocked and
Church
at
seven
with
p.m.
a
Albuquerque, New Mexico. The
disappointed in this young man.
— special program of music by the
visited their daughter,
Sykes'
I plan to go away again, and my roommate has asked if
Stranak
Alderdice high school choir of the Calvert Mr. and Mrs. Linn M.
Lucy
Mrs.
Mrs. Thomas Madison, Mr.
he may have a guest (I presume it's the same one) in my
Mrs.
and
Thurman
H.
a
of
parents
J.
Mrs.
the
are
Leringtri
of
City
Baptist
Church,
Len
president, presided at the
absence. How should I handle this? He is older than I, and I
baby boy, Michael Wade, Amanda White had as their Madison, and little son, Tommy,
The May general meeting of meeting of
the Pottertown Jenkins, director.
am not about to give him a moral lecture, but I don't want to
weighing seven pounds twelve guests last Sunday their niece, while the Lancasters visited their
Christian
Society of
Homemakers Club held on
ACCOMPLICE the Women's
daughter, Mrs. Wayne Young and
be a party to such goings on.
Service of the First United Wednesday, May 12, at ten The Jayceettes will meet at the ounces, born on Saturday, May 8, Mrs. Frank Melton and Mr. family, all of
Albuquerque.
Hospital,
and
Baptist
Green
Central
Bowling
at
of
held
Melton
was
Church
519
Williams,
P.
you
C.
what
Mrs.
Methodist
roommate
of
DEAR ACCOMPLICE: Tell your
o'clock in the morning at the home
the
is
Melton
Lexington.
Mrs.
Hale
Florida.
the
Shady Lane, at 7:30 p.m.
have tad me. And since your moral codes are not compatible Monday evening in
A maker of eyelash adheHoliday Inn..
The grandparents are Mr. and former Marthanna Mayer. Their sive says American women
with his, I think you'd both be happier with a change of chapel of the church.
"Drug Abuse" was the subject
Mrs. Mike Stranak of Murray and son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and spent nearly $100 million last
Saturday, May 2z
roommates.
of the lesson presented by Mrs.
Mrs. William Britton presided
and year for false eyelashes.
Mr. and Mrs. Otha Munsey of Mrs. Jerry Chandler
Lurene Cooper and Mrs. Bobbie
at the business meeting. A
Great grandparents daughter, Laura Jane, of
Kuttawa.
of
students
Lyndia
ponce
In
[the
"Putting
Corrigan,"
on
lesson
Way
The
"Wrong
Cook.
Purdue University econoDEAR ABBY This is for
special prayer was said in
are Mr. and Mrs J. E. Linn of Russellville were also guests. Mr. mists feel parents must see
lady motorist who always gets lost]: Welcome to the club! memory of Mrs.Teague and Mrs. Sleeves" was given by Mrs. Iva Co ran Dance Studio will
sammege
wawa "Entertainment l'rain" Murray and Mr. McCollum of Chandler will be teaching in the that eiNidros -Isern
Don't be upset about getting places in a 'roundabout' Hamilton, members wha passed Afford and Mrs. Louise Short.
fall at the University of Florida money.
Mrs. Patye Overcast gave the AS the Murray State auditorium Kuttawa.
fashion. It's better than meet people who don't drive can do away recently.
her
in
music
and his wife teaches
devotion from Psalms 23 in the at 7:45 p.m. The public is invited
Besides, you're not really "lost." You are just misplaced for
ATHLETE'S FOOT
there is no admission charge. Sgt. and Mrs. Ronnie Lovins of home.
the moment.
The Ruth Wilson circle was in absence of the cultural arts and
HOW TO TREAT IT—
Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
Apply quiclk-diryiag T-4-L- Feel it
Did you consider that gas stations are really for giving charge of the program entitled chairman, Mrs. Bessie Colson.
A reception for Mary Kay announce the birth of a son, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Sykes and take held to check itch. burning in
directions? Selling gas is a sideline. Some of the nicest people "The Middle Years: A time for Mrs. Overcast gave the thought
MINUTES. In 3 to S days, infected
his
sister,
Mrs.
Homer Lancaster skin sloughs off. Watch HEALTHY
Stoner of Bardstown, Grand Richard Derrick, born on
in the world are gas station attendants, policemen and dog New Risks and Retirethent: Boon for the day, "Give each day your
replace It! U not delighted IN
and Mr. Lancaster, all of skin
ONE HOUR. your alle bock sit any
best and you will become a nicer Worthy Advisor of the Rainbow Monday, May 17.
walkers. I know. I have met thousands of them. I have 34,000 or Bore".
Murray, have returned home drug counter. NOW •t
be
will
Girls,
honored
a
at
for
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
miles on my car, of which 4,000 are "misplaced."
HOLLAND DRUG CO.
Mrs. John Fortin gave the person."
after a ten days visit in
Elected as officers for the reception at the Masonic Hall Dorris Clark, Coldwater Road,
Traveling without adequate directions is a challenge. devotions and Mrs. Hampton
Murray
by
p.m.
four
to
two
from
Besides, you become a source of amusement to your friends Erwin introduced Mesdames coming year were Mrs. Alder- Assembly No. 19 Order of the Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Lovins of the Harris
who begin to look forward to the story of your "safaris." George Fielder, William Barker, dice, president; Mrs. Ruth
Rainbow for Girls.
Grove community in Calloway
ELIZABETH B. K., Mary Caudill, W.P.Russell, Reid Weston, vice-president; Mrs. Jo
Perfection is boring!
County.
secretary-treasurer;
President of See America Unintentionally Club. Hale and Maurice Ryan, whc Roberts,
The Alpha Department of the
discussed different phases of the Mrs. Bessie Colson,cultural arts;
What's your problem" You'll feel better if yes get it off program subject.
Mra. Blanche Larson, issues and Murray Women's Club will have
Presented by ...
its noon luncheon at the club
CORRECTION
Naar chest. Write to ABBY, Box 61711, Los Angeles, Cal.
Douglat concerns; Mrs. Iva Alford,
Harold
Mrs.
Moffett
Charles
Rev.
with
house
MM. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed challenged the group to be clothing.
A line was omitted in the anenvelope.
Also elected were Mrs. Rubs as the speaker. Hostesses are
concerned about people, par
Mesdames Sylva Atkins, William nouncement of the engagement
Kelly,
Roselle
Mrs.
foods;
ticularly those of retirement age
G. C. Ashcraft, Mary of Miss Claudia Ann Pennington
Far Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to who were shut-ins, and to visit Outland, home furnishings; Mrs C. Adams,
home Belle Overbey, Miss Cappie to Daniel York McKee' in the
Somers,
Know." send St to Abby. Box 0700, Los Angeles. Cat. MOM. and give encouragement and hell Louise
Lassiter. Tuesday issue of the Ledger &
management; Mrs. Louise Shirt Beale, and Miss Mary
to them.
Times. The line was the first on
landscape; Mrs. Lurene Cooper .
SATURDAY, MAY 22 - 7:45 p.m.
Registration for Sigma Sum- the third paragraph of the story
music;
Mrs.
Patye
Overcast.
J.
Mrs.
B.
Wilson
the
dismissed
then
Boma
Tyler
Mrs.
Hotel.
State University Auditorium
Murray
a
is
groom-elect
"The
saying,
Mr.and Mrs. Jerry Morten and
recreation; Mrs. Katie Overcast. mer Kindergarten and for those
meeting with prayer.
School
High
Murray
of
graduate
son, Kerry Dean, and Mrs. Nolin visited her son and family in
for
week
last
register
not
did
who
publicity;
Mrs.
Volene Roberts.
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
Tyler have just returned from Muncie, Ind., and hr daughter. Refreshments were served by crafts; Mrs. Myrtle Cayce, fall kindergarten will be held at and will receive his degree from
the Ruth Wilson Circle in the
in
University
State
Murray
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED!'
Lookout Mountains and Tampa, Mrs. Vonela Barrett, came home
Robertson School from nine to
housing.
social hall of the church.
Florida, staying there at the with her to visit for two weeks
Mrs. Blanche Larson reported eleven a.m. Openings are still December."
on her trip to the Kentucky available for both sessions.
Homemakers Extension meeting
Sudsy, May 23
held in Lexington in March. Mrs
Alderdice reported on the annual
rJ
day held March 19 and the book The 60-voice Murray State
review by Nils. Harlan Hodges at Choir and the 150-voice chorus
the Calloway County Public under the direction of Prof.
Library on April 27.
Robert Baar will be presented in
One Group
The recreation was conducted concert at the auditorium at
by Mrs. Ruth Weston and Mrs. three Pin.
Lurehe Cooper. Lunch was
1/3
served in the dining room to the Annual homecoming will be
fifteen members and one visitor, held at Martin's Chapel United
Mrs. Ruby Kelley of Panorama Methodist March with preaching
Shores who became a new at 9:30 a.m., Sunday School at
member. Other
members 10:30 a.m., lunch at 12:15 p.m.,
present, not previously men- and singing in the afternoon
tioned were Mrs. Mellie Hopson featuring the Key Quartet. The
and Mrs. (lilies Wohihart.
Public is invited. Contributions
The next meeting will be held for cemetery upkeep will be
Wednesday in June
at the , taken.
PLUS SOc
Holiday Inn.
HANDLING
CHARGE

•

about her marriage

Women's Society Of ottertown Club
Has Regular Meet
hristian Service
At Holiday Inn
Has Regular Meet

FBI:RTHSj

•

Blue - W

WIDE
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SUM
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203 N. B
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III
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Entertainment Train

LYNDIA COCHRAN DANCE
STUDIO

[DEMMER

MEIMOig

A REAL WINNER!

PICONE 1/2 Off
ACT III 1/3 off
PANT SUITS
1/2 Off

2 and Less
/
1
One Group

P rice

11—

YOUR CHILD

ONLY!

$100

SPRING COATS.

BLOUSES
1/2
ALL HATS
1/2 Price

WANTED!

COSTUMES
2 Off
1
Off to /
SPRING DRESSES
2 Off
1
i/3 Off to /

PARTY DRESSES

WIving''a fact about our beautiful
Officers were elected for
xt year and lesson assign': -las were given.

The Suburban Homemakers Mrs 0. J. Jennings taught
met in the home of Mrs. Varro members how to make hairpin
Clark on Monday evening May 9, lace and Mrs. Max Farley gave
at seven thirty o'clock.
some interesting notes on
Mrs. Holmes Dunn called the Macrame. She demonstrated
meeting to order and Mrs. Max some of the basic knots used in
Farley gave the devotinn, belts and wall hangings.
reading Ruth 1:16,17. The thought
for the month was "Love, loyalt),
The next meeting will be in the
unselfishness.,
humilty, Nine of Mrs. Holmes Dunn. 212
511
0
willingness to perform the
Murray, Ky.
,attli 12th Street, on June 14 at
lowliest task."
Mrs. Max Farley will
_IgalEFOLU-gMll The roll call was answered bj •to,vp.m.
-hostess.

To Be
Photographed
for a
BEAUTIFUL

8x10

LIVING
COLOR

Portraits by

"LITTLE RASCALS"
— Limited Offer ... 1 Per Child, 2 Per Family —

PORTRAIT

2 and Less
/
1

MADEMOISELLE SHOP
111 So. 4th Street
igiVEINETOJNEIREIRMINKI

Suburban Club Has
Meeting In Home
Mrs. Varro Clark

III

SHOF'
AND SAVE
AT

Friday from 1:00 to 9:00 p.m.

Vecitzv
DRUG STORE

Saturday from 10:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p. rrt
Central Shopping Center

4-oz
Re
1 1.59

t'—'' 21'..13:I I

1971
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Giant Summertime
Beer Cooler

Morehead
Commissioned To Paint MSU Oakhurst'Civilian
Clarence G. Morehead of
Owensboro, who is nationally
recognized as "Kentucky's artist
of property," has been commissioned by the Alumni
Association of Murray State

University to do a painting of
Oakhurst, the home of the
University's presidents since
1937.
The 16 x20 inch oil painting will
be unveiled in 1972 as part of the

ceremonies marking the 50th
annirrsary of the founding of
Murray'State.
The number of lithograph
prints will be limited to 5,000. The
price will be 820, with the ofits

NN%N•NN\NN•N\NNANNN.NN. \NNN.

Campbell's
Factory
Outlet
*:- SPORTSWEAR SALE *

•
•

Famous Brand Names . .
We can't mention the names,
but they are from a top line.

Save 20% to 40%

•

• Terry Stretch Tops
•Slacks
•Shorts
•Jamaica Shorts

•
•
•

•

•Permanent Press Slacks
•Permanent Press Hot Pants
•Double Knits

$350 to '14"

•

Just Arrived ... New Shipment of
WIDE LAPEL

Solids and Stripes
36 to 46
Regular & Long

SUMMER
SUITS

•r.
y,

$1800

\
- Campbell's Factory Outlet
203
1,
"\\‘‘

N. Brewer St.
all•:•••
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used for scholarships.

handled
e I=re
wlb:
eb;deMir*Yat
With
Alumni Association, but later
By LEE WRING
leave, Glenn would
at
copies will be available
YAR,MOUTH, Maine (UPI)— scheduled
Morehead's 96 outlets throughout Wesley Storer, 22, was never in take over as the soldier again,"
the nation.
the Army and he had no their father said.
Wesley has been keeping
native, combat training. But when his himself busy,* with
Owensboro
An
minor
younger
brother
Glenn
came
Morehead had been in the realty
Chu Lai
chores
at
carpentry
years home from Vietnam disilluhe fhc:ri
ress
hei
busoin
:
. a- do/cot.'sioned with the - war, Wesley while awaiting a return to the
anneliiiarlyaVo2°
United States.
painting, which is now vying with decided to take his place on the "He is not in custody," a
front line.
his vocation, real estate, for "top
military spokesman said. "He
"hap•'We're not sure what
billing
.
pened or how it happened," the has the freedom of the Chu Lai
Base. He has received enough
One of his best-known works is boy's father, Carleton R.
money from home to book a
"The President's Office at the 'Storer, a Yarmouth contractor,
civilian flight back to the
White House," an exterior of the said Monday. "But Wesley
United States. But there are
West Wing, which houses the decided that since he was not
problems."
political
president's office. It is a view likely to be drafted, he ought to
As a civilian who arrived
that visitors rarely see on guided Ishare Glenn's service."
without passport and visa,
So Wesley put on his
tours.
Wesley
is in Vietnam illegally.
'brother's uniform and went to
Eleven of his paintings have Vietnam in April in his place. The American Red Cross is
been released in limited-edition The hoax was discovered when
prints.
battalion
someone in his
Sold out and now collectors' reported a civilian in their
items are "Antique Shop," "The i inidst.
Old Stone Inn & Talbott Tavern," ! Meanwhile, Glenn turned
"Trinity Church," "Ray Harm's himself in in April as absent
Home,"
"Keeneland," without leave. He was sent to
"Cathedral of the Assumption," Ft Devens, Mass., and kept in
"Rainbow
Garden," and a maximum security cell. He
"Market Street."
was told he would be sent back
to Vietnam.
Other paintings include "Old "It was a brotherly gesture,"
Southern Bank," "Audubon,the boys, mother said. "Wesley
House," and "Sloppy Joe's."
told me he was willing to give
His "Churchill Downs" -s
i his life for his brother and was
scheduled for release this willing to come home with a leg
siunrner.
blown off for his brother."
Spec. 4 Glenn Storer, 21,
After a few sketches in charto came home early last month
coal, Morehead started using oils.
imitating after five months' service for a
in 1963. At first he attempted
a two-week furlough. "He was a
develop his talent by
"All
Can Eat"
„when he came home but
the work of Maurice Utrillo,
- 'he straightened out after a
5
.
famous French architectural while," his father said. "I guess
%vr
whec,
Painter.
Glenn summed it up best. He
.
"Forget Utrillo -- do a said they're playing gamestwith
Morehead; paint in your own his life over there."
18,
style!" a Louisville artist advised .The brothers left April
saying they were going to
him.
An aging barn, seen while Connecticut, where Glenn was
appraising an old farm near to return to Vietnam . and
Owensboro, attracted his keen Wesley, who was unable to join
eye and became the subject of his the Army because he broke his
first oil painting. Then came his knee skiing, was to take a
painting of an old theater in cruise to Bermuda.
Owensboro - and the realtor was Instead, Wesley, wearing
on his way to becoming "an artist'Glenn's uniform, reported April
to the merical Division in
of property."
Morehead readily admits that the Chu Lai section of Vietnam
to "hrbat.
his initial efforts were ,.a bold and was ordered intocom
he eak
had
..16how
hat
learned
down„
e
had
i
H
.
undertaking for a man past 40,
rifle,
whose only art lessons had been a '
his M
Highway 641 North
required high-school course in never carried one.
Murray, Ky.
that
when
agreed
"They had
which he made a C.”
Wes came home on the next

Want an easy solution on how
to keep beer and soft drinks ice
cold when entertaining out-ofdoors this summer?
A galvanized steel tub makes
a great cooler. And because .of
its size it can handle plenty of
soft drinks and beer for almost
any size crowd.
Daisy decals or some paint
will add a festive note and party
appearance to your new, giant
summertime beer and soft drink
cooler.

NEM

=.=
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Fire Facts
:Property Value Administrator
•
Good housekeeping is the best •(Tax Commissioner)or do youth
deterrent against fire in the a want the office abolished
and*
home. This extends to out of the
way places such as the attic. *someone appointed to assess*
'
,your property taxes. Charles's
closets, and the garage.
410. Davis will fight to retain*
•
attempting to get him a *your privilege to vote. Work4,
passport and the U.S. command *for and elect Charles 0. Davis*
in Saigon will then atitempt to *as your next State Senator. *
get him an exit visa so he can •Paid(orby Charles0.Davis •
leave.
********4

INTRODUCTION
SPECIAL
In appreciation of the response we
have received on our new Catfish
Filet we are offering it on Special
as an introduction to those who
have not eaten with us recently.

All The

CATFISH
You Can Eat
$

1.69

(Captain's laitdien

Phone 642-9201
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Swaps Places
Brother In Vietnam

FROG LEGS
3.25
You

Blue - White - Pink - Green - Purple - Brown — In Solids and Stripes

he

THURSDAY—MAY X,
Man and Technology, a new....
course at Syracuse University,
takes up such topics as the
SST, nuclear power plants,
artificial genetic manipulation,
controversial
other
and
technological-humanitarian
conflicts.
The goal of the Public
Health Service Medical SelfHelp program is to train at
least one member of every
American family in emergency
health care,
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Store Hours:
9 - 9 Mon.-Sat.
1 - 6 Sunday

Ill

III

Bel-Air Shopping
!I!
III

Center

S.

DISCOUNT DRUG

Phone: 753-8304

Get
more from
/ the sun-!I!

COPPERTONE
SUNTAN LOTION

hi

3-oz.
• SOLARCAINE' Lotion

Ill
III

LOTION

eagle0plain!

SUNBURN
Mien. • •••
iIienvaTies••

Say-Rite's
Low Price

• •- MAXIMUM PROTECTION

Reg '1.49 Value

iii
!I!
III

SOMME

4-oz. Plastic Bottle

Coppertone
%,•*-FASTEST
TAN WITH

In
III
III
In

IR

CONTAINS
PAIN-KILLING BENZOCAINE,
USED BY DOCTORS.

COO •••1.•

iti
!I!

STOPS SUNBURN PAIN!

III
Ill

44 WHY
PAY

4-oz.

Regular '2.19 Value Aerosol Spray

MORE? III
MEXANA POWDER !I!
III
Beat The Heat 614-oz. - Regular '1 Value
With Mexsana!
Now
P!
"••••••"..

Suntan Lotion

III

hi
!!!
III

,

Reg '1.79 Value

\'

Coppertone

COPPERTONE

SitICTIO
.
1
Au"
'
,
us

ionffiNIMIS

89' Value

E

Coppertonc

5
3
1
4
.

jar
21

SAVE 60'

Suntan Oil
oft-Pi

rAPINFR TAN

bk93Clkt
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SAV-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE

REGULAR
75' VALUE

•

66
38

Ill
III
I,
SI

'I
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II

4-oz. Plastic Bottle

99;
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COPPERTONE

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Reg '1.79 Value
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0
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SUNTAN OIL

COCONUT OIL Reg

Only

Medicates, soothes itchy
heat rash. Cools
hot feet!
21/4-0z.

Itstcf(W
°

tanning butter
,t000AandBUTTER
-

set
O
S% ed

1E3El

UT

Regular '2.59
Value

EVEN TANS WHEN IT RAINS!
Gives you a real tan in 3 to
hours, with or without

P!
PI

Now
Only

sun!

Quick Tanning Lotion by Coppertone

.,

oz Tube
1.59 Value

lawn

99;

4-oz.
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Property Taxes Amount To Large
Portion Of Homeowners Expenses
are offered tax exemptions as
By LOUIS CASSELS
that substantial discrepancies
bait to get them to locate
Editor
private
Seeker
of
UPI
—
in tax assessments
plants in a community.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Whe- property are commonplace
Although sweeping abolition
ther you rent or own your throughout the country. Corrupt
of tax-exempt status is not in
your
cent
of
may
assessors
per
about
25
incompetent
home,
or
the cards, alert citizens can
total expenditure for housing tax a favored taxpayer far less
that local governments
demand
represents the cost of local than an ordinary citizen has to
become a lot more selective in
property taxes.
pay for a property of comparagranting it.
Thesetaxes have been rising ble value.
steepty. In some communities, The second way to reduce
they've gone up as much as SOD property tax ,rates without
per cent over the past 20 years. decreasing total revenue is to
That means a man who halt the steady erosion of the
bought a house in 1950 is now tax base which results from hte
having to pay up to five times free-handed granting of tax
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stock
as much in annual property exemptions.
prices might have reached the
taxes as he figured on. That
Surwey Shows Fever-Rion
kind of thing wrecks family
A careful survey of 14 major Point where they have fairly
budgets.
'VS. cities by Martin A. Larson wen discounted near-term as
Taxpayer protests against and C. Stanley Lowell indicahis well as cntermediate term
property levies are getting that about one-third of all the improvement, Harris, Upham
louder by the year. But without real estate in the United States —Co. says. The market's trend
some basic reforms in the is now getting a free ride—at from this point on is unlikely to
whole property tax system, the expense of the people who miner
the degree of ascent of
they're not likely to do much do pay taxes.
geed.
If all of this exempt property the last six months, it observes.
Cities Need Feeds
were added to the tax rolls,
Individual investors are riot
city and county governments
and Lowell estimate, it
are heavily dependent on
mean a saving of more back in the market yet and
property taxes, which bring in
$310 a year to the average odd-lot trading is still heavily
weighted toward the sell side,
about 115 per cent of their
Yer•
according to Putnam Managelocally raised revenue. At a
time when they are desperately
There's little hope of that ment Co. The firm sees in this
seeking additional funds, local happening, because about 70 a confirmation that the bull
governments would consider per cent of the tax-exempt market has not yet reached a
unthinkable any decrease in property belongs to varies Peak.
their total take from property edielons of government. Of the
taxes.
remaining 30 per cent, from The market has suffered
But there are two ways in one-third to one-half belongs to sufficient technical damage in
which property taxes could be religious institutions. The rest recent sessions to move it into
made, less burdensome on the is divided among a wide variety a more mature phase where
average family without any of public service institutions profits will be more difficult to
(Murcia!' in the gross revenue such as hospitals, schools and come by, E. F. Hutton says.
intake of local governments.
museums; inclivicluaLs who fall Over the very near term, a
First, the property tax could into categories which local trading rally appears close at
be made more equitable. lawmakers have deemed de- hand, but any bounce would be
Studies by the Brookings serving of special tax treat- only for very nimble traders, it
Institution and other impartial ment, such as veterans and the says.
research organizations indicate aged; and business firms which
OXNARD, Calif. (UPI)—The
estranged wife of actor 'John
Carradine died Tuesday in a
VOTE FOR
fire at her apartinent here
overlooking the Pacific.
A fire department spokesman
said Doris Carradine, 52, was
asphyxiated after her living
(MANAGER STARKS KARDWARE
room apparently caught fire
from a burning cigarette.
FOR
The spokesman said Mrs.
Crradine had been rescued
from her first floor apartment
Murray City Council
two weeks ago from a fire in
the living room.

Wall Street
Chatter

HOWARD KOENEN
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Safety features may boost car prices $1,000
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

-Arid now, ladies and gentlemen, we proudly present the
all-new Chevrolet Impala. I.,00k
at that styling. Look at those
safety features. And the list
price is only $4,849.50. That's
right, UNDER $5,000. What a
bargain......
A bargain? A standard Chevy
sedan for `five grand?
You bet, according to
projections made by one
research firm, at any rate. And
that figure is a conservative
one, they say, based on the
present cost of materials and
labor.
The $5,000 price tag won't
appear until 1976, indicates a
survey conducted by the
Detroit firm of Ross Roy Inc.
and they base their glootity
forecast on the present
proposals by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration which is looking
ahead on ways to improve
vehicle safety,
Soaring automobile costs are
being dourly predicted in many
quarters these days, all the
way up to the office of the
president of Ford Mortar Co. In
a recent statement, Lee Iacocca expressed deep concern
over future retail prices of
automobiles, stating that he
was fearful that the price of the
subcompact Pinto — now
system antispillage device
listing at $1,919 — could climb fuel add $10 to the over-all cost
will
to $2,919 by 1976.
and add five pounds to
The Ross Roy outlook is even of a car
weight.
its
more pessimistic. In a subThe total of the NHTSA
stantial report sent to all U.S.
says the Roy Inc.
and
senators
various proposals,
will bring the
congressional committees, the estimate,
to the $1,332.50,
automobile
up
Roy Inc. analysis indicates that
617-pound
mark.
,
the Pinto will rise in cost not by
Although the Ross Roy Inc.
$1,000, but by11.632.50 — and
heavily slanted in
that doesn't take into account -survey is
auto industry and
the matter of inflation over the favor of the
the "seemingly
attacks
openly
five
years.
next
unwarranted and illegal entry
As if price alone were riot of the federal government into
enough, the incorporation of the area of automotive design,"
safety features suggested by few engineers will argue with
the NHTSA could add another the fact that yes, there
617 pounds to the weight of the frobably will be some cost
automobile, says Roy Inc The, increase — and weight increase
rule of thumb in Detroit is that
— in the next few years
a car now costs around $1 per
because of the safety standard
potrid, about the price of and emission proposals.
hamburger.
The tone of the Roy report
"With all the new proposals may be a bit strong," points out
being made by the NHTSA," one auto engineer who prefers
confided one Ford safety
engineer, "pretty soon we're

SATURDAY,
MAY 22
SUNDAY,
MAY 23

S
murr.,,

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9 AM.-9 P.M.-Mon.-Sat
1 to 6 P.M. Sundays

Extra Special Buys for These

DUTY
METAL CONSTRUCTION FOR
THOSE RUGGED JOBS
Regular '7.44

H P Briggs & Stratton engine,
adustable wheels. Easy start. Throttle
ontrol on handle.
BUY NOW Rea

:••011

*$594

AND SAVE! s64-

!AO
•

24" CHARCOAL GRILL

COME and HEAR

WENDELL FORD
Candidate for GOVERNOR Democratic Primary

13-0L

CA

* Tractor Front and Rear Implement Tires
* All Truck Tires
* Trailer Tires
* Boat Tires

Play it safe! Don't drive
n tires having less than
32 of an inch tread depth.

WILL YOUR.TIRES
PASS OFFICIAL
STATE INSPECTION?

Set of 10 in gold,
vacado Exclusive design

721

SUNDAY

Country Ham
2 Eggs, Red Gravy.
Gilts or French Fries.
-Homemade Biscuits,

8-oz. T-Bone

Coffee

99;
ere

Baked Potato or
French Foes.
Toss Salad. Rolls
Coffee
or Tea $ 1 45

(

24;

Regula
Money
• have a
Senati
honor:
was I.

YOUR BEST TIRE BUY

a for

GOODAEAR

11(

4-PLY NYLON CORD "ALL-WEATHER &'

-4(

RAIN-CHECK

95
8

REG. 34`

4( HE VO
DISTRI

in its price range...

11.S0 13 Macaniaii
Tobeims Phis $1 7$
red. Ex. Tao and
old tire

14 • 7 75
825o14

15

Because of an expected heavy
demand for these tires, our
stocks may run out. Hosirever,
ne will be happy to order your
size at the advertised price
and issue you- a rain check
for future delivery of the
merchandise.

69a
e

BLACK WALLS

STYRO ICE
BUCKET

Fran kfo

I

7 75

* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIALS *
SAT. MORNIN6

*At**

Goodyear Tires at Dealer Prices

Any of these sizes $

56"

,
•••••
4a
,

4( that he

Any°,these sizes$

MADRID
GLASSES
Reg.
99'

753-8661 • 753-9910•753-9972

BLACK WALLS

CHARCOAL
REG. 68'

pric

Whitewall $350 more

HICKORY BLEND
10 LBS.

For Free Ride to Vote Tuesday, May 25th,
Please Call the Following Numbers:

80

,0
31
/
2 HP Briggs
and Stratton
Engine

Cain &
has

FREE REFRESHMENTS

t

$544

We'
with

AT FORD HEADQUARTERS
102 NORTH 4th STREET

4c"

REG. '6.77

By CARL A.
KNOXVILLE, T Remember 1933?
That was the )f
was a big worry,
were killed in a •
fornia earthquake,
—
northern Tern Kentucky kill
sons. Mak*
Wildcats were wi
first Southeastern
basketball title;
And the Tenne
Authority was
This week, TVA
ing its Nith birthda
houses throughout
see Valley area.
And to mark the
development of th;
Tennessee River

Saturday, May.22nd - 2:30 p.m,

• Steel Bowl• Folding Tripod Legs
• Fingertip Grid Control
• Easy To Store
\trip

going to stiffer a cost penalty to
the consumer and the
manufacturer. We are continuously striving to do the
most efficient job for the least
possible cost. And as for
weight, we're more concerned
with added pounds than the
Weight Walchera-"

ALL ...

22" POWER MOWER

3CU Fl, HEAVY

afford enough lead time for the
industry to incorporate even
items into the vehicle at
reasonable cost.
•'The time factor is a monumental headache to us. We
don't quarrel with saving a life
or cleaning up the air, but when
you can't do it in an orderly,
ofinfliaced fashion, -Mon are

L5 DAYS ONLY!!

Two Days Only!

WHEELBARROW

to remain anonymous, -but
generally I would agree with
the underlying theme of future
additional cost and weight
factors whether or not they are
based on the safety bureau's
proposed standards."
The engineer says the main
conflict is that many of the
upcoming proposals de not

going to be paying sirloin steak
prices for cars within the next
several years. At least that's
the way it looks from a safety
and engineering standpoint."
The Ross Roy estimate of
future automotive costs and
additional weights of particular
safety items is outlined in a
detailed report released in late
March. The estimate is based
on the NHTSA "Program Plan
For Motor Vehicle Safety
Standards," a guideline to the
auto, industry of suggested
upcoming
safety
improvements to be incorporated
into future models.
The suggestions or proposals
are presented in the form of
dockets. There is discussion
pro and con on each item which
is then amended and adopted or
draPPed•
Such items as head restraints, steering wheel locks,
collapsible steering columns
are all the result of NHTSA
standards.
What Roy Inc. has clone to
claims
of
support its
skyrocketing automotive costs
and weight is to list 26 of the
major safety proposals in the
Program Plan.
For example, one proposal
calling for car seats to protect
occupants from side impacts
will cost 175 and add 40 pounds
to the weight of the automobile.
Another proposed standard of a

TVA

w 15 • R 55o 14

11895

Plus $2 13 le 12.33
Tat dependiPt
and old tPre
Whitavall $3 awe

Pus 12 53 to $2 57
led I, Tptdeoendse
on sPre and oPd tPre
Whitewall $3 MINS

Ask about our Easy Pay Plan • Free Mounting!

BILBREY'S
East Main Street

Authe
shou
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TVA Celebrates 38th Birthday This Week
The nation and the world "Joe" 'Langer& was executed at out 60 times me power used in
were in turmoil thah. The de- Raiford, Fla., for the death of the same region in 1933.
pression was at its height, Chicago Mayor A.J. Cermak in Before the end of the 1970s,
banks across the nation were an assassination attempt in TVA expects the demand for
failing, unemployment was Miami on Roosevelt, and Joan power in this area to top 35
climbing, Japan was attacking Crawford was breaking up with million kilowatts.
The week's celebrations won't
China and Adolph Hitler was Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
be
anything like was held in
becoming dictator of Germany. Eggs were selling for ten
That was the year that for- cents a dozen, Babe Ruth was Knoxville a couple of days after
mer New York Mayor Jimmy 39, prohibition was being re- TVA was signed into existence
Walker married actress Betty pealed and 3.2 beer was big by President Roosevelt.
Compton; that Luis M. Sanchez news. Knoxville got three-times- That day, 38 years ago,
Cerro, president of Peru, was a-week airline service on a fictsitry whistles blew, people
assassinated, that Broker's Tip route from Nashville. to New marched down Gay Street, auto
won the Kentucky Derby and York, using the 10-passenger horns sounded, fireworks were
set off, and the racket of horns,
the city of Knoxville was fight- Stinson.
ing over a local ordinance set- And the Tennessee legislature tin pans and anything else people could beat, blow or rattle
ting up daylight time.
was passing a law limiting the was
deafening.
King Kong Big
salary of state officials to $3,000
But people are still glad the
The movie "King Kong," with a year.
old agency is around, even if
Fay Wray, was being shown
Al Capone was in federal
across the nation, Gieusecipe prison in Atlanta, trying to get they're quieter about it this
week.
out on petitions in the federal
courts. There were bombings in
Philadelphia and bomb threats
around the country.
Calvin Coolidge died at the
age of 60, and Knoxville Baptist ministers were fighting a
proposal that the Bible be The suburbs, scene of beautitaught in the public schools of ful lawns and gracious living,
aren't exactly the place where
the city.
As he outlined it, Roosevelt you'd expect to encounter a rat
problem.
saw his TVA plan providing
But the truth of the matter is
employment
for
200,000
persons,
that all suburbia faces varying
Sportabout low prices start at
involving the states of Virginia degrees of rat control problems.
North and South Carolina, Ten- And with warm weather, rodents
nessee, Alabama, Kentucky, are a fact of life, suburbs inMississippi, Missouri, Arkansas cluded.
Chicago suburban Wheeling
and Louisiana.
sanitarian, Mrs. Jane Terbell,
Leading the fight for the says, "Piles of refuse, like cardPresident's program was Sen. board containers provide rodent
George W. Norris of Nebraska, harborage, The first thing to do
problems is to be
who had fought for years for to combat ratcans
are kept tightsure garbage
the federal power program at ly covered and in good condiMuscle Shoals„kla., and cheap tion."
electric power for the outh.
The overloading of metal garbage containers should also be
Power Scandal
Roosevelt signed the bill set- avoided. Over packed cans must
be hanged against the truck to
ting up TVA May 18, 1933, amid tar the trash loose causing dentreports of a federal- investiga- ing and damage to the can. Use
tion into charges of a power an extra can, it will prove economical and double the can's
scandal at Muscle Shoals in- life
expectancy.
volving two private power Replacing defective and damfirms.
aged garbage cans with new ones
Cain & Treas' compact new Sportabout is roomy, easy to handle,
Like any revolutionary pro- is recommended by health offigram, reaction to TVA was cers everywhere. Properly mainhas loads of cargo space and at our Fun In The Sun special
steel refuse
mixed. Among the voices raised tained galvanized
containers with tight-fitting lids
against-it was that of Maj. Gen. are the best rat deterrents beprices, it's easy to buy!
Lytle Brown, chief of Army en- cause they can not be penetrated.
gineers.
He cited its competition with
lawn is
private enterprise as his basis ",e, key to a well-kept
very
for objections to the Tennessee weekly mowing. But be
careful if you use a power mower.
Valley Authority
enclosed area
Now with a capacity ofobout Never start it in an
The result
19 million kilowatts, the TVA such as a garage.
monoxide
system is the largest in the cuuid be carbon
odorless
silent,
poisoning,
a
country, servino an area of
80 00 square miles and puttini Vier •

By CARL A. VINES
sociation ana the Tennessee
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI)--, Valley Public Power AssociaRemember 1933?
tion are sponsoring a “valley
That was the year inflation mobilization week" running
was a big worry, 150 persons through Saturday.
were killed in a southern Cali25,0M Employes
fornia earthquake, tornadoes in Since its beginning in 1933,
northern Tennessee and south- nearly a quarter of a million
ern Kentucky killed 104 per- persons have worked for TVA
sons, Adolph Rtim'a Kentucky which now employs about 25,000
Wildcats were winning their throughout its system. And the
first Southeastern Conference system is still growing, by leaps
basketball title;
and bounds, to meet the power
And the Tennessee Valley needs on the area it serves.
Authority was born.
The Tennessee Valley AuThis week, TVA is celebrat- thority grew out of a plan
ing its 38th birthday, with open President Roosevelt announced
houses throughout the Tennes- Feb. 2, 1933, from Warm
see Valley area.
Springs, Ga., a short time beAnd to mark the 38 years of fore he was inaugurated for his
development of the valley, the first term as the nation's chief
Tennessee River Valley As- executive.

Chicago Suburbs
At Work
On Rat Control

We've got America's only sporty compact
with cargo space!

CAIN & TREAS
806 Coldwater Rd.
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Water Pail A MustForCampers
State quits
With summer just around the absolutely sure that there are no
corner, outdoor camping is on lingering embers in the fire beminds of many.
fore you leave it
mercury-test theHere
is oneitem that many
campers forget to take with them. Toys are SUppuzieu in entertain
It is a galvanized water pail for and bring happiness to children
dousing your fire before breaking but each year too many
pestiades
camp_ It is the same pail that
•

• d

has been holding sand all winter
long in the trunk of your car.
Forest rangers say that the
primary cause of forest fires are
camp fires that have not been
completely extinguished This
means that the camper bears the
responsibility for slashing the annual loss of timber and wildlife.
One more word of caution for
all campers. Besides bringing a
water'ii along and using it, be

Tne
FRANKFOta
-state Parks Dept. has voluntarily halted use in park
maintenance of all pesticides. herbicides and fungicides which corqin arsenic
or mercury.
Parks Commissioner S.
W. Palmer-Ball. of St. Matthews, said the park system
has. in the past. used material containing small quantities of the chemicals, with
no apparent ill effects.

youngsters are seriously injured
by their playthings. Parents
should examine their children's
toys for sharp edges or other
hazards. A toy that hurts is not
much fun.
Pictures are replacing words
as the National Park Service
begins to change its signs from
words to symbols.

Last year, the department used several tons of
concentrated product s.
some of which contained
"traces" of mercury and arsenic.
"This department is
charged." Palmer-Ball noted, ''with maintaining more
than 30.000 acres of recreation land in Kentucky and
we are discontinuing use of
any products which have a
potential of upsetting nature's delicate ecological
balance."

Metal Garbage Cans
Are Wind Resistant
If you are the owner of a
lightweight, non-metal refuse
container, you probably have
been embarrassed on occasion
when the wind sends your refuse
container sailing — spreading
garbage across your lawn and
the neighbor's
There is a solution to this ir.
ritating problem. That is to heed
the counsel of most municipal
sanitation codes which recom•
mend the use of galvanized steel
refuse containers.
The reason most sanitation
codes choose metal containers is
not because of their wind resistant qualities. Galvanized steel
cans are recommended because
they are resistant to fire, household pets, and disease-carrying
rodents.
Health officials point out that
one way to insure against the
possibility of rats is to deny
them food. Galvanized steel cans
with tight-fitting covers are tops
in fending off rats, while plastic
and cardboard containers have
proven to be no match for the
gnawing creatures.
Never touch a water faucet and
an ,electrical appliance at the
same time. If the appliance is not
properly grounded, a fatal low
voltage electrical charge could
be the shocking result.

To the Citizens of Murray
I am a candidate for the City Council, a
representative from Ward A. It is my intention,
if elected, to represent not only the citizens who
live in Ward A, but the community as well.
Having been employed with the Tappan
Company for twenty-four years, I feel that the
working man and woman need a representative
on the City Council. As a candidate, I feel I can
make a contribution to the people and the
community as well, if I am elected to the City
Council.
I will appreciate your vote in the May 25th
Primary next Tuesday.

Loyd B. Arnold
Paid Political Advertisement)
1=111111111M1111..

My opponent in the race for State Senator of the First Senatorial District has repeatedly stated
4( that he is in a position to do great things for the First District in the next four years if he is returned to
(
4 Frankfort. HE HAS FAILED TO TELL YOU WHAT HE HAS DONE IN THE LAST THREE AND ONE HALF YEARS.
HE VOTED AGAINST THE BILL IN THE SPECIAL SESSION THAT INCLUDED CALLO WAY COUNTY IN THE FIRST
DISTRICT and he and six other Senators from the Louisville-Jefferson County area sponsored a bill in the last
Regular Session to include the University of Louisville in the Kentucky University System. Will this help MSU?
Money that could be used to ease the financial burden of MSU will be spent in Louisville. Of course if you
have aspirations for a statewide office there are more votes in Louisville than in Calloway County. This same
Senator has caused so much confusion in the Democratic ranks of the Senate that the Capitol Press Club
honored him with the dubious honor of being the Most Valuable Senator To The Republican Party (This vote
was later recinded in favor of Senator Van Noose.)
I do not claim to be an authority on construction (ESPECIALLY ON THE MSU STADIUM) but as
a former studente Murray State do want to see the University prosper and I will work with the Proper
Authorities to achieve this end.
There is no reason why Calloway County and the First Senatorial District
should not be EFFECTIVELY represented in Frankfort.

r

Judge CHARLES 0. Davis

VOTE FOR
and
WORK FOR

JUDGE CHARLES 0. DAVIS
As Your Next Senator from the First District
Paid for by J

Charles 0 Davis

t**********************************************************************
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began his solo flight from New
York to Paris in the "Spirit of
St. Louis" monoplane. He
landed in the French capital
2 hours later.
1
The moon is between its lax 33/
In 1983 the Supreme Court
quarter and new phase.
art legalized sit-in demonstrations.
stars
The morning
In 1970 House Speaker John
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter
McCormick retired at the age
and Saturn.
of 78.
There is no evening star
Those born on this day art
A thought for today: Writer
larder the sign of Taurus.
Charles Dudley Warner said,
On this day in history:
In 1506 Christopher Columbia "What small potatoes we all
are, compared with what we
died in Spain.
In 1927 Charles Lindbergh might be."
The Almanac
By United Press international
Today is Thursday, May 20
the 140th day of 1971.

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

"Dean" of garbage containers
throughout America is still the
zinc-coated galvanized steel garbage can Like any product that
has been around for years and
years, there must be some good

reasons
The reasons come from local
health officers who, in a nations
survey, agreed that galvanize(
steel cans should be included ii
the ideal home system for hart
dling refuse and trash Galvan
ized steel containers are rust
resistant, fire-resistant, and mos
importantly. rodent-resistant.

Phone

Possible affiliati
Salmon P. Chase
Law with North
tucky State Colle
der serious consid
was learned today.
The Chase la
"has made over
NKSC," Dr. Fran

1753-5787:
0

NKSC president,

After the signing of the Rural Telephone Bank Act, the National
Telephone Cooperative Association presented President Nixon with
an antique magneto telephone symbolizing the great progress made
in rural telephony.(From I.) NTCA Legislative Representative Ross
Heller, Congressmen Anchor 'Nelson (R-Minn., former REA
Administrator), NTCA Preskleiet Odom M. Snowden, Colchester,

edged.
"THEY HAVE
the progressive co
ment of NKSC an
be affiliated with
said.
"They are a

Illinois, NTCA Executive Vice President David C. Fuharton,
Secretary of Agriculture, CLifford M. Hardin, Congressman W. R.
Poage, (D-Tex., Sponsor of the bill In the House), the President,
Senator Bob Dole (R-Kan., Senate sponsor), Senator Jack Miller
(R-lowa), and Congressman Vernon Thomson (R-Wis.)

Nixon Signs Bill Which Will Aid
Small Rural Telephone Companies
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President Nixon has signed , of a bank, whose sole purpose is
into law a bill which will assist to lend money to the nation's
small, local telephone rural telephone companies.
The bank bill was approved
companies to meet burgeoning
future growth requriements.
a 267.129 vote in the U.S.
by
In signing the bill the
House of Representatives and
President said it was a "good
received unanimous approval in
measure" and would "bring
the U.S. Senate.
telephone close to the people."
initially the bank will operate
The law, known as the Rural
with pessonnel of the Rural
Telephone Bank Bill, has been
Electrification Administration
sought for more than six years
the U.S. Department of
of
by West Kentucky Rural
All of the
Agriculture.
Telephone Cooperative Corp.,
companieseligilbe to borrow
Inc., and other members of the
from the bank are presently
National Telephone Cooperative
REA borrowers.
Association.
Kentucky Rural
West
Present for the public bill
Telephone Cooperative Corp.,
signing were Agriculture
Inc., is an REA borrower and
Secretary, Clifford U. Hardin;
has obtained 07,947,000 in
REA Administrator, David A. loans since 1954.
H,smil; NTCA President, Eldon
The bank will be capitalized
U. Snowden; and NTCA
by the Federal Government and
David
Executive Vice President,
by the rural telephone
C. Fullerton.
companies. The government s
Mr. Fullerton and Mr.
share will be $300 million over
Snowden presented President
a 10 year period. Bank
Nixon with a 1902 magneto
borrowers will be required to
telephone to commemorate the
put 5% of all loans received into
signing of the legislation.
the bank's capital funds.
In making the presentation
The new law permits the bank
Mr. Fullerton said: "On behalf
to borrow, in the money
of the Nationst *Telephone market, up to eight times the
Cooperative Association and its
amount of paid-in capital This
means the bank could
member telephone systems, lam
ultimately borrow up to $2.4
proud to be able to present you
billion. It is expected, however,
with this antique telephone. It that these levels would not be
symbolizes how far we have
reached for many years.
come in the rural telephone
The bank will operate jointly
Industry, With the signing of
with REA to fund telephone
this Rural Telephone Bank BM
borrowers. REA estimates that
into law, rural telephony can
only about half of its present
confidently look 1.4, the future.
borrowers would be able to use
We are deeply grateful to you
the bank. The remainder,
and to all those who have
because of very low subscriber
worked so hard to see this day."
densities, would still have to use
The bill permits the creation
REA as their loan source.
The REA program makes
loans available to small
telephone companies for a 95
year period at a 2% rate of
Interest. Interest on bank loans
will vary between 4% and the
cost of the money to the bank.

Let us introduce you to the finest
In compact tractors and well
give you a quality, quilted barbeque mitt absolutely FREE!

Builtlike the
BIG ONES!
7 thru 14 hp tractors
make yard work fun again!
Smooth hydraulic drive.
Change attachments quickly
and easily without tools. Special Spring deals. C'mon out
— see how easy it is to be a
BIG TRACTOR MAN!

$49.95

Casa

1 We have a large selection
I of ROSES NOW IN BLOOM, POTTED,
READY TO PLANT
i
/
I
i VISIT YOUR NURSERY FOR A
iCOMPLETE LINE OF NURSERY STOCK1
i

WEBER COOKER
— when you purchase any
1971 Case Compact Tractor!

I

LEWISON said
has been demonst
Axtracts from the
trogenic hormon
remarkably pote
sumulants for
al cells of the fe
tract incl
tal
breast.
"Cancer," he

Get out of town in the Data= Li'l Hustler
Pickup America's No. 1 selling import truck.
A six-foot, all-steel bed handles the hairiest
bike. A 96 horsepower overhead cam engine puts
a lot of pavement behind you in a hurry. And
there's a really civilized interior with foam
padded, all-vinyl upholstery. A three-speed heater
defroster, too.

To make double-sure you get your money's
worth, count up Datsun's no-cost "extras":
• Whitewalls, 11 built-in tie down hooks
• Torsion bar front/heavy duty rear suspension
• Flat-loading tailgate
About the only thing Li'l Hustler doesn't
come with is a motorcycle. Buy one with the
money it saves you. Drive a Datstni...then decide.

I am against ANY 'increase in the property tax.
I am against ANY increase,in the sales tax.
I am opposed to the appointment, rather than the election, of county tax commissioners.

BERT COMBS SAYS...

—72 YEARS LATE — Rey'D
Williams, 90, ponders the
bygone years in Boonville.
Mo., after getting the di-

ploma from: Kemper Military Academy that he wa.
scheduled to receive in
1899. He was left out that
year for helping to lead
a cadet demonstration

against an order thateadets
must inform on other.
cadets who broke rules.
Williams was a halfback
on the football team who!)
Win Rogers was a tackle

Paid for by ('allosso t'ount
Christopher. Co-Chairmen

Committee for Comb4-4arroll, ('art Stout, Sr

Charles 0. Davis does nolt.
!want the office of Property:
.Value Administrator*abolished. Do You? A vote for
*Charles 0. Davis will helphj
*assure you the right to vote for
*this office. Elect Charles 0
°Davis as your next senate!.
:from the First District.
*Paid for by Charles 0. Davis.
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I am against ANY increase in the cigarette tax.

I am for a Homestead Tax exemption for persons over
the age of 65. I am for a production tax on minerals to be paid by
the big corporatiorts and I am in favor of returning a
portion of that tax to the county where the mineral was
produced.
I am for giving the little man in Kentucky a tax break.
I stand for honesty and truth as a candidate and as your
Governor
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Spring Cleaning

NKSC, Chase Law
School talk merger
BY DAVID L BAUER and HOWARD
lisetatey Pest stet

Possible affiliation of the
Salmon P. Chase College of
Law with Northern Kentucky State College is under serious consideration, itwas learned today.
•
The Chase law, school
"has made overtures to
NKSC," Dr. Frank Steely,
NKSC president. acknowledged.
"THEY HAVE observed
the progressive commencement of NKSC and want to
be affiliated with us," he
said.
"They are a distin-

guished hear school, and-we
would be most pleased if
they would affiliate with
us.
W. Jack Grosse, dean of
Chase, said the la* school
"has been discussing the
possibility of affiliating
with institutions in this
area for the past 11
months."
GROSSE ADDED "this
includes many schools, and
there have been brief preliminary talks with NKSC,"
There has been no definite commitment; he UK

RAVER

woes

and we might even remain
independent."
Many northern Kentucky
attorneys are graduates of
the Chase College of Law.
which is located at 1105
Elm street, Cincinnati.

THERE HAVE been informal discussions with
other schools also.
Edwin Vonderhaar. public relations official with
Xavier University, said that
school has an offer standing with Chase.
He said the Xavier board

Cancer specialists
warn about
LOS ANGELES (UPI):
Women with cremalitotant
breast lesions and a "high
risk" tendency for breast
capper should avoid longterm use of oral contraceptives, the second National
Conference on Breast Cancer was told Monday.
Dr. Edward F. Levnson
of Johns Hopkins University said there was ample
evidence to indicate a close
relationship between estrogenic hormones and birth
control pills and the breast.
". . . It seems quite clear
that estrogeruc hormones
and the pill which may contain an estrogen can cause
changes
epithetical
cell
within both normal and abnormal breast tissue," he
said.
LEWISON said that it
has been demonstrated that
••••aixtracts from the ovary (estrogenic hormones) were
remarkably potent growth
stimulants for the epithehal cells of the female genital tract including the
breast.
"Cancer," he said, "is the
uncontrolled
growth
of
these epithehal cells."
Lew130r1 also told the
American Cancer Society
meeting that another example of what he called the
close relationship between
breast cancer in humans
and estrogenic hormones
could be demonstrated by
other clinical results.
"Women with advanced
breast cancer who have a
therapeutic removal of the
primary source of estrogenic hormones, the ovary,
show a remarkable imt!
provement of their metastatic breast cancer in about
one-third of the cases," he
said.

"ALSO. I have observed— Sweater tips
that estrogens taken in
NEW YORK (UPI) small doses may aggravate
Here's a good grooming tip
breast
can-a pre-existing
for the sweater pet:
•
cer."
Don't hang knit sweaters
He said the "developon a hanger in a clothes closet.
ment of newer and more
_They will stretch and lose
contraceptive
satisfactory
shape. Fold sweaters loosely
agents without the possible
and arrange them in a drawer.
harmful effects of longPlace white or light-colored
term estrogen administragarments, on one side dark.
tion would be highly desircolored garments on the op
able "
osite side to avoid lint trans
He added, however, that

r

the clinical evidence indicating a close relationship
estrogenic
horbetween
mones, the breast and
breast cancer" is strongly
persuasive. Yet, there is no
known clinical evidence at
the present time indicating
that estrogens or the pill
will definitely cause breast
cancer in human beings."
In &noting?' report to the
group, Dr. Martin P Yessey, of the department of
medicine, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, England, disagreed on the effects of
real contraceptives,
"In
a
cue-controlled
study in progress at five
London teaching hospitals,
220 women aged 16-39 with
breast lumps, together with
216 matched controls, had
been interviewed between
Dec. I, 1988, and Dec. 31,
1970," Vessey said.
"No evidence has been
found so far that oral contraceptives are associated
with an increased risk of
breast neoplasia; indeed
these preliminary data suggest that the preparations
tend to protect against the
development of benign lesions."
* * *
Every year in the United
States 1,500 persoVis are killed
in clothing fires and 100,000
suffer disabling injuries.

Crossword Puzzle
Unproductive
Walk
1 Experimental
Lubricate
room (cotton.)
College degree
4 Sedate
(abbr.)
9 Household
7 Wear away
Pet
8 Speed contest
12 Anglo Saxon
money
9 basarent
13 Crown
10 Time gone by
14 The self
11 Srnall child
15 Container
17 Large American • 16 Free of
18 Ardent
cat
19 Te.v..
Anger
20 Standard of.
21 Shovel
perfectIon
22 Foot lever
21 Hurried
23 Ventilate
23 Exist
25 Is defeated
24 Strong wind
26 Prepares for
-27 Writing
print
implement
28 Pronoun
28 Hasten
29 Chapeau
29 King of
31 Vapid
Judea
32 Indefinite
30 Paid notice
number
31 Title oi
respect
32 Distant
33 Spanish for
ACROSS

34
36
37
38

Arrows
Still
Fondle
Lamb's

name

3
4
5
6

Time Is Fire

.

Prevention Time
The great American tradition
if Spring cleaning is also an ex0Inlent
ae. time for getting rid of
aossibie sources of fire in the

NEW YORK (UPI) -- St hatever it is you want to do.
watch out for feelings of "1(6,
too late."

4:

While Spring cleaning, keep
mind that rubbish is one of
aot the chief legredienta of eil
household fires. Be on the lookeit for old papers, broken furaiture and toys, boxes, old
iothes and paint cans in your
ittic, basement, closets, and Mirage. Though you may feel like
t was only yesterday that you
leaned
these areas, chances
of trustees proposed an af- ire that out
they are due for anothfiliation offer last Dec. 18, rSpg
Spring and fire prevention
but there has been nothing :leaning.
formal.
The National Fire Protection
Aass
o
oc
.iation suggests that in be.
YESTERDAY the board ltween
cleanings, all rubof trustees of Miami Uni- bish beSpring
stored in metal refuse
voted
0.,
Oxford.
versity at
containers and disposed of regu5 to 4 against any affiliation. The action was taken
Should spontaneous combuson advice of a committee tion occur in rubbish storedin a
that had, been set up to galvanized steel can, the fire
study the proposal.
will only smolder with the cover
At present there are only firmly in place. Even if the cover
two law schools in Ken- is removed, the fire can be contucky—at the University of fined until the cover is placed
Kentucky and the :Juicer- back on the can.
A final Spring_elearting fire
sity_of_Lonitteille.
prevention tip is the removal of
from any fireplace in your
Cooperation Is The ashes
home. Ashes should be stored
outside.
in a covered galvanized
Key To Sanitation
metal container away from anyHealth authorities throughout thing
catch
the country are in general agree- fire. that could possibly
ment that the health and wellbeing of individual residents of
any community are directly re- Rats Continue
lated to the level of sanitation
maintained within that com- To Thrive At
munity.
In other words, we all need to Alarming Rate
work together. If one family Did you know that the female
makes a conscious effort toward rat produces four litters a year,
keeping their home properly each of sig or more young? That
clean and safe, but their neighbor the country's rat population has
doesn't, the entire neighborhood been estimated by some to be
loses. Especially when it means almost 200 million?
that garbage and other refuse is The rat population problem is
not being propeity handled and not due solely to thest's prostored.
ductive powers, but to man's inU.S. Public Health Service es- difference toward shnple rules of
timates that about14,000 persons sanitation—such as storing all
are bitten by rats each year in refuse in rodent-proof galvanized
the U.S. About 90 per cent of steel garbage cans equipped with
the victims are young children. close-fitting covers.
The neighborhood and com- Municipal health authorities
munity that fails to get the help contend that proper refuse storof exand cooperation of the citizenry age would starve rata out
pays a heavy penalty in disease, istence. Real rodent problems
develop when garbage is dun:Med
illness and injury.
in streets or alleys, or set out in
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle
cardboard boxes or bags. Even
plastic garbage pails are not ef
000 MO 0000M
M0015100 000MMO fective i%stoppiite rate gnawers
MM 0000000 30 Rats are compulsive
grow
OM 00M0 MONA because their incisor teethinches
at the amazing rate of five
0000 0000
00000 DOM 00 per year and must be constantly
worn down through use.
0090 MOO
Rats, in quest of food, have
00 0000 30000
MA 0000 MOO been known to gnaw through
lead pipe, work through three
00110 0000 OM
00 0000000 WU inches of poorly mixed concrete,
OOMMUM 00MOMR cut through oak planks and sun
card0=00 00 MMO '.deted bricks. No wonder
'beard boxes, plastic bags, and
even thick plastic containers are
35 Strip of
quick work for rats.
cloth
•
Poisons, such as warfarin and
36 Affirmative
fwnarin. are an effective way to
37 Cushioned
control the rat population along
39 Part of
with galvanized steel containers.
flower
These anti-coagulant poisons in.
40 Insane
duce fatal hemorrage and r'do
42 Encourage
not arouse the rat's suspicion.

Such slogans can become an
alibi, says Dr. Karl Menninger,
founder of the Menninger
Clink and a wprld-renowned
psychiatrist. "It isn't nLature

ELECT...

fl

WENDELL P. BUTLER
FRANKFORT, ICY.

Democratic Candidate

for

Commissioner of Agriculture

vote May 25 is a vote for
PROVEN LEADERSHIP

FARMER -

a 400 acre
in Mocalfe Co.

Owns

farm

V

COUNTY SUPT. - Metcalf* Co.
19 38 - 42

V

AG. COMM. - 1964-67

1,

TEACHER - Began in onoroom school

V STATE SUPT. - 3 Toroms 1952S5, 1960-634968'1i SENATOR - 19411-S1

V VETERAN -, World War II

PAID FOR BY SUTLER CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE — W. C. PADON, TREASURER

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9 A.M.-9 P.M.-Mon.-Sat.
1 to 6 P.M. Sundays

SAVE $2.50
A GALLON

pen

39 Church bench
40 Church service
41 Low spirits
(collo%)
43 Mournful
44 Man's name
46 Center
49 Fuss
50 Entire range
52 Goddess or
healing
53 Number
54 Omit in

Regular $8.99

PROTECT
HOUSE & TRIM
PAINT

pronunciation
Scotland

55 River in

White or

OCNiN
1 Tennis stroke
2 Macaw

THURSDAY---MAY 20, an
to Fie up and nop- ai any
age,'he adds in a report irg•'
Modern Maturity, publication
of the American Association::
of Retired Persons.

Distr. by United

eaten

State Inc

ak

Hundreds of

644

Fadeproof

VOTE
for

TURKEY KIDNAP of the kidnap ambush in
Istanbul, Turkey, is Israeli
Coneu 1 General Ephlrai m
Elrom. Elrom, ff(). played a
at
role in the eightmonth-questioning of Adolf
Eichmann, Nazi genocidist
who was hanged in Israel.

Hands and brushes
wash clean in water. Dries in 30 minutes.

SAVE $1.00 A GALLON

NO DRIP LATEX
WALL PAINT

Representative

,

OUR Friend for Years—Let Him Become YOUR Friend
in Frankfort!

$2Gal.9

He has twice served as President of the Board of Realtors, served as a Director of the State
Board of Realtors, President of the Murray State Thorobred Club, Past President of the Murra
Baseball Assoc., Sunday School Teacher at Cherry Corner Baptist Church and is a Graduate of
Murray High School and Murray State University.

No Drip flows on smoothly,

iOUNG ENOUGH TO BE WIDE AWAKE, .
MATURE ENOUGH TO MAKE WISE DECISIONS!
(Paid for by Friends of Ray Roberts)

-FIRST WOMAN moderator
of the .3.1 million memberUnited Ple,byterian
-Church is Mre. 1,tre•
(above), a Waukesha, Wis
Sunday school teachet
Mrs. Stair, 47. ,y;:e., elected
at the chilich• 183id gt.f)7
ekal assembly, meoluc itt
Hitstiesto., N Y

Gal

Colors

REGULAR $3.99

RAY ROBERTS

A et

10,
6,
No Drip
Flat Latex
Wall Paint

covers well and stays washable
longer than most paints. Dries
in 20 minutes. No splatter. ,
Hands and brushes rinse clean
in water.

4

Eftdeent,p
(:)ne Gallon

Court Moves To Close
Library At Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky., May 19 —1 A total of 5,900 persons signed
The Graves Fiscal Cowl hasIthe petition in 1967 which crestresolution
dissolved the library district with the
a
*used
-Graves County LiMayfield
,the
rate.
brary District. The action is the 3c tax
A. Young, chairman
Thomas
;eat of a petition, bearing the
library board, told the
the
of
pre_
signatures of 2,526 voters,
every effort
sentee ..to the court on April 30. fiscal court that
recreate the liThe petition caged for the(h.,. will be made to
district and keep the n3olution of the 3c per 6100 evalu- brarY
°Pam
brarY
diaation tax for the library
trict, and will take effect pend- A petition is now being circu• ing the payment of contractual lated to secure 1,600 signatures
obligations of the library up to which would re-create the library
district here.
and including June 30.
The 3c library tax has been . The petition calls for a 237 c
in existence here for tour years tax, which is a reduction of I/4c
ender provisions of the Ken- from the present library tax
rate.
tucky Legislature.

THE BEST OF HEALTH

.

U.S. Health Insurers Support
New Approach to Health Care
"The See of flooldi" features ieformation for 'driers end isiiters
in the fields of health, medicine end fondly money monociement
-.:"To AM's, Thurs., April 29, 1971 health insurance written by insurance companies in the United
A key to controlling thia

about preven1,ion's health care problems may States, said this
lie in strengthening its ambula- tive care:
"Very simply, we have grossly
tory and preventive care serdistorted our priorities.
yices.
"Never has medical treatment,
That, at least, is the approach
or even cure, controlled a disinsurance
health
by
'being taken
ease in a population.
Company leaders as part of their
"At beet, treatments and cures
overall effort to guarantee every
made possible only modest
have
quality
to
-American access
in the incidence of
reductions
health care.
disease.
- Preventive care is based on
"Unfortunately, curing a dis.early detection and treatment of ease doesn't control it, but preillness, thereby catching medi- vention can.
al problems before they be-it private health insurers
come advanced, sparing the in- foster a greater understanding
dividual from more serious and of this concept through the emsnore costly treatment later on. phasis on health maintenance
.' Ambulatory care concentrates and disease prevention, we could
on treating patients in out-of- achieve some truly spectacular
hospital facilities when possible health,glans."
"ether nail in the hospitals
The T1ief executive officer of
,tktemselves. This reduces over- one of
e nation's largest life
crowding, cuts down on costs, insuran e companies, in a senInd eases doctor shortages.
ate healitng to discuss the merits
The Health Insurance Insti- of the Healthcare Program which
tute estimates that if only one took health insurers nearly two
day could be cut from the aver- year14 to draw up, had this to
age length of hospital stays, the add about controlling costs
nation could save between $1 through ambulatory care:
billion and $2 billion annually.
"We very much advocate the
Two of the major principles widespread development of amof the Health Insurance Asso- bulatory care facilities which
station of America's national should permit a substantial reHealthcare Program place heavy duction of in-hospital stay which
emphasis on ambulatory and is terribly expensive contrasted
Preventive care Programs.
with walk in and out service
When Sen. Thomas J. McIn- and ambulatory facilities.
tyre (D.-N.H.) introduced the
"We believe that will substanbill backed by the nation's health tially reduce the total outlay
insurance companies. he under- that would otherwise take place
the importance of these if we continued to use hospitals
two concepts.
as freely as we do.
"Hasmital care," he said, "is ,"I am also confident that by
;the most expensive kind of concentrating on preventive care
health care—and the hardest to concepts such as early diagnoobtain." He continued:
sis, treatment and rehabilitation,
• "Studies have shown that we can guarantee the average
'properly equipped ambulatory olonerican will be healthier and
centers could do 25 per cent of because of this, wealthier."
the surgery now done in Wept`bats, much of the diagnostic Xrays and other tests, and at a SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI)
—The State Senate Tuesday
cost much less to all of us"
The Healthcare Program stipu- passed a bill requiring new cars
lates that the Federal Govern- sold in California in 1974 to
ment establish minimum stan- have
bumpers which will
dards for benefits in all health prevent vehicle
damage in five
insurance plans, and &at stnbm

mile' an hour collisions.
"This is a property damage
measure rather than a safety
measure," Sen. John L. Harmer told the Senate bkffore i
sent the bill to the assembly on
tens.
a 250 vote. "It will save,
Leslie Hemry, HIAA president.
whose 308 member companies Californians hundreds of mil"account for 80 per cent of the lions of dollars a year."
latory care benefits be included
- The bill also calls for a Federal program of grants and loan
guarantees to encourage the
construction of ambulatory Ce

01=110.04=.0.4100.o.ala.o+111111.04M11
01111W011.110.041Me. o 4E19.0
.

Dentist gives shepherd
good reason to howl
mobilize a 90-pound German
shepherd, but it can be done if
there are three people holding
on.
JOLIET, Ill. — Lance is the
Lance's story began a few
kind of patient a dentist always
weeks ago when he was struck
hopes to get — friendly,
by scar. Although not seriously
healthy, cooperative and calm.
hurt, his right upper canine
member
a
not
And if Lance is
one of the fang teeth)
tooth
of the jet set, he is, to say the
was broken off.
least, a swinger.
His owners, Joseph and
'There were a few tense
Virginia Dobranich, have a
he
when
however,
moments,
weakness for pets — they have
decided that maybe the table
dogs,six cats and two horses
12
wasn't where he wanted to lie.
— and they were troubled by
And certainly he wanted no his affliction.
part of that long, wicked
Since Mrs. Dobranich is a
needle.
receptionist for veterinarians
to
about
Dental surgery was
Dr. W. L Skinner and Dr. E. J.
begin and the patient was a Phelan,she discussed
the dog's
dog.
plight, with them.
It isn't all that easy to imBy DOROTHY CRYDER
Copley News Service

Students surveyed
on war and peace
BY SOLVEIG TORVIK
SEATTLE, Wash, (UPI) —
Where do young people get
their ideas of what constitutes
war and peace? Dr. Marius
Haavelsrud of the University of
Washington says it is mostly
from the mass media.
He draws his conclusions
from tests he has given to
adolescents in Seattle, West
Berlin and Vancouver, B.C. and
says the results are disturbing.
Haavelsrud says youth has
little difficulty in defining war
and its causes but has negative
or vague concepts of peace.
"Peace is when-you are'in a
coffin," was one student's
response.
Haavelsrud, 30, an educational
psychologist
associated with the Oslo Peace
Research Institute in Norway,
has been doing research on
ways to prevent war. But he
says nearly half of the students
he has questioned think the
goal of war prevention is
doomed to failure.
In the Seattle study of
nearly 200 students in the
15-17 age group, Haavelsruct
found their concepts of war
and peace came from the mass
media, friends, echcol, family
and religion — in that order.
Despite the lack of positive
definitions of peace, the
Norwegian researcher believes
people can be taught to resolve
conflicts peacefully, and he
feels schools should take aa
active role in doing so. People
have never been taught how In
avoid wars, he says.
"I should think there have
been. many times in history
when war did not occur," he
says. "Why didn't it" He
believes those instances should
be studied in schools as well as
the times when "destructive
resolutions" to conflict occurred.
Haavelsrud contends that
Instances when war did not
happen are ignored by both
history and the media, and
people are robbed of the
chance to learn how ' the
conflict was resolved.
Rather than leave the
development of beliefs about
war and peace to chance or the
media
which he says
".v.-tematissillv" presents "negative' events' -- he thinks
confli( t curriculum must be
intr,sluted in the schools.

I
I

TO THE CITIZENS OF
MURRAY

Early start
.•tarting in the elementary
fired.'.. with petunia' conflict
-athition. it would advance
I lir.
the- rsdes to group
finally
international
on ill. t-sobIng instruction.
Iii" lack
of positive
dealtion. about peace is
,in.ettling for Haavelsrud, who
working with the Seattle
World itilout War Council to
as.seso results of the Vancouver
.to,6,. involving 61 I nee.

i
I am a candidate for the City Council from l
1 Ward "B".
.
It is my intention, if elected, to represent not I 1/1Iriderit.
only the citizens who live in Ward B, but also all . -I think peace could have
citizens of the city of Murray, regardless of the I definitian. of pluralism 'In rr-ity
111/1,111111, 1•11111/eraward in which they might live.
timi, iirgotiat
-;-rornpromise,
i Having been a business man in Murray for I and communication,- hr lays.
,over twenty-five years,I feel that I have a grasp .-. - %on). of these asi./S1 is ,,how up
the students' ri-,potiscs. Inj of what the needs of the people of Murray are and I in
-.trail he found passivity most
I also-feel that I can make a contribution toward 0 often associated with
pear.%
0
needs.
In
the
Seatth
. -tuilent, were asked %hat do
your vote in the May 2.5!
w
will
/1/11 111111k leads to war'
11W
i Primary,
.... . next
• Tuesday.

I

I
I meeting
i
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R.- L. Ward

(Paid Political Advertisement)
I
0
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f111/.t
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iiiiriiti,••

ati-virr
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if 1- right for
p.Irtii r war

a

conntrl, to lake

Fier

ill said
-

"Yes.".
Asked if there is "anything
inside of people which causes
war"95 per cent said there was
and 79 per cent of that group
tendencies leading to war
behavior that is learned.
Thirty-four per cent said man's
war-like tendencies can be
channeled into constructive
action, but 40 per cent said
they were unsure this could be
done.
Haavelerud says television,
newspapers and magazines are
inure influential than books,
radio, or movies in shaping
•
ideas about war and peace.
He says students rate
teachers as having the most
impact of their definitions of
war and peace. Textbooks
rate Second and television and
movies in school rate very low
as concept-forming sources.
In the family, mother and
father rate equally important
m sources of beliefs about war
and peace, but mother tends to
be associated with peace
concepts and father with war
orientation.
Haavelsrud cites the impact
of education in shaping student
attitudes by reference to the
Berlin study, where 76 per cent
of the 565 stedents tested said
the Allies had been right in
World War II.
In calling for more direct
attention in the schools to the
problems of the future,
Haavelsrud says such instruction does not have to be "in
the political activist sense." He
says that what is needed is an
opportunity for students to
among alternatives
choose
when faced with conflicts.
Haavelsrud fears that if
mankind fails to teach peace
next
the
to
methods
generation, William James'
comment will remain true: "So
far, war has been the only
force that can discipline a
whole community, and until an
equivalent discipline is organized, I believe war must
have its way."
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St. Paul's Cathedral
shows bombing affects

• They asked me if I would
make a tooth for Lance and I
said I would be happy to do it,'
said Dr. Thomas Streitz, a
dentist, as he carefully wheeled
in his dental equipment.
Lance did not wince at the
sight of the drill — he was now
sedated and sleepily eyed the
proceedings with disinterest.
This was Streitz' second
session with the dog. He
previously had performed root
canal surgery and made an
impression of the tooth.
Lance hardly batted a heavy
adeyelid when Phelan
ministered a quick-acting
intravenous anesthesia, taping
the needle to his left front paw.
The injection worked instantly and very gently Lance
was rolled over on his side.
Its beautiful," exclaimed
Mrs. Dobranich as Streitz
produced the masterpiece — a

By GUY RYAN
Copley News Service
LONDON — At long last, the
aerman bombing barrage of
World War LI has begun to take
its toll on St. Paul's Cathedral,
ecbiggest
England's
clesiastical building and
second only to St. Peter's in all
Christendom.
Major cracks in the building,
resulting in large part from the
nightmare of German bombs,
were discovered when the
exterior of the old building was
cleaned some four years ago.
And more deterioration has
been discovered in the last 18
months.
The Dome and the Whispering Gallery of the architectural masterpiece created
by Sir Christopher Wren more
than 250 years ago will have to
gold veneer crown — an exact
be closed to the public unless
repairs are made. And soon.
replica of Lance's missing
"It would not be safe to allow
tooth.
even matched it to his visitors into the areas," said
other teeth," explained Streitz, Sir Peter Studd, lord mayor of
"and since Lance is a blond, his London. Plans are already
teeth are lighter than a darker wider way to raise funds for the
German shepherd's would be." repairs which could avert the
=
It took only a few minutes to closing.
Sir Christopher spent most of
fit and cement the new tooth in his life designing the cathedral
place.
Weitz admitted this was the and watching it grow. He was
34 when the Great Fire of
first time he had performed
such an operation on a dog but London razed the city, and old
said the procedure was not St. Paul's along with it. in 1666.
unusual in the case of Seeing
Eye dogs and the Canine Corps. Rat Is Carrier
-I'm so delighted with the Of Disease
results," said Mrs. Dobranich.
The rat wreaks his greatest
"Our menagerie would not be destruction as a carrier of many
complete without ow German forms of disease. In his travel
from *ewer to rubbish heap to
sheplierd.."_
home, he and the Meseta
She henries everyone who the
which are attracted to him carry
works for an animal hospital the germs of epidemic jaundice,
"is hooked on pets" and says trichinosis, typhoid fever and
most of the employes take rabies.
Health authorities claim that
home the "leftovers" -- those
one of the most potent and inthat nobody else wants.
expensive weapons in the war is
"Lance was brought to the the covered galvanized steel garoffice last summer after he had bage can. A 'galvanised Can,
been injured quite badly in a along with a tight fitting cover,,
fight with another dog," ex- is a virtually foolproof method of
plained Mrs. Dobranich. "The 'denying the rat one of his prinfamily was unable to take care cipal sources of food—garbage.
of him any longer and they
HONG KONG (UPI)—Eight
asked that he be put to sleep."
She said she and her husband soldiers of the Irish Guards
had just lost their aging Ger- Regiment were released from
man shepherd "and one-and-a- Communist China today after
half-year-old Lance was just they signed an apology for
iniamding into Chinese territory
what we were looking for."
lan mistake.
She also has a black poodle
The government callid the
and a white poodle that were quick t4lease--Iess than 10
both rejects, but her four white hours after they were detained
Highland terriers are -strictly by Chinese People's Liberation
top drawer" with many Army (PLA) border guards—
championship trophies.
"a good indication" for further
Their five English setters are improvement in Sino-British
proteges of her husband. One is relations.
a 1966 winner of the Illinois
The men accidently crossed
Winners Shooting Classic.
border into China when
the
• We used to show horses, too,
they were driving a Lands-over
but the whole thing became so
truck to deliver
involved that we gave it all up and a four-ton
and now just enjoy our pets," rations to British soldiers
stationed at -the border Tues•
said Dobranich.
While Lance slept peacefully day.
on, Streitz and Phelan X-rayed
Cans of paint and paint thinhis new tooth and his mouth for ners become extremely com,
future reference.
bustible if kept around too long.
-We'll know how proficient Get rid of them as soon as you are
we have been the first time
through using them. Otherwise
Lance chomps down on a
an explosive situation could be
bone," observed Strettz.
the end result.
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lives in the war.
Millions of visitors to the
cathedral have climbed the
steps to the Whispering Gallery
100 feet above the floor of the
great edifice. The gallery
derived its name from the fact
that a whisper against the wall
on one side can be heard
distinctly near the wall on the
opposite side, 107 feet away in a
straight Idle.)
From here, you can step out
onto the Stone Gallery for a
view excelled only by that from
the Golden Gallery above it.
Higher still is the little
ballroom. From it you can look
down onto the cathedral floor
300 feet below for an over-all
view of the vast dimensions of
St. Paul's.
The venerable Renaissance
structure is 515 feet long and
250 feet wide across the transcepts. Height from the
pavement to the top of the cross
is 365 feet.
History records that Britain.
has overcome far greater
ci.allenges than that posed by-1 ,
St. Paul's and the odds are good
that the 67.2 million needed bat/
preserve the magnificent
cathedral will be forthcoming
long before the windows
opening onto one of the world's
most memorable views are
shuttered.
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To My Friends in Murray
-and Calloway County

On Fri
'' New P
By GIRtiVtR MI
ntra/ Press A
Correspon
MASCOUTAH, II
the coo° people in

arn Illinois town a
excited today. and
•

\-e

Next Tuesday you will go to the polls and elect
your State Representative for the next two
years. Many of you will vote for my opposition.
This is the way it should be in a democratic
society. Each of my opponents has conducted his
entire campaign on the same high level on which
he has patterned his life.
If the record of my tenure as representative is
such that you can endorse me for a second term
then I solicit your vote, if not, I can assure you
that our friendship shall continue.
Regardless of which candidate is elected, let
us put both hands to the plow, take a prsyer in
our hearts, set our faces toward the future, and
work in a united effort to build Murray and
Calloway County into the great community that
it has the potential of becoming.

right to be.

It has been a great joy in meeting many of you
again. Sorry that it has not been possible to see
each of you personally.

The U.S. Census
nin-pointed the Law
erich term, near h
new population ce
nation.

Thanks to each of you, and remember me
when you say your prayer.

AFL-C10

ii

* She's Qualified

He immediately began plans
for the new edifice.
The first stone was laid nine
years after the fire, when he
was 43. He was 77 when the last
one was set in 1711. He died at
91 and is entombed in the
cathedral. St. Paul's is his
monument.
Statesmen, warriors, poets
and painters have their graves
here — Lord Nelson, Lord
Collingwood, the duke of
Wellington, Lawrence of
Arabia, Florence Nightingale
and many others.
And here among the chapels
and the tombs is a tribute to the
Americans who died in military
operations in Britain in the last
war.
The American Chapel was
dedicated in 1958 as Britain's
memorial to them. It contains
the arms of the American
states in stained glass, wood
carvings of American birds aml
animals, and a Roil of Honor
bearing 28,000 names.
Commonwealth war dear!
also were honored in 1958 when
a new altar of marble replaced
a bomb-damaged altar screen.
The cathedral took two direct
bomb hits, but damage was
relatively light.) This altar is
Britain's memorial to more
than 324,000 Commonwealth
men and women who lost their
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Humorist, Ogden Nash
Dies Wednesday At 68

SPACE AGE REPOV

THURSDAY-MAY 20, 1971

Seen & Heard . . .

Dr. Steely To
Be Speaker For
Secretaries

Persons Are Fined
In Murray Court
Of Judge Overbey

(Continued from Page 11
Red Rules for Revolution. Those
are not new rules but a repeat of a
document obtained by allied
BALTIMORE (UPI)-Ogden ways, Nash wrote:
Several persons have been
forces in Dusseldorf, Germany,
Nash, who commented on the "I think that I shall never see
charged, entered pleas at guilty,
in 1919 in which the Communists
foibles and frustrations of 20th "A billboard lovely as a tree.
outlined their plan for bringing
The theme, "Make It Your and been fined in the City Court of
century life in hundreds of "Indeed, unless the billboards
about a revolution. Listen to Tomorrow," will set the patterr Judge William Donald Overbey
By FRANK MACOMBER
Improbably rhymed verses, fall
Air Force and newsmen were which carries them into their these rules and ask yourself if for the 19th annual meeting of the on Friday, May 14, and Monday,
PAllitary-Aerospace Writer
died Wednesday. He was 68.
barred from the Cape Kennedy original low-orbit space paths. anything sounds familiar. No. 1: Kentucky
"I'll never see a tree at all."
Division of The May 17. Records show the
Copley News Service
Nash died in Johns Hopkins
press site before blastoff. Yet
The 00S craft theoretically Corrupt the young, get them National Secretaries Association following occurred:
the fact that the shot was im- would rendezvous with a low- interested in sex, Make them
Hospital after complications
(International) to be held May 21 Ronnie Perkins, no safety
For years the Pentagon
common orbiting satellite carried into
was
minent
arising from surgery to combat
their through May 73 at the Rown- inspection sticker, fined $10.00
superficial;
destroy
referring
from
away
shied
has
Beach
knowledge at Cocoa
space by the shuttle craft, then
kidney failure. He had been
to its earth-orbiting sur- south of the Cape and a local push it thousands of miles ruggedness. 2: Get control of all towner Motor Inn, Covington, costs $10.00.
hospitalized March 13 and was
"spy"
Northern Kentucky Michael Lyons, no safety inas
veillance spacecraft
bank even advertised it on the higher into a path from which means of publicity, thereby with
kept alive nore than a month
spection sticker, fined $10.00
getting people's minds off their Chapter, NSA, as hostess.
satellites. And most of the time
marquee.
the
satellite could peer down on
by an artificial kidney machine.
their
government
by
focusing
costs 810.00.
the Air Force has slapped a
Mrs.
Nedra
M.
Davis,
The
bank
received its in- the military installations of any
Cause of death was, listed as
attention on athletics, sexy Paducah, division president, will Will Rob Walston, no safety
"secret" label on launches of formation about the "secret" nation in the world:
kidney failure.
military space sleuths from launch from U.S. aerospace
books, plays, and other preside during the business inspection sticker, fined $10.00
His wife and two daughters
Despite the secrecy supposed trivialities. 3: Divide the people meetings and will conduct a costs $10.00.
Cape Kennedy, Fla., or Van- trade publications which
were at his bedside when he
denberg Air Force Base, Calif. published details a week before to be surrounding America's into hostile groups by constantly parliamentary
procedure Carl Dalton, no safety indied.
Now, however, that a and from public discussions of spy satellite, it is common harping on controversial matters briefing session for delegates and spection sticker, fined 81040
His best known lines were his
veritable family .of;. U.S. the upcoming event by Defense knowledge among aerospace of no importance. 4: Destroy the members.
costs 810.00.
and military observers that the
1931 advice to an anxious
satellites is poised in space Department
officials in
people's faith in their natural Dr. Frank Steely, formerly of Alfred W. Wells, no safety
last
18
months
have
been
Red
the
suitor: "Candy is dandy, but
looking down on Russia,
$10.00
Washington.
busiest since the military leaders by holding them up to Murray, president of the Nor- inspection sticker, fined
liquor is quicker."
China, North Vietnam and
So much for secrecy and U.S.
contempt and ridicule. 5: Always thern Kentucky State college, costs $10.00.
reconnaissance satellite
other potential trouble spots, spy satellites.
The phrase passed Into the
Mae Jones,no safety inspection
preach true Democracy but seize Covington, will be thei guest
the Defense Department at last
American idiom, with many
The fact that the Pentagon program began more than a power as fast and as ruthlessly as speaker at the "Fountain of sticker, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
decade
ago.
in
it
is
conceded
indirectly
has
who use it not knowing Nash
took the wraps off the proposed
The November launch, for possible. 6: By encouraging Youth" banquet on Saturday Murel Crittendon, no safety
the space spying business.
new jack-of-all trades satellite
was the author. Nash later
inspection sticker, fined 810.00
example,
sent the nation's most government extravagance, evening.
Through the Air Force, the reflects Air Force enthusiasm.
OGDEN NASH
said, "they are the only lines I
destroy its credit, produce fear of A musical program will be *- costs $10.00.
sophisticated
superspy
satellite
two
authorized
has
Pentagon
Nash
was
at
his
best
when
AstroThe
Douglas
McDonnell
ever wrote that will survive
announce .nautics Co., Huntington Beach, - nicknamed James Bond by inflation with rising prices and presented by the State College Jack Okie Sims, driving while
me. In fact, they're just the his verses commented on the aerospace firms to
its launch tmun - racing into general discontent. 7: Promote concert choir under the direction intoxicated, fined $100.00 costs
new
on
a
working
are
they
Calif., and North American
right size, shape and length for frsutrations of everyday life$10.00, given thirty days in jail;
treed of reusable spacecraft Rockwell's Space Division, the sky equipped to flash early unnecessary strikes in vital in- of Robert Knauf.
situations
familiar
to
his
al. tombstone."
warning of a missile or orbital dustries, encourage
civil An event of the meeting will be driving on suspended license,
from
maneuver
would
which
Downey;
Calif.,
are
conducting
"When his sister was married, readers.
another, spin other competitive studies aimed at tomb assault on the United disorders, and foster a lenient a leadership forum on "The fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
"A door is what a dog is one orbit to
he wrote:
illegal
and soft attitude on the part of Three Phases of NSA" to be Eugene
Smith,
satellites into ex- developing the system to send States or-Canada.
sleuthing
i"Beautiful spring at last is perpetually on the wrong side tremely high viewing points up a
government toward
such presented on Friday afternoon. pfiasession of alcohol and selling
This
was
satellite
the
first
of
a
new
"repairman"
of,"
he wrote.
hire
and even retrieve malfunc- doubling as a space-based generation of 1,800-pound sat- disorders. 8: By specious Phase One concerning In- alcoholic beverages in dry
i"And has taken my sister On gardening:
tioning sky-spies.
booster.
ellites with a secondary role as argument, cause breakdown of ternational structure and its territory, entered plea of guilty,
"My garden will never make
away, I fear."
Thus one of the worst-kept
'The proposed vehicle has well - general military sur- moral virtues, honesty, sobriety, relation to the division and fined $200.00 costs $20.00. Court
me
famous,
Many of his verses celebrated
military secrets of the Space been dubbed an orbit-to-orbit veillance and a constant watch continence, faith in the pledged chapters in the division will be ruled that he be put under A
s marriage of more than four "I'm a horticultural ignora- Age no longer is one and really shuttle DOS1. It would Jae- for nuclear tests on the Asian word. And finally, cause the given by Mrs. Clara Taylor, CPS, $500.00 peace bond on each
hasn't been for some years. As hurled into low earth orbit by continent.
decades to the former Frances mus..."
registration of firearms on some International second vice- charge, stating that he will not
R. Leonard. Once he advised: Suburban Americans might for the "worst-kept" label, last an earth-to-orbit shuttle(EOS
pretext, with a view of con- president, Cincinnati; Miss violate any provisions of local
To
detect
missile
or
rocket
--"To keep your marriage wryly agree with the observa- Nov.6the Air Force launched a then would be on its own to launchings around the world, fiscating them and leaving th Peggy Creighton, CPS, Southeast option laws for period of one
tion: "A commuter is one who secret superspy satellite move about in a variety of
the satellite carries a powerful population helpless. These ar District director, Raleigh, N. C. ; year.
"With love in the living cup: never knows how a show comes capable of detecting Russia's orbits on ground command and telescope which looks down- actual document concernin and Miss Helen G. Hurt, In- Richard Downey, sale of
and
launchings
bomb
has
to
leave
orbital
maneuver wherever it was ward at the invisible infrared rules for bringing about
"Whenever you're wrong, out because he
ternational member of the rules alcoholic beverages in dry option
early to catch a train to get giving the United States double assigned.
t it;
confiscated
by
allied
revolution,
radiation
emitted
by
territory, fined $100.00 costs
rocket
the event of
A typical mission would be exhaust. Mounted on it, too, is a farces way back in 1919 . . and bylaws committee,' $10.00.
"Whenever you're right, shut him back to the country in time the warning time in
Louisville.
ft
to catch a train to bring him a long-range missile attack shoving surveillance or spy telescopic system and sensors frightening isn't it?
Michael Loyd Stom, no state
Phase Two Concerning the
against this country.
satellites into extremely high- to detect atomic blasts in the
Bee of Rye, N.Y., Nash back to the city."
inspection
sticker, fined 810.00
division
will
satellite
be
given
the
by
Miss
and
launch
The
altitude orbits, far beyond the
Later in life he wrote:
Harvard for one year
Lucille Parr, division seretary, costs $10.00.
were classified -secret" by the Limited range of the EOS craft atmosphere, a violation of the
when
you've
"Middle
age
is
nuclear test ban
ter calling himself a "quarEvanko,
Joseph
M.
and Mrs. Ruth Cox, chairman,
ter-bred alumnus") and then met so many people that every
disregarding stop sign, fined
division
education
committee
From The
*came an advertising writer. new person you meet reminds
and past division president, $10.00 costs $10.00.
His experiments with humorous you of someone else."
Lloyd Thompson, disregarding
Cincinnati.
were
his
ryhmes
Sometimes
verse led to a job with the New
three concerning stop sign and red light, fined
Phase
Yorker. He turned to runtime nostalgic. In "The Middle," he
chapters will be given by Mrs. $20.00 costs $10.00.
By United Press international
writing and published more commented:
public
Cokelo,
Charles
Virginia Jarvis, president,'
activist
Irtrember
bygone
SEATTLE-Antiwar
"When
than 20 books.
crunkenness and disorderly
Paducah-Kentucky
Lake
Leslie Bacon, jailed for coddays
ci nduct, given six days in jail.
To be near his daughters and "I think how evening follows
tempt after she refused to Chapter. Mrs. Jo Stratton, CPS,
L. Crass, speeding, fined
grandchildren, he moved to
answer a federal grand jury's division vice president, will Gary
morn;
$10.00 costs $10.00.
Baltimore.
serve
as
chairman
of
the
forum
question
concerning
the
U.S.
"So many I loved were not
public
Kirks,
and Miss Marie Kramer, Cin- Robert
Long before state and federal yet dead,
Capitol bombing:
drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs
laws were passed to control "So many I love were not yet
"I have no intention of cinnati, will serve as coordinator
$10.00.
billboards along scenic high- born."
for the entire meeting.
answering those guestions."
James L. Kirksey, nc
Approximately 200 members
operator's license, fined $100(
from
nine
chapters
in
the
state
WASHINGTON ( UPI1-Sencosts en.00.
ate Democratic Leader Mike are expected to attend. Mrs.
Barbara Ann Hoffmann, no
Dyer is president of the
Patsy
after
the
Mansfield, D-Mont.,
operator's license, fined $10.00
Murray
Chapter.
Senate defeated Wednesday his
costs $10.00.
proposal to have U.S. troops in
Junior Williams, public
Europe:
drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs
Shattuc, Ill.
"The vote doesn't represent
By ORtilltlt BRINKMAN
$10.00.
The exact "center" has been
the concern and uneasiness of a
Central Press Association
Jesse Reginald McNutt, no
designated by an underground
sizable majority of the Senate."
Correspondent
inspection sticker, fined $10.00
marker in a flild on the FriedNews
State
Market
Federal
- MASCOUTAH, Ill.-Most of
costs $10.00.
erich farm, buried deep enough
the 4,000 people in this southOPELIKA, Ala (UPI(-Negr Service
so a plow will not strike it in
Robert B. Stubblefield, no
Murray,
18,
Tuesday
May
ern Illinois town are unusually
acquitAmerson,
Lucius
Sheriff
cultivation. However, the obeoperator's license and no inexcited today, and they have a lisk describing the center will
Kentucky
ted of charges of beating a
Market: spedion sticker, fined $20.00
be mounted on the city hall
unruly prisoner, commenting on Murray Livestock
costs $10.00.
arrival.
weighed
on
lawn at nearby Mascoutah, Ill.
his use of force to subdue the Livestock
in the future.
73
week
Cattle
this
prisoner:
FORTUNATELY, says Fried"In this kind of business you Calves this week 4
erich, U.S. Coast and
COMPARED TO TWO WEEKS
have one life."
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Mike
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was
Good
to
tions, will live. forever. New characters are added from tin"
York City and Chicago com•
80 that each
represented, the
his'
death
the
but
since
alive
replacement heifers US 2-4 240-260 lbs, $17.25-17.7'4
Choice
few
bined
location of one person on April time and as the years pass they grow into demigods and
'US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $16.75-17.26;
exploits
his
life
and
legend
of
In this category is the above-named Mike Fink, Davy cri.
635 lbs. brought 29.00.
1, 1970.
Sows
has grown into an American
The nation's geographic cen- Johnny Appleseed, Paul Bun'.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.5044.36
night kH.t classic.
FATHER...
LIKE
ter is in Buttle County, South yen, Blackbeard, John Henry, Rock ari_ entire
.The same holds true of many
NOT PURSUIT
US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $12.50-13.$0;
Joe Hiss to name just a few. them to a man.
(UP!)
Ohio
Dakota
COLUMBUS,
I of our legendary characters.
Anyway, Mike Fink w
Knight, LOS ANGELES (UPI)-A US 2-3 450450 lbs. nr.sccitst
The new Illinois tenter is
The popularity of most AmerA.
Howard
Rep.
State
cowboy
proverbial
the
panic,i
Like
motorcycle officer pursuing a
about 30 miles east of St. Louis, ican legends is attributed to the in 1822 by a man
regrirtt. ,1 ins their fame will go on forever. R-Fremont, is all for lowering
about three miles west of the fact that they are at least half- bott, who later so
narcotics suspect oh the Harbor
-deed that he drowned 11,ril, half-fiction, half-truth. As, his- the voting age to 18.
Kaskaskia River, in that seg- truths. Although our legendary
Freeway called for assistance
torians delve deeper into the dim
"My son, Christopher, who is
ment of southern Illinois known characters-ere- mostly big-mus- In the Missouri Riaet
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale.Thuti
•
0
•
past to unearth facts about 19, is very capable of going in Wednesday nisht.
as "Egypt."
cled men who ride forked lightI
these men, their legendary feats
NEAR Mansfield, filth
an A few minutes later he sday, May 20,1971, total head NO
making
Lawrence Frialetrich
and
polls
ning, start rivers flowing, _move
the
Ir., a only grow in greatness.
Holds. realms marker
compared to lad week 91.00 to
mountains and rassle whirlwinds gnarled apple tree for ni
analytical decision about who to radioed the dispatcher:
century reminded reiirli n' It
barehanded,
there
is
representa- "Tell the black and whites 93.00 highergenerally
eight to be.
state
his
CLEAN
COPS
as
for
vote
A
some basis of fact in the char- was planted by Johnny
(squad cars) to slow down,
,The U.S. Census Bureau has
nary,' ,1 SHERBROOKE, Que. (UP!) tive," Knight said Wednesday,
acter. Fink, Crockett, Johnny seed himself. The real
they're passing the suspect."
pin-pointed the Lawrence Friedcolin
his
constables
of
laughter
police
US 1-2 26-36 lbs., 28.25
106
-The
the
to
Appleseed and Blackbeard were thus. legendary character
erich farm, near here, as the
US 1-2 46-55 lbs., 30.50
Jonathan Chapman, born in R , -- Sherbrooke walked but of their leagues.
the
all
real
people!
of
center
population
new
ton in 1776. He scouted the headquarters Wednesday and
US 1-2 56-69 lbs., 29.50
• • •
nation.
Be careful when using multiple
rivers and forests, alwavt t- refused to re-enter, calling the
US 1-3 26-35 lbs., 24.00
That's important news, and
LET'S CATEGORIZE Mike
could
that
accidents
many
Too
hi.
electrical
circuits. Their misuse
James A. Parker, Murray, was Fink, the Pittsburgh river man. rying a bag of apple
US 1-3 36-45 lbs., 72.25
out at the Friederich farm, the
structure a "pig sty."
the
happen
in
ni
avoided
been
vt%
have
could result in a dangerous
phone has been'ringing almost cited for his outstanding life Mike was a keelboatman, as procured from the Penru Kt'
the
after
returned
men
US
1-3 46-55 lbs., 27.75
The
,
help
to
worn
bathroom. One way
overload. Also be sure to replace
constantly since the announce- insurance service at the annual history records. He easily was cider presses, and a
US 1-3 56-69 lbs., 23.75
Johnny is credited with 1 1!•mt- City Council agreed to set up a eliminate falls is to keep a rubber or repair frayed wires
ment. The family has been asked convention of the National the chaanpion fighter of the
imnine-man committee to investi- Mat in the bath tub. And'when
for interviews from the press Association of Fraternal In- Ohio and Mississippi Rivers.
mediately. They represent too
ing apple seeds in a hail H a
US 1-3 70-89 lbs., 18.75
Pate complaints • that the bathing be sure never touch any much
wire services, magazine:, newsThe photo illustrating this ar- states, and died at 72 in \
of a fire hazard to be
building was "filthy" and type of electrical appliance.
US 1-3 90-120 lbs., 17.25
papers. TV networks and radio surance Counsellors which met at ticle shows an unusually large County, Indiana, whe7
Il IS
neglected.
the Marriott Motor Hotel, cavern
stations
on the banks of the Ohio grave has been lost. Johan,. P- "unsafe."
-I drove out to the spot 11 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, May River known as Cave-in-Rock. pleseect is more than a leia
times today." Friederich said, 7.-He is District Manager for It was a Ibloody place, ever since ary character. He is part ot '''e The Colonials
"to show teporters the new Woodmen of the World Life In- the day one Samuel Mason, a early tradition that is An,
BUT HOW DOES
mai kit140‘4/5,;1-415
Revolutioaary 'army
surance Society.
officer, He never killed an anim 11 , ir
OAIE KEEP ALIVE.
awarded a cer- used the cavern in a great fought a man, and
Parker
was
THIS
VAST
114
at
Bureau
THE U.S. Census
't'le
l
l'iitlis
tificate of recogtiltion for saeme of pillage, rape and mur- called him friend evee'
WILDERS-IESS ?
o
Washington has disclosed that
der. On the bluff above he erect- they were on the warp it h
the
Half
Million
membership
in
can.
population
the 1970 Census
ea a lame sign that read: "Li- can dispute that oilr
ter is in a fallow field abont Dollar Club in 1970. As a quor Vault and House of En- blossoms are not
••
o
3,1,1 feet south of the Louisville- Fraternal Insurance Counsellor, tertainment." The keelboatmen memorial to him'
feet
and
300
railroad,
• • •
Nashville
he was required to complete an on the Ohio were easy victims of
west of the St.-Clair-Clinton extensive basic and advanced that sign. Once they -beached
Illinois.
southern
County Line in
A WN°
coke It
nire
let,1"
°N C
IY,
training course, pass two com- their boats and scfambled Ocra
Ntiscout.th. five miles• to the
ashore to mix with the ladies, of Blackbeard Is mole
exaininations,
and
prehensive
town.
seat
west is the county
they were promptly murcieted, than in any other section m
The new 11:70 center vi '26.9 meet established productida thetr boats confiscated.
nation, rot. this is the a..fl
south
miles
been
a
requirements.
He
has
9
nil left 1% est and
Legend insists that Mike Fink which Blackbeard plunder
tlu, 19,01 ,'enter a loch %%as representative in this area since and his clew fought a gang of hid It alao is the ,
,pot
near the s111.111 c 011111111111t,), "I Februag of 1955.
these rive!' pirate?... at Cave-in- he was finally caught be I

Spy satellites no longer
considered top secret
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May Taper 0ff
By MICHAEL WIDMER
A wave of drug experimentaUnited Press lateraational
Drug addiction and exper- tion in elementary and high
mentation on the American schools has disturbed officials,
youth scene —in recent years although in 1971 there are
:entered in colleges, high indications it may be nearing a
schools and city shims—has in plateau.
1971 become a frightening According to John E. Ingerproblem even in grade schools. soll, director of the U.S. Bureau
Addicts now come in very of Narcotics and Dangerous
small sizes, aged 12, 13, 14 Drugs, "it appears that among
years and even younger. And upper college-year students
not only in the ghettos, but there is a leveling off, if not a
among children of middle and decline in drug use, particularly
LSD and speed (amphetaupper income families.
The picture varies from mines). But there seems to be
community to city to suburb, an increase in high school use.
but a survey by United Press Heroin is in at the suburban
International on drug abuse in and cif, high schools, but there
colleges and lower grades is EA much at college
yields these general concluThere exists a vast market in
sions:

-WE KIN GIT
Ti-' ONE
THING OUR I

LONELY u'L
HEARTS
DESIRF_Sff

-NAME12I -.\\
DATES WIP I
>

EV'R•I

GAL i ki
TI-A'
woRLp.r!

the illegal use of legal ot drug addicts come close to
prescription drugs such as this figure.
barbiturates. Even the legal use
of these pharmaceutical drugs William Geer, principal of
has risen in recent years to a South High School in Newton,
level that ist considered dange- as affluent suburb of Boston,
describes drug abuse as a
rous.
"universal problem for high
Pot Wise Friends
Marijuana is smoked by nide schools In Staisachuietts, a
and more persons of all ages functional daily problem in
and its use has become terms of a kid's health and with
bY a marked increase in drugincreasingly accepted
government officials, school related theft and vandalism."
authorities, law enforcement The Palm Beach (Fla.) Postpeople, judges and the young Times concluded from a threemonth survey of drug use in
alike.
Alcohol remains the most Palm Beach county: "The
abused drug in the United illegal drug user in the county
Stahes today. The most conser- is getting younger each year.
vative estimates place the Five years ago the use of
number of alcoholics at six illegal drugs was ahudit limited
million persons in this country. to college students or nonNot even the wildest estiniates1 students of that age group.

WE WAS G1T TI N •
DISCOURAGED
WIF OUR
ETHOD -

BUT WIF YORE.
"METHOD, TH'

WORLD IS
°URNff

(heroin)," said Deputy Police
Chief John McCahey oLNew
York City. "I don't think
anybody really buys that
anymore, and we've got so
Kids Start Er*,
many more serious problems to
Detective Oscar Vance, who worry about."
bandies drug control in suburban Philadelphia (Montgomery
County), said, "where kids first
tried drugs at 16 or 17 two
years ago, they're now trying
them at 13 or 14."
A recent survey of 7,00f
junior and senior high school
students by the Pennsylvania
department of health "indicates
that 123,000 high school-agec
children (in the state) currentl}
are taking drugs and are higt
users of them. Of these, 39,00t
are in the 12th grade anc
almost 5,000 are in the seventt
grade."
Inspector William Palmer.
second in command in New
York City's 750-man narcotics
squad, said, "Our biggest
problem right now is mother's
medicine cabinet where many
drug users get their first
experimental taste of the
Feeling of stimulants or depressants."
-After marijuana, the drug
most abused by juvenile" is
barbiturates," said Hy Rothstein, health and physical
education consultant for the
Miami school system.
LSD Use Declines
Dr. Larry Miller, coordinator
of adolescent services at
Mantal
Bernalillo County
Health Center in Albuquerque,
N.M., said "the use of LSD
appears to be on the decline but
More and more kids are
turning to prescription drugs
such as addictive barbiturates."
Preliminary results of a
survey conducted in 55 secondary schools (grades 7 through
12) in Hocyauk last September
indicated 4.39 per cent of the
5,900 students responding to a
questionnaire had tried one of
—heroin,
the hard drugs
cocaine, opium or morphine —
in the previous half year and 2
per cent in the last seven days.
Based on the number of
students responding, almost
2,000 youngsters in the 55
schools had taken a hard drug
in the seven days prior to the
questionnaire.
"Ilia surprisingly frequent
and widespread use of hard
grimmest
was the
drugs
?biding," said Mrs. Jeff Montgomery, a member of the
district committee which conWere
ducted the survey.
sorry we didn't go below the
seventh grade because it was
already there."
The Haight-Ashbury Mlical
Clinic in San Francisco now
finds 90 per cent of its patients
are heroin cases, with about
three-quarters of them white
and many from well-to-do
families.
Year of the Junkie

NEW YORK (UPI) - The
principal laundry detergent ingredients are a surface active
agent (surfactant) and phosand Dephate, uvs the
,Soap

tergent Association. The surfactant is a wetting agent
which lowers the surface tension of water and improves
its penetration so that soil can
be loosened from fabrics and
other surfaces.

ets, you get one

gallon of K-N
Root Beer FREE

Basket Includes . . .
* 5 Delicious Breaded Steak Fingers
* Lettuce e& Tomato Salad
*- Toasted Sesame Bun
* French Fries

All Casuals - Sandals - Play Shoes
out for easy Size and Style selection . . .
No waiting — Take all the time you wish —
We are open till 5:30

30 Mlllloo Smokers
Mrs. Lillian Blackford, San
Mateo health and welfare
statistician, said she expects
that 1971 figures will show most
students "using less, accepting
some drugs as a fact of life like
now
a social drink. I think kids
speed
,./in see what a drug like
s
an do. In the early glamorou
,
years. kids had never seen
anyone before who was spaced
out."
Experts estimate some 20
million Americans have probably smoked at least one
marijuana cigarette.
Police are tending to overlook
imple possessjorvif marijuana,
first
.ind judges rarely send
-Renders to jail.
-We don't believe anymore
leads to junk
*nat a little pot

By ARMY ARC
Central Press A,

Correspond,
HOLLYWOOD
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"In the summer of 1969 we
saw two or three heroin
withdrawals a week. Now we
see up to 60 ,a day," said Dr.
George Gay, clinic director.
The scene is heroin," he
said. "We call 1970 the year of
the middle class junkie. Heroin
Its now in the suburbs —it's nc
longer safely hidden in the
t black ghettos."
There is, however, one
statistical survey in Cali(ornia'!
San Mateo County —perhapt
the longest continuing, qualit)
study of drug use among ttx
young in the country —whict
indicates over-all drug exper
imentation may be levelini
.even for precollege youngsters
frorr
The date—collected
15,000 students in grades I
through 12—reveals a large
Jump in use of up, amphetamines and marijuana between
1968 and 1969 but a peaking and
riecrease in many cases in 1970.

-

I pole position wit
of 179.354 mph.

from New

I've been told that I am too young to vote next
Tuesday for my daddy, Carroll Hubbard, for re-election
as First District State Senator. I sure do wish I could
vote. Since I can't, won't you please vote for my daddy
next Tuesday?
I would like
nounce my can
City of Murra

;(Pald For by Senator Carroll Hubbard, Jr., Mayfield, Kentucky, Treasurer)

921
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Sidney Pokier is Pulling No Punches Nation's Sun Belt
In Discussing Pictures' Possibilities
Sy ARMY ARCHERD

It

I.
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Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — Sidney Pottier knows what's wrong, with
' the movie business today and he
knows how to- cure-tt The Aced.emy-award winning star recently added another credit to his
laurels when he directed his
first film, "Buck and the
Preacher" co-starriqg his best
pal Harry Belafonte. So. he'd
better know whereof he speaks
or else he will not pe any returns for his triple fforts—as
actor, director and film company executive.
"In this , day and age," Sidney said seriously, "the movie
habit is really a thing of the
past. Seventy million people
have kicked the movie habit on
' the weekly basis. It's now down
to 17 million. Now, if the take
Is that small and twice that
- many producers are now trying
to make successful pictures as
en the past—well, you're going
'10 see a lot of pictures come
end go so fast in the theaters,
et will make your head swim."
A top film executive told me,
. You hear a lot about the mil" Sidney Niftier
, ons of dollars this-or-that film
He wears two hats now
ks to make. Let me tell you
ere is no bottom to how little paid me what I thought I was
film canNOT make! When a worth. So, I ended up getting
cture doesn't draw business, a piece of the film instead." He
ou can find, yourself losing has had five films in which he
lye, 10, or 15 million dollars!" received,att percentage. It all
• • .l.
started 41,:ith "Lilies of the Field"
"WHAT needs to be done," a film Which cost a total of
!laid a realistic Sidney, "is to $250,000, he said, and he was
**cognize the influence of TV, given 10 per cent. To date he's
end the reduced number of made over $2 million ,for his
movie-goers and reflect it in the share!
,,novies costs. And that means
"If a film makes money, the
everybody in the movie. Of actor should make money, too,"
ourse, it always,starts with the Sidney said. "If not, the producbvious—actors' salaries. Actors er certainly shouldn't be penalho were making $750,000 to ize& into paying him a lot of
i 1,250,006 have to 'reduce their money. If a principal actor (Pot.
fees."
'
tier doesn't like the term 'star')
,' What about Poitier's fees? works for nothing and the film
13id he alter them?
grosses seven-eight million dol"My price was always flexi- lars, the-actor should share very
ble," he smiled. "Nobody EVER heavily."
•
For example, in "Buck and
the Preacher," Sidney says he
and Belafonte went in on participation and very little salary to get the film made for
under $2 million on location in
Mexico. And, by the way, Pottier forewarns Hollywood's film
technicians, "The Mexican
craftsmen were unbelieveablc!
The only difference between
them and the best Hollywood
crew is that they work for
less!"

By NORMAN ILEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
The most active bowing
markets in the WWI.
ire
odes that it's wrong to direct concentrated in a aninallimenen
a film in which you also star, crescent from ROMs to
it's difficult." he told me. California
with stops m
"But Olivier can do it, so can Gen_rgia, Texas and-Arizona.
Orson Welles." And soon, he
While
the
nation is
laughed, the public will let Paito
meet the
r know whether _he can uls3 s_trngghng
CA*wdorialty-oel pal-01-2:6
direct himself!
million new homes a year, 10
But he's not worrjed - he's alcities in the Sun Belt already
ready talking about directing
another film -- another western are well ahead of the pace
—and again with Harry Bela- needed to unpins the goal.
A total of 1.4' million
fonte. And, BO long as they keep
privately owned
working for virtually nothing
units
who can complain?
were started nationwide last

I

i

fidney MlI, dtrecting_f
hts Ad?Oilman told
perienc3 after 'Rachel, Rachel.'
He said it was more exhilirating
than anything he'd ever done.
And now, I know what he
meant. I really GROOVE IT!",
that's his answer.
• • •

, NO. 1 at the Indianapolis
"500," at least at the outset is Peter Revson, 32,
shown after winning the
pole position with a speed
of 179.354 mph. Revson is
from New York.

IT WAS particularly "groovey" for Poitier because of co-star
buddy Belafonte. "He is such
fun to work with. He has a
great sense of humor- he's a
very irreverent guy, you know!
And I hope I capture it on film."
Sidney plays "Buck," an exUnion cavalryman turned guide
for ipc-slaves planning to homesteaa in the West. Belafonte
passes as a preacher with something less than the fear of God
motivating his involvement with
"Buck."
As might be expected from
Poitier---a man who worked his
way up from theater janitor to
super star- -he pooh-poohs the-

NORELCO
ELECTRIC
.

TR I PLEHEADER
RAZORS
with Super Micro-groove "Floating'
heads for faster, closer, contour shaving.

'22"
$31e1

Triple Header III
Rechargable,Triple Header III

blazes housing trail

year. That is about 7 units per
1,000 population.
But in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
the housing stain rate was 33.5
per 1,000 population.
Other cities in the top 10
were Anaheim, Calif. and the
surrounding Orange County
area, 22.6 starts per 1,000
population; Atlanta, 18.3;
Phoenix, 18.3: Dallas, 17.5;
San Jose, 17; Tampa.St.
Petersburg, 16.3; San Diego,
16.2; Miami, 15.2; and
Houston, 14.6.
J.W. Goss, President of
Ira estors Mortgage Insurance
Co. of Boston, said the figures

by
Prince Matchabelli

$6.50 Value

$360

For MEN
by Faberge

'21"

3.2 Fl. Oz. Lotion

$600

BRITISH STERLING

WATCHES

For MEN
3.8 Fl. Oz.

TAPE RECORDER-,

MEN'S 100% POLYESTER
PERMANENT PRESS DOUBLE KNIT

4

BRUT

LAND CAMERA

Battery operated, set includes
batteries, 1 tape and microphone.

expkA.
t'4*,0
si
)
‘040.
0*

•

Electric eye, carrying case with
wrist strap, distance scale and own
flash attachment. Rog. '29.88

by Electra
$ 1 988

generally healthier — thus
establishing •.lower rate of
absence because of Sickness. A
healthier climate means more
efficient production."
Goes' company underwrites
the rust 20 per cent of a
conventional mortgage loan. This permits the. home buyer
to obtain a loan with a 10 per
cent down payment-instead of
the more usual 25-30 per cent
requirement.
Goss emphasised
theMSouth in his statement,
only three of the cities which
make up the 10 most active
home building markets are in

Wind Song - Golden Autumn"Prophecy - Beloved
ef
Cologne Spray Mist for dazzling days,
perfume for sparkling nights.

POLAROID
COLOR PACK II

SOLID STATE COMPACT CASSETTE

indicate the beet home building
opportunities are now, located
in the South and Southwest.
"A run to the sun has
started," - Goss said. "An
ever-increasing number of
industries
—
particularly
service-oriented companies —
are beginning to realise the
potential of corporate .expansion, and even complete
relocation of headquarters
functions in the South.
"The weather is better.
Employees who comtpute are
not hampered by inclement
weather conditions as they are
in the North. They are also

THURSDAY—MAY 10ulk
i
what is conventionally called
the South. These include Me
in florid& and one in Georgix.
The rest of the cities are in
Texas, Arizona and California.
But'thew ars in the southern
half of the'United States.
Vrizkhi4s.s
&v
NEW YORK (tIPI) — 1.Ota
minimum of wrinkles, remove
laundry from the dryer as soon.
as the sirchizie stops.
The -Cleanliness Bureau sags
this step is particularly inter
tent for permanent press fa&
ries. Fold or hang the cloth5s
promptly. When using a drsyt
ti
with no permanent press cyd ,
remove such items while
slightly damp and ['meismooth before hanging.

AFTER
SHAVE

by Helbros, Vulcain,
Benrus, Waltham, Hamilton

COLOGNE $500

$350

17 Jewel-21 Jewel
in Ladies and Mens

MEN'S
100% POLYESTER KNIT

SHIRTS

Values to $49.00

FLARED
PANTS

Long pointed collar, emphasized
stitch, short sleeve.
$354

$1988
<Z`•

in White, Navy, Grey, Brown.
Also striped.

FABERGE
SPRAY COLOGNE THREESOME
• Aphrodisia • Woodhue • Tigress

$500

/
1
2-oz. each

REMINGTON NO. 611 ELECTRIC
100% COTTON

Announcement

TYPEWRITER
Fully equipped with every essential typing feature.:
The top of the line with features and feel of an •
office typewriter, at the medium
price of
77

HOT
PANTS

$netso

.

BIBBED
in Stripes and Solids
NOR ELCO

LADY
SHAVER
William R. Furches
I would like to take this opportunity to announce my candidacy for City Councilman of the
City of Murray, Ky., on May 25, 1971.
After 38 years in business in Murray,I feel that
I know some of the problems and the needs of
Murray.

Shaves close
and extra close
A fast, gentle
ladies shaver,
an elegant and
excellent gift
$ 1 488

BROTHER ECHELON 79'-PORTABLE

TYPEWRITER

$533

with automatic repeat spacer, a
lightweight portable usually associated with high
priced models.

$49"

THE NEW ...

HOT PANT SUIT

TRAVEL

Be a happy swinger in thic lively look!
Bonded lining, pointed collar with bow, fake belt.

ALARM
CLOCK

Off white with trim in blue or orange$.5•33

Big K has a large selection

by Westclox

of Graduation Cards

$433.$844

If elected I will do my best to make Murray a
better place to live.

at Super Save Prices.
Acres Of Free Parking

Your vote and influence will be greatly appreciated.
William R. Furches,

Store Hours: 9 to 9 Mon.-Sat
12:30 to 6:00 Sundays

Bel Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer

Phone 753-8777
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AWA211-1410111W ININTAVIS
SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Buy Mobile Homes Wholesale

CLASSIC GUITAR LESSONS
Sign Up Today To Begin Immediately!

INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT SALE - PRESENT
HOMES SELLING AT OUR COST - COME SEE
OUR TOTALLY NEW FRANCHISE

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!
Sorry, not more than ten persons per class.

New Decors, new Floor Plan, new Financing!

Classes Provided For Children and Adults

We Have The Exclusive

RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN

Call . . .

Never Knowingly Undersold!

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER

Murray, Kentucky

Beside Holiday Inn

Phone 753-3640

Vote For

PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs
rebuilt, refinished, restyled,
tuning and repairs. Jetton & Dyer
Piano Sales and Service. Cuba
Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 3288522. Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 p.m.,
(Closed Wednesday I, 10:00 to
4:00 Saturday.
June 14C

411116,-

HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER
Shop, open 300 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.
Tuesday
through
Friday
Saturday. 11:00 8 700. Closed
Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c.
Men's haircut, $1.00. Hornbuckle's Barber Shop, 213 spruce
Street. Phone 753-7742
TENC

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

BY OWNER; New four bedroom
tri-level house, 2 baths, family
room with fire-place, dining
room, two car garage and all the
features of a custom built home.
Close to new high school and
priced to sell.
ALSO; two bedroom brick with
garage on Catalina. This is a real
buy and includes drapes and air
conditioners.
ALSO; three bedroom house with
carport. Priced well below
average and only one year old.
Phone 753-3903 for appointment to
see any of these homes.
M21C

BY OWNER: 132 Acre Farm,
Modern house; three bedrooms,
central heat and air-conditioning.
Deep well, outbuilding. 1.3 acre
Tobacco Base, 24 acre Corn Base.
Phone 436-2289.
M25NC
IDT FOR Mobile Home. Very
large with outside garage.
Already set up for mobile home.
Phone 753-1222.
M21C

HOUSE FOR SALE

R. K. "KENNY" GRANTZ
Attorney General
Democratic Primary
May 25
Pad tor by Grantz Attorney General
SA ft Ou•nn Treas 510 Ky Hurte I.Fte Bldg

ON ANTIOCH Harbor near Paris
Landing, three adjoining lots.
Sold seperately or together.
$500.00 each. Phone 7536258.
M22C

WATERFRONT YEAR round
home at Panorama Shores. Barn
style,two floors, three lx.cirooms,
two baths, family room, utility,
two fire-places, sundeck,
cathedral ceiling. $29,500.00. By
owner. 436-2170 after 6 p.m. M21C

Phone 753-3682

PRICE MOBILE HOME
CENTER
Highway 641 South

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

KEENLAND: FOUR bedroom
brick home, fully carpeted; two
baths, paneled family room,
attractive modern kitchen, THREE BEDROOM brick; 3
MOBILE HOME Transporters. FURNITURE REFINISHING. double oven, custom cabinet. years old; carpeted throughout,
Local and Nationwide. Insured, All work guaranteed. Free Patio,two car garage. Phone 753- patio, storm doors and windows
bonded, safe, reliable. Transit pickup and delivery Free 3869.
M20C plus screens, ideal for couple or
small family. Shown by apHomes. New Concord. Phone 436- estimate. Antique or natural
2197 or 436-5515.
BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom pointment only. Located at 1625
M22C finish. Jerry McCoy,753M31C
3045.
1
2 miles from Murray. Catalina Drive. 753-3263.
JunelOC brick, 2/
Family room with fire-place, 'THREE BEDROOM brick,
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let YOUNG MAN desires farm work built-in kitchen, two baths, patio Newly decorated, Dinette &
us completely cover your home on weekends for summer. Phone and garage, radiant heat. Many Kitchen combination, aill0
M2OP special features to this lovely conditioned, dishwasher, two car
with Reynolds weather tight 767-6722 after 7:00 p.m.
home. Very reasonable. Phone garage, Private lot, 802 N. 18th
aluminum siding. Also we do CARPET
CLEANING in your
753-6624 or 753-6759.
M24C Street. Phone 753-5676.
soffitt and overhangs on brick. home.
M24P
Most 9x12 rugs just $9.95.
Storm windows & door, shutters Free
estimates. Call collect 247and carports. Free estimates. 2456,
Mayfield Carpet CleanerCall Garland's Aluminum Ser- s.
M29NC
vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
TUTOR
AVAILABLE
for
grades
Sedalia 328-8398.
Junel8C
1 through 6. Phone 753-6759. M24C
If you like antique green this house is for YOU!

Bring your best deal in and watch us beat it!

Conon

SERVICES OFFERED

WISEHART'S MOBILE
HOME SERVICE

AUCTION SALE
Saturday May 22

COMPLETE MOBILE HOME SERVICING
Specializing in .. .
• Central Heat
• Air Conditioning

10:00 a.m. Personal property of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Erovin Paschall. O'-2 miles from Puryear.
Tennessee, off Jones' Mill Road. Follow signs from Puryear
and Mayfield highway to sale.
Will sell sewing machines, living room suites, three oak
beds with springs and mattress, square dining table, old pie
safe, kitchen cabinets, old dresser, old wood cook stove
(Betty Washington. coal stove, cane bottom chairs, ice
cream freezer, churns, old lamps, razor strap, old weight
clocks, chifferobes, library tables, old dishes, lanterns, wire
stretchers, sheep bell, fruit jars, some horse drawn tools and
hand tools, and many other items too numerous to mention.
Sale rain or shine. Don't miss this sale. Sale conducted by
Beecham and Roberson Auction Service, Route Three, Paris,
Tennessee. Licensed and bonded auctioneers, No. 470 and No.
471.
Telephone 6424019 and 642-1344.

• Awnings
• Underpenning
• Electrical Wiring and Hookups
Phone

753-9290

after 5 p.m.

AUCTION SALE

NOT

Hughes Point
Store
in)
St

(

TH AT
MIGHT 6E)
KIND OF

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

STUFF ENVELOPES. Make 25c
each. No addressing or postage
needed. Send $1.00 for complete
instructions to Mayfield Mail
Order, P.O.Box 5. Mayfield,
M22C
Kentucky.

WANTED: DENTAL assistant.
Would consider training for
position. Send qualifications and
three references to P.O. Box 311,
Murray, Kentucky.
M24C

MAN OR WOMAN to supply
families with Rawleigh Products.
Can earn $5 and up an hour, Part
or full time. Write giving phone
no.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
Freeport, Ill., or call 815-232ITC
4161.

LARGE COMPANY has opening
for management trainee applicant. Must be aggresive, have
2 years of college and service
exempt. Position available at
once. Salery with excellent
benefits. Jobs Unlimited Employment Agency, 1627 Eitoadway, Paducah. Ky. Phone 442M22C
8161.

MEN OR WOMEN full time or
part time. Do you need money?
Don't borrow it. Write the
Nutrilite Agency. Let me tell you
how to earn it. Vernon E. Davis,
P.O. Box 87, Pgis. Tenn' 38242.
M2OP
Give phone number.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED
typist for approximately four
hours each afternoon. Equal
opportunity employer. Send
qualifications to Box 32 T,
Murray,Kentucky.
M20C

E

AUCTION SALE, Saturday, May WILL BUY old hens, Monday,
22nd, 10:00 a.m. at the Quitman May 24th from 7:30 a.m. to 4 00
Key home,2 miles West of Hazel, p.m. Murray Hatchery, 406 South
one mile East of Crossland. Some 4th Street.
M22C
items are; nice poster bedroom
suite, new chrome dinette suite,
nice electric stove, home freezer,
filled with nice meats and
vegetables. Lots of odd chairs,
tables, picture frames,. lamps
and other items. Also lots of
glass, china and antique items.
Old brass bed, pie safe, camel
back trunk, bean pot, kettles,
jars, churns. Too many items to
list seperately.
For information call 498-8601 or
Otto Chester's Auction Service,
435-4042. A complete auction
service with licensed and bonded BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
auctioneer.
1TP for rent or sale. Rent applies to
purchase. Lonardo
Piano
Keep aspirins and sleeping pills Company, across from Post
well out of the reach of children. Office, Paris,Tennessee. M2IC
Youngster§ are attracted to
anything that looks like candy ELECTROLUX SALES & Serand aspirins, especially, have vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky.. CM
become a leading poisoner of Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington. Kentucky
children in recent years
June2IC

IF '<XI CAW' SELL -rOOR
NOVEL, 4.1i-or NOT TR4 A
BIO6RANte? PICK OCT SOME
PERSON ,rou LIKE AND AZITE
HIS LIFE 5TORw

All built-in kitchen, family room, study pannelled in antique green. Matching brick
fireplace. Entrance, living room, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths (one with double lavatories and mirrors).
Paved drive, double garage, utility. Central heat
and air, carpeted, all drapes stay. City school
district, two blocks from new high school. 1702
Audubon Dr., 753-8459, upper twenties. Appointment only please.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A real good selection of real
estate at the best price in town, Check with ROBERTS
REALTY at 505 Main Street, or call Hoyt or Ray Roberts,
753-1651 and we will prove we have the best for less.
IF INTERESTED IN BEING OUT OF TOWN, but interested
in a town hors take a look at the following;
AN EXTRA *NICE THREE BEDROOM BRICK on large
shady lot. Paved road, garage and carport, central heat and
air, entrance hall, wall to wall carpet,large family room,lots
of closets and cabinets. Take a look and see.
ON LYNN GROVE HIGHWAY ON TWO acre shady lot, extra
nice five room brick with two baths, central heat and air,
carpet, fire-place, dishwasher, range, plastered, lots of
closets and cabinets, 20x40 Ft. work shop.
ACROSS FROM FAIR GROUNDS, A three bedroom brick
with large family room with fire-place, tyo baths, garage,
large living room with dining area and priced to sell.
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES SUBDIVISION, WE have a
five room brick, like new with 11
/
2 baths, carpet, air conditioner, Carport on large lot. If you can't afford a 820,000.00
house take a look at this one,it is much less.
A SIX ROOM BRICK ON 3/
1
2 ACRE LOT, in sight of Murray
for only 417,500.00. Has large shady yard, paved road, good
location.
AT DEXTEFL,WE HAVE A THREE BEDROOM frame
house for only $8,750.00. This includes some of the furniture.
A real good buy. Lot 100x180 Ft.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A HOUSE IN MURRAY,
WE HAVE THEM. FOLLOWING ARE A FEW:
ON PARKLANE DRIVE WE HAVE A FOUR bedroom brick
and frame with 2/
1
2 baths,den with fire-place, two car garage
nicely finished, dishwasher, range, dining room, extra nice
carpet,large entrance hall, central heat and air. Owner will
be leaving town June 7th. A Bargain.
EXTRA LARGE FOUR BEDROOM BRICK and frame on
large shady lot. Has large basement play room with fireplace, 3 baths, central heat and air, large living room with
fire-place, entrance hall. Two car garage. This house must be
seen to appreciate.
mgr. LISTED AT 1629 MILLER, A LARGE three bedroom
brick with two car carport, large outside storage, two baths,
carpet, central heat and air, dishwasher, range, disposal.
Three blocks from Robertson School, 11
/
2 blocks from
University. Owner will finance.
ALSO NEW LISTING AT 1618 PARKLANE DRIVE. Three
bedroom brick, two baths, range disposal, wall to wall
carpet. This house is in excellent condition and priced right.
ON BELMONT WE HAVE' A THREE BEDROOM BRICK
with den, dining room, carpet. Corner lot. Lots of closet and
cabinet space, large storage room.Owner is leaving town
June 1st. A real buy.
ON CATALINA DRIVE WE HAVE A THREE BEDROOM
BRICK with two baths, carport, outside storage. Has loan
which may be transferred. Owner is leaving town June 7th,
must sell.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN CHEAPER HOUSE, we
have one located at 904 Sycamore with three bedrooms, large
shady lot. Possession June 7th. $14,500.00.
ON SOUTH 11TH WE HAVE A NICE THREE BEDROOM
frame house with garage. Nice shady lot, has carpet, dining
area, utility and priced at $12,500.00.
WE HAVE 1000 ACRES OF LAND, MORE OR LESS,located
on East side of county that can be bought for $125.00 per acre
160 ACRES LOCATED AT POTTERTOWN on both sides of
highway. $175.00 per acre.

Positions
Available

reel
IS MORE THAN
JUST A WORD
WITH US

In order to meet the

44 ACRES ON PAVED ROAD WITH GOOD frame house for
$13,500.00.
WE HAVE A SEVEN ROOM HOUSE ON 94 HIGHWAY East,
near Earl Lee's Grocery. Has bath, good well, fire-place,
nice shade. $7,750.00.
AT ALMO HEIGHTS A THREE ROOM HOUSE on one acre
lot for $3,750.00.

demands of Calloway County and the
surrounding areas, and still maintain our high
standards of workmanship, Red Carpet has
positions available for qualified and efficient
men.

IN HAZEL ON LARGE SHADY LOT, FOUR ROOM house
with bath, city water. $3,250.00.
WE HAVE SOME GOOD BUYS IN LAKE HOMES and
building lots. We have very good sources of financing at the
very lowest rate of interest and at the lowest legal down
payment. NO DOWN PAYMENT ON GI LOANS, only closing
cost up to $21,500.00.

For an interview appointment call 753-9999.

check with Hoyt or Ray Roberts at

RED CARPET CLEANING
and MAINTENANCE CO.

ROBERTS REALTY
505 Main Street

or Call 753-1615

We Will All Be Glad You Did
.
14

AIR-CONDITIONER,
CELLENT condition, 8,0
495.00. Refrigerator, 415,
radio, 410.00. Coffee tabl
Sectional couch, $5.00. P
$4.00. High chair, $5.00.
$10.00. Phone 474-2742 af
pin.

ENGLISH SETTER,fem;
year old. Brown and whin
753-8870.

ONCE IN a lifetime pal
Thousands of gallons, top
standard brands, as low
per gallon. Country Boy
The Army Surplus Folks.
from Hopkinsville, Juncti
144, Phone 885-5914. Op
dOs until 4:00 p.m. It
take a look.
Ell.ECTR1C COOKING
gehd condition. Phone'
or 753-1628 nights.

PURE CHAROLIAS cc
Ves. 30 open reg
Cbarolias heifers. Cor
y4ers old, Pure bred, o
Frisch Charolias bulls, c't
years old. Estes Stockyan
Vienna, Ill. Phone day
6111-658-7203or nights, art
6544856.

}OUSE TRAILER ax]
tires, wheels and springs
Phone 436-5886.

PLAYER PIANO, cornpli
needs reworking. Piano
available also. See a
Johnson Blvd.

TWO ANGUS bulls.
registered year old past.
492-8459.

12 FT. ALUMINUM Fl
boat and 4 H.P. Johnson
4150.00. Also 1965 Corvair
GOod condition. $395.00.
767-4427.
TRAVEL TRAILER, new
self contained. 23,001
Whirlpool air conditioner
753-8825.

16 FT MARK TWAIN run
1)0 H.P. Inboard-Oul
Pbone 753-4148 after 4:00 p
M22C

OLD OAKEN dresser, dou
with box springs and m
arid three piece couch. Ph(
9369.
SCHNA
MINIATURE
puppies, male, good pe
lone 753-9371.

CIKILD'S PICNIC table,sv
a4ld girl's bicycle. Phone 7!
64•84.
•
GIRL'S CLOTHES sig
Women's clothes, size 12,
753-8506.

Toy

FOX Terrier pi;
Excellent pets or farm
Pone 7534505.

SliVERAI, GOOD used
•
with new picture MI
NU Service Center, C
Shopping Center. Phone 75:
5845.

10 FT. GW 3 INVADER. 3
Mercury and custom built t
Used only 3 months. Phor
5402.

NURSI
You Can F
fr•-• BALD CYPRE

NOTICE
WHAT DO YOU
WORK -I'M TAKING
IT E3ACK

"NEVER USED anyttii
it," say users of Blue
carpet cleaner. Rent
shampooer 41. Big K.

--

-

THIS DOESN'T

FOR SALE

MEAN

BOOMERANGS
ARE

NOTICE

NOT

RETURNABLE?

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE

LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2718
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO Ph. 436-5332

NOTICE

NOTICE

* VOTE FOR *

FRED WORKMAN
- FOR _
Murray City Council
Your Vote

Will Be Appreciated!

l'a id Political Ads ertisemen
‘
t

4

WI

DWARF I
Hollies - Red
Pyracantha - Mah

SHIRLEY'S
500 N
dwascussaameseisiiimen

1
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - \It KHAN , KENT( Ky

cl
FOR SALE

get the job done

a
FOR SALE

"NEVER USED anything like
it," say using. et Blue Lustre
carpet cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K.
M22C
AIR-CONDITIONER, EXCELLENT condition, 8,900 BTU,
$95.00. Refrigerator, $16.00. 1935
radio, $10.00. Coffee table, $5.00.
Sectional couch, $5.00. Play pen,
$4.00. High chair, $5.00. Stroller,
$10.00. Phone 474-2742 after 3:00
M203C
p.m.

THURSDAY-MAY 20, 1971

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ALL NEW FOR 1971
IN ONE COMPLETE PACKAGE

AUTOS FOR

WITH MOTOR SHUT OFF SWITCH-FINE TUNING CONTROL

Fe
l CTR1C COOKING range,
g
condition. Phone 753-2573
or 753-1628 nights.
M20C

.^ Li/710%43X

CHAROLIAS cows and
c res. 30 open registered
Cbarolias heifers. Coming 2
ys old, Pure bred, one half
French Charolias bulls, corning 2
yam old. Estes Stockyard, West
Vienna, M. Phone days area
61$-658-72010r nights, area 618-6584856.
M24C

MODEL SW -2
VOL

sivrtrot

TONI

ALL THIS FOR

$12995

MODEL C-965
•
Super dirifteia8ffaCk car radio tape-blaYE
long by 2-1/13- high, yet is loaded wit,
Weighs only 3.75 lbs
Shown installed in Mounting Bracket

1 4 wide by 7-112tstanding features.

HOME ADAPTOR FOR C-965
PLAYER ABOVE WITH POWER SUPPLY
AND SET OF HS-10 SPEAKERS

F
1

TV SERVICE CENTER

TWO ANGUS bulls. One
registered year old past. Phone
4924459.
M22C

Central Shopping Center
TWO SMALL Bull Dozers. One FURNISHED 1200 Trailer. Two
Clark 5 ft. blade, all hydraulic bedroom, air-conditioned, cartwin ram. One International 6 ft. pet, fenced in yard and unNada, all hydraulic twin ram, derpinning. Phone 753-7854. M24C
one tilt trailer and one regular
Tandum trailer. All in good 10x50 TRAILER, Liberty. Phone
M25C
conditioh. Phone 753-8548. M25C 753-8710.

TRAVEL TRAILER, new, 15 ft.,
self contained. 23,000 BTU 1965 F350 FORD ONE ton, flat
Whirlpool air conditioner. Phone bed dump, 4 wheel drive, front
7534825.
MC Tulsa wench. Phone 7538548.
M25C
16 FT MARK TWAIN run-a-bout,
110 H.P. Inboard-Outboard.
Phone 753-4148 after 4:00 p.m.

1971 HARLEY DAVIDSON
Sportster motorcycle. Phone 7538772 days or 753-8261 after 6:00
p.m.
M21C

8x38 HOUSE TRAILER: two 1 CL 160 HONDA,V00.00.Inquire
bedrooms, complete bath. air- at Trotter's Gulf,Hwy641 South.
conditioned, electric heat, M21C
completely furnished Ideal for
fishermen or lake cottage. COLLEGE STUDENT wishes to
Asking 81000 00 Phone 436sell 12x44 mobile home, 1969
2113.
M21C model. Two bedrooms. Like new.
Phone 753-8844 after 6:00 p.m.
MUST SELL everything! Moving M25NC
out of town. Furniture (odds &
ends), '70 360 Yamaha Endure, 1969 350 YAMAHA. Good conNursery items. aquariums. dition. 2,600 miles.$500.00, or best
Phone 753-8949.
M25C offer. Phone 7534911.
M21C

WANTED TO BUY

1960 CHEVROLET Good dinning WANT TO BUY; logs and
standing timber. Also have for
condition. $100.00. Phone 7533376.
M21NC sale lumber and sawdust.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
TFC
1964 FORD Custom 500 four door Co. Phone 753-4147.
sedan. V8, automatic. Excellent
WANT TO BUY; good used 20
condition. $500.00. Phone 7538880:
M21P inch electric range and apartment size refrigerator. Phone
M21C
1962 CHEVROLET station 753-5108 after 5:00p.m.
wagon. Factory air and power
steering. Good tires. Good con- WANT TO BUY used screen or
dition. Phone 492-8473.
M21P storm door, 321E80 and Myers
Shallow well pump. Phone 7531951 CHEVROLET; excellent 2959.
M22C
running condition. Good transportation, $125.00. Phone 753- WANT TO BUY; house with
8127.
M20C garden space within three miles
of Murray. Moderate price.
1966 INTERNATIONAL truck. Phone 7534911.
M2OP
Phone 753-9416 or see at Union 76
Station, Five Points.
M31C
NOTICE
1964 CHEVELLE 283-4 speed with
Hooker Headers, Crane Cam,
Marsh racing slicks. Phone 7531596 ask for Tommie Bray. M20C

ldr

12 FT. ALUMINUM FISHING
boat and 4 H.P. Johnson motor.
$150.00. Also 1965 Corvair Monza.
Good condition. $395.00. Phone
767-4427.
M26C

This is a reminder that City of Murray Business
Privilege and Vehicle Licenses are due. A 10%
penalty will be added June 2, 1971. All City
Licenses are available at the City Clerk's office
in the City Hall Building.

HIGHLY STYLED MINI 8 TRACK
STEREO TAPE PLAYER

ONCE IN a lifetime patnt deal.
Thousands of gallons, top quality,
standard brands, as low as $2.47
per gallon. Country Boy Stores.
The Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
feoln Hopkinsville, Junction 117 &
; Phone 885-5914. Open Sunjs until 4:00 p.m. It pays to
M31C
tane a look.

PLAYER PIANO, complete, but
needs reworking. Piano rolls
available also. See at 1511
Johnson Blvd.
M22C

NOTICE

THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION TO THE THEFT PROBLEM

ENGLISH SETTER,female. One
year old. Brown and white. Phone
M20C
7534870.

HOUSE TRAILER axle with
tires, wheels and springs. $50.00.
Phone 436-5856.
M21C

NOTICE

Phone'753-5865
FOR RENT

1962 FORD GALAXIE. Good
condition. Phone 767-4784. M21C
1964 BARRACUDA, 4 speed, V8.
Excellent condition. Phone 7537664.
M21C
1968 CHEVROLET MALIBU 307
automatic, power steering. Good
condition. First $1175.00 buys it.
„Phone 753.4075 or 753-2202 after
4:00p.m
M22P

NEW TWO bedroom duplex, 1714 1962 CHEVROLET pick-up.
stove, Phone 753-3465 after 5:00p.m.
Ext., with
Wells
refrigerator, air conditioner. M20C
Couple only $50.00 deposit, $115.00
month or $100.00 month if paid six 1967 CHEVROLET Super Van,
months in advance. Phone 753-1 Hydromatic, automatic tranM24P smission. Blue, excellent con3696 or 313-842-2612.
dition. Don't need. Reasonable
NICE THREE bedroom brick price. Bilbrey's Car & Home
M20C
home in Plainview Acres. Phone Supply, phone 753-5617.
TFC
753-7903 after 5:00p.m.
FOR RENT
RENTING NOW for the summer
and fall; two bedroom apartment
FOR RENT
with central air and wall to wall
carpet, tile bath and modern
NICE FURNISHED
kitchen. Best location in town.
Phone 753-4331 after 5:00p.m.
Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
June7C
college girls.

SOYBEAN
GROWERS

See us for your Soybea
Seed, Inoculation and
Moly Mix and Solo for
control of weeds. We
have Certified Hood aris
Dare, also Non-Certified
Hood and Dare.
We Pay Highest Cash
Prices for Wheat, Corn
and Soybean.
CALL US FOR DAILY
QUOTATIONS!
PHONE 753 8220

Fair and Efficient
BEDROOM SET two tin beds 14 FT. EVDIRUDE
Playmate
and one dresser, $60.00. Living inboard-outboard, tilt
Service To All
trailer.
room set: couch, two end tables, 8z60 'Swimming
OLD OAKEN dresser, double bed
float, steel
one coffee table and lamps, pontoons, aluminum
with box springs and mattress
ladder.
$40.00. Kitchen table and four Fiberglas water
bicycle, two
and three piece couch. Phone 753chairs, $20.00. G.E. stove. $35.00. passenger. Atlas
Edgetrimmer,
1962 22' CENTURY CRUISER
M21C
Frigidaire refrigerator. $35.00.. used one time.
A. G. Anderson, va
Phone 753-8'714 after 6 p.m M21C mile South
185 h.p. Gray Marine Inboard Engine.
444 on Lake Shore
SCHNAUZER
pies, male, good pedigree.
72 ALLIS CHALMERS combine. Drive, Pine Bluff Shores. Phone UNFURNISHED, BEAUTIFUL,
SUMMER AND FALL
- LOW USAGE M24C
PliOne 753-9371.
M22P Valarah Lee Apartment, two
16 Ft. Camper trailer. Both in 4364431.
Old Concord Rd
SEMESTER.
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
good condition. Phone 753-5673 or
Extra Good Condition!
LD'S PICNIC table,swing set
Carpeted.
bath.
Airutiltiy,
M21C GARAGE SALE; Selling fur.
753-4169.
Also furnished apartments
LAUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
Original Price '8,000.00
girl's bicycle. Phone 753niture, glassware, toys, some conditioned, dishwasher,
or college boys.
compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
M20C
MOVING SALE at 1604 Kirk- antiques. Sale starts Saturday, refrigerator, stove, garbage
Nice private rooms with
PRICED TO SELL BY OWNER
GM,Ford, Chrysler, R.C. Evans,
wood. May 22. 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 May 72, from 8:00 to 4:00, at 1303 disposal. South 16th Street,
kitchen privileges for
Route 3, Murray.
June 5P
clock
p.m.
Stereo
with stand,
Olive Blvd.
L'S CLOTHES size 19.
Phone 753-1722 or 753-4423 Nights
M22P across from Westview Nursing
college girls.
radio, stove, refrigerator
M25C
Home.Phone 753-4974.
Winnen's clothes, size 12. Phone
electric heater, roll-a-way bed, PENTA TREATED lumber.
PHONE 753-5865 days or
M20C
741506'
dinette set, two chairs, tri-cycle, Resistant to rot and termites. LARGE FOUR bedroom house,
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. or
21
/
2 YEAR OLD registered LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
child's table and chairs, luggage, Ideal for boat docks and -any 44 block from campus. Airon Sundays.
T4r FOX Terrier puppies. Charolias bull with herd of 26 in Kentucky. No increase
in portable
clothes, weather exposed uses. Murray conditioned, electric heat.
easel,
ElMellent pets or farm dogs. cattle. Would like to sell as
prices.
Country Boy Stores, the miscellaneous. Phone 753herd,
Lumber Co., Maple Street, Fenced back yard. $130.00 per
Pbone 753-6505.
M2OP but will sell seperately. Pony cart Army Surplus Folks.
9 miles 7903.
10:53 MOBILE HOME. Real
M21P Murray,Kentucky.
M
ITC month Phone 753-1203.
and harness, $95.00. Pollen chain from Hopkinsville, Junction
nice. See Brandon Dill after 4:00
Ky.
SVERAL GOOD used Color saw,$150.00. Phone 437Av.401/
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
APARTMENTS p.m. at the Murray Drive In
FURNISHED
T .'s with new picture tubes. T. 4513.
M20C p.m.
M31C
and furnished room for summer Theatre entrance. No phone calls
V 'Service Center, Central
M25C
and fall. Air-conditioned. Zim- please.
14 FT. JON boat with 7 H.P.
SI6pping Center. Phone 75316th
South
Apartments,
merman
15
FT
FIBERGLAS
boat,
25 H.P.
5865.
M21C motor. Brand new. Phone 489M20C TWO BEDROOM house, newly
Street. Phone 753-6609.
Evinrude motor. Student must
2678.
M20C sell. Phone
decorated. Adults. No pets.
436-5551
M20C
Let's Sena A
h._
10 F'T. GW 3 INVADER. 35 H.P.
M21P
,bedroom apart- $90.00. Phone 753-3779.
LARGE TWO
Mercury and custom built trailer. STEEL OFFICE desk and chair.
ment; furnished, for 3 or 4 boys.
Used only 3 months. Phone 753- Phone 753-51=, or after 5:00, 753- GREAT FOR cabin or apartfurnished
ROOM
Available for Spring or Fall THREE
ment;
matching
Hickory
Sapling
ASSORTMENT
LARGE
5402.
M21C 3947.
M20C
$emester. Phone 753-3143. M20C apartment next door to campus.
bed, rocker, hall tree, stool and
Air-conditioned. No pets, no
dining table and chairs. Two
of all the people
OF
SESSION; two children. For further information
SUMMER
814:111
/
2 oval rugs, desk chair,
753-3264.
M21C
call
housetrailer
on
to Frankfort ...
bedroom 10x50
buffet, marble top chest,
BEDDING PLANTS
private lot. Air-conditioned.
refrigerator and automatic
FURNISHED
bedrutou
TWO
'Three blocks from University.
washer. Phone 753-5210.
- VOTE
M24C
apartment. Air-conditioned.
Children welcomed. Phone 753M20C Couple only. Neat University.
7833.
EAR'S GAS dryer and washer,
Phone 753-4607 after 5:00p.m.
like new Will sacrifice. 6x9 wool
500 No. 4th Street
M22P
APARTMENT,
FURNISHED
BALD CYPRESS
rug. Phone 753-8401.
M24C
REPRESENTATIVE
Couples
utilities.
Including all
WANTED TO • RENT
753Phone
month.
per
$75.00
SUMMER AND fall maternity GIRL'S 26 inch bicycle with stand
only.
WHITE PINE
THANKS
CARD OF
and have our
M2OP WANT TO RENT; house,
clothes,size 10. Phone 435and basket. Good condition. I want to express my gratitude 4596.
unvoices heard!
5352.
M20C Cheap. Phone 753-2796.
furnished, 4 rooms or larger and
M22C to my many friends who visited
HOLLY TREES
UNFURNISHED HOUSE, near
bath.
In
country
within 10 miles
me and sent me cards chile!was
Paid Political
•
36 INCH ALUMINUM storm in the hospital in Memphis. Tenn. Court Square.Phone 753of Murray. Contact Mr. Eugene
Advertisement
Get Your
PIN OAK
b
mnc
1573.
door, $10.00. Also would like to Thnks
I want
Dunning, Route 2, Clinton,
a
hoc much I apto
Seed Corn
buy good set of encyclopedias and predated your remembrances.
DWARF APPLE and PEACH
Kentucky 42031.
M25C
• Atrizen • Lorox
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
boy's blue suit, size 20 slim.
LOST & FOUND
• Lasso
apartment
for
couple.
Air
and
Hollies - Red Barberries - Nandinas Phone 753-7671.
GRADUATE; STUDENT couple
M22C
M22P
Commodore Jones
• Hood Soybeans
carpet. Two blocks from wish to rent preferrably furLOST: MALE dog, brown and
WINDOW FAN, General Her
Pyracantha - Mahonia - Japonica and Others.
• Dare Soybeans
University. Available June 10. nished house in country. Will rent
white spotted, mountain cur.
tric, 3 speed, reversible
M22C for year or more. Phone 753• Wayne Soybeans
Phone 753-2672.
$10.00 reward offered. Hubert
Originally
$50.00,
will
take
$25.00
Farmers Groin &
8928.
M21P Bartell, 489-2639.
M21C
SPECIAL SLIMMER rates! Now
Phone 753-7256.
M22C
Seed Co.
renting efficiency apartments,
Quality Field Seed &
500 No 4th Street
,peross street from campus. WANT TO RENT; house in LOST, ED female Dachshund,
NINE GERMAN ecilice_pupples,
-country for cOtIpTe.-WM rent or in vicinity orStiikray High. Phone
-753-434
Servireak - Railroad Ave sTI weeks old. Mime 492!
-HBlW.-Ptitrine
.- JrNiite-N
-year. Phone 753-8733.
41110r
M21NC 753-8938.
M20C
5:00p.m.
after
753-1975
M24C
or
6248--M22C
•

BOAT

459.-

PRICED RIGHT

LATURE

MURRAY
AREHOUSIN
CORP, Inc.

TOMATO and PEPPER

PLANTS

NURSERY STOCK

You Can Plant Ours Anytime

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES

TRUE
REPRESENTATIVE

Ray Roberts

THE LEDGER &
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OVER

The Prim
Source of IN
In Murray
Calloway CI

99,000

SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT.
OAT 12:30-6:30

has the largest
selection of Paint for

CASUAL
PATENT
Brown, Black or Red

Red, White & Blue
Reg. 90.00

Murray Hil
Cheerleade
Are
Electel
Varsity Cheerlea(

Murray High School 1
elected for the school
72, according to
notmcement from the
They are Cindy Cob
Johnson, Leah Ful
Purdom, Melissa Gil
Cathy Mitchell.
Cindy,a junior, is dm
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleft
Susan, a junior, daugh
and Mrs. Charles John
a junior, daughter of
Mrs. Henry Fulton
sophomore, daughter
Mona Purdom and
Purdom; Melissa, a a
daughter of Mrs. Bill
and Don Gilbert; and
freshman, daughter a
Ws. Phil Mitchell.

LADIES

SAN DIES

United Press

$387

$687
Check with Utkcle Jeff's
for all your needs in
Painting at the lowest
prices in this area!

The cheerleaders we
by members of the b
representatives fror
organizations, and
members.

Calloway Pool
Be Open Satu

The swimming pc
Calloway Country Clu
st 10 a.m. Saturday, 1
the first time this se
Smock, chairman of
slrimming and tennis
has announced.

INSIDE
LATEX

WALL PAINT
$0299and Up
Gal. %if
OUTSIDE WHITE
Latex

WALL PAINT
OUTSIDE
WHITE

202 reel hes stainless steel spinnewhead Waste hardened thumb conMei butien. Anti-ranerse 202 tad is S' fiberglass. sett nylon wrapping, pertisien ferrules. Cara hentils. ossithrs reel lack

Young Womar
Suddenly At I

VINYL GLOVES
One Size Fits Either Hand

Assorted Designs

COTTON PRINTS
Reg. 9.88 yd.

00
Now2/t 1

TOURINO

TRAVEL
CLOCK
by Westclox
No. 44270 & 44506
Tan & Red

ULTRA-BRITE

TOOTHPASTE
Large Size 5-oz

Two names were on
list of Murray pe
recipients of the Sil
Award by the Four fi
Council in the story in
& Times on Thursda;

award for their specis
work with Boy Scout

TRU-TOUCH

VU-LIGHTER

Names Omitt
Scout Award

They were Ottis Va
Everett Jones, who r

FENCE
or
BARN PAINT

SCRIPTO

Although the pool a
for the weekend,it wil
2for the season on a
basis, he said, with ho
a.m. until 7 p.m. for tl
of the 29th only.
Swimming practic
club's team will begil
June 1,after which the
will be from Vain. is
&Waftseasagasasisio
11 a.m. until 7 p.m. di
members and their

Mrs. Ruby Lassiter
Joe Pat Lamb returne(
night after attending I
of Mrs. Glen (Cherie
Nucci of Hazel Park,
The young woman,s
suddenly at her
Saturday night, May 1
her husband, Glen
survives, were marri
of 1966. She was empl
Blue Cross Insurancl

Mrs. Nucci's hush
grandson and nephe
Lassiter and M
respeclively. Nucci i
Mr. and Mrs. Enid
Madison Heights, Mi
Survivors are her ht
her mother, Mrs. Shul
Park, Mich.
Funeral services
Wednesday at one p
Hoperoft Funeral Hc
Park, Mich. Burial
Lutheran Cemetery t

The Weal

Reg. 54.95 $298

===1:221119119111MEi

REMINGTON

LEKTRO BLADE
LB7
Cord or cordless shaver
with new disposable
blades
Reg. '36.95

DENIM STRIPES
1 00 I, Cotton
Reg. '1.29

Fair weather wi
adross
Kentucky
Saturday with no
temperature chang
today mostly in the
-tonight mostly in the
Saturday mostly upp
low Ms.

EXT4ED OU

Chance o showers ;
a_Monday ending Iron
v late Tuesday. Mild da

nights Sunday throug
1,ms in the 51* and 61
the Als.

